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The shifi fiom a literary sbdies to a cultural hidies paradigm of teaching English
language arts was investigated fiom the perspective of a clsssoom tacher. The study
was a hermeneutic ïnquiy examiaiag the foundations of the paradigm of literary studies,
the epistemological chdknges to this paradigm, and the formation of a new psadigm of

cultural shidies. Employiag elements of the cultural studies paradigm, including media

midies, ideological critique, new historicism, semiotics, Marxist, feminis and

psychoanalytical criticism, and other postmodern discourses, five films were investigated:
Frankenstein (193 l), w e y ' s F

Rorneo + J

u (lm),
and

m (1994), W e o md JI&

(1 %8),

me Edee (1 997). This investigation also applied the

methods of narrative inquj. to illustrate the personal transformation in thinking about
text

and representation undergone by the researcha througbout the course of the study.

The study found that a cultural studies approacb to the teaching of film provided insights
not afforded by the more traditional paradigm of litenry study while siill drawing upon

many of the same techniques used in traditional literary analysis.
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Introduction: Situatiog the Researcher and Research

When 1 graduated a s an English lmguage arts teacher h 1982'1 remember one of
our instnictors telling us that the children bom that year would comprise the high school

graduating class of the year 2000. The number scemed too distant to fathom at the h e ,
but those children sit in my clasroom today. Once they Pmved, 1 r e a h d that 1 had k e n

waiting for them, wondering whether I'd be prepared to teach them what they need in
order to negotiate meaning in a world so dinerent fiom the one 1 grew up in only a

generation ago, a world without VCR's, CD's or PC's. When I began my master's
program, it was witb these chilben in mind. Having taught for ten years, 1 couldn't help
but sense a widening gulfbetween my generation and theirs. They didn't read the way 1

had at their age, they didn't think the way 1 thought, and the things 1 valued, no,

chenshed, did not appear to have much value for them. As 1 strove to make connections
between OUT vastly dinerent generations and the knowledge that served us, 1 wondered
what value still remained in the things I chcrished and the knowledge 1 xrved. 1 served

Literature, 1 served up Literature to my -dents

in the precise and particula.ways in which

1 had been schooled. And 1 realized, with anxiety and alarm, that it upiply didn 't serve

anymore.
The research question 1 chose to address for my thesis codkonts this dilemma:
How does an English teacher scbmIed in the close reading of great works of liteninire
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transfonn herself into a teacher of the English language arts? According to Manitoba's

new cuniculum, these arts now consist of reaning, Wnting, speakïng, Listening, viewing
and representing. Although viewing and representing are relatively new aâditions, thei
inclusion as two of the Imguage arts strands has been anticipated for several years by

Ontario's introduction of a mandated media studies program in 1989. Although 1 had

attempted several @es to iaclude viewing and rrpcsmting in m y classroom practice, 1
saw them as add-ons, more things tu teach in an already crowded curriculum. 1 sirnply

couldn't make al1 the picces fit, for my students or for myself. 1had reached a point of
cognitive dissonance. Graduaily it dawned on me that what I needed to do was nothing
less tban a total reconceptuakation of my yole as a language arts teacher, fkom a teacher

of literature to a teacher of ail sigruSuig practices which constitute communication for
my students.
With this as my goal, 1 set out to present a history of the discipline of Engiish and
its transformation into the paradigm of cultural midies, a more critical and inclusive study

of the signifjmg practices of our culture, and then to demonstrate how this approach to
film wodd m e r fkom a traditional literary studies approach, using selected films 1 might
nomally show to my students: two adaptations of

and two adaptations of

omeo and J u . My purpose was to set aside, for the moment, ricnial questions of
pedagogy, and to focus instead on what howledge 1 would need in order to re-e

my

understanding of film before 1 could begin to tead it as something more than an add-on
in the language arts classoom. Drawing on research in media studies, cultural studies,
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postrnodemism, semiotics, faninist criticism, Marxist criticism, psychoanalytical
criticimi, in short, on a wide rcmge.of cment theory in the study of signiSing practices, 1

revisited the films 1 thought E knew. What 1 discovcred was a constant tension between
my established ways of understanding text and the requirements of a cultural studies

approach to nùn. While attempting to reconcile this tension, 1 met myself at every tum,
the true subject of my march. Tbe rcsults h m are not so much a product as they are a

process, not so much an answer as they are a moving through questions about the nature
of interpretation itself'. At times throughout this process, 1have felt W<e Laurence

Sterne's infûriatingly 6iinny Tristam Shandy, hopelessly, yet painstakingly, trying to set
the stage for his own birth. It begins with the search for a method of inqujr.

esearch M a d o I o My studies in curriculum and methods of inquiry into educational theory and

practice prornpted me to pursue a research question for this thesis that holds pmonal
relevance and urgency to me as a teacher. Having detemïned to address this troubling
question of my own transformation, 1 endeavored to h d a mode1 of authentic inqujl that
would both satisfy the requimnents of a research thesis and prove valuable to me in my
professional growth. Happily, the very transformation in my own thinking which I was
seeking to map coincides witb a transformation in the way we think about research into

education. A shifi from quantitative to quaiitative research methodologies, from numbers
to words, fiom statistics to situated experiences, fiom abstract theory to grounded theos:

and fkom a conception of knowledge as absolute to a recognition of knowledge as
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conditional- al1 of t h e r Ehifts have changed the nature of research into education as

well as our concept of the researcher hersclf. Where once the rexarcha strove for a
certain invisibility, that is, an absence of b i s that could cloud the objectivity of her
study, now it is acknowledged that the researcher never is or was invisible, and that our
very idea of objectivity is, at best, an mattainable goal, at worst, a means of concealment

and obfuscation. As Polanyi (1958) contended in his ground-brcaking Pmonal

howle

T o w w a Pw-C-

..

,"complete objectivity as u s d y

attributed to the exact sciences is a delusion and is in fact a falx ideal" @. l8). in its
stead, Polanyi posited "the conception of personai biowledge" (p. 18) as a much needed

humanizing element in the midy of science. What is true of the ostensibly objective

discipline of science must be even more valid in the field of educational research, wbere
any claim, no matter how xemingly objective, is subject to the buman element by the
very nature of our discipline.

Short's (1 99 1) F o m of CuaiEulumlnqiii9! celebrates the prolifmtion of
research methodologies which have gained acceptance as vahd foms of inquiry into
education subsequent if not consequent to Polanyi's assertion that we recognize the
importance of personal knowledge in aü foms of research. Of the seventeen foms of
inquiry outlined in his book, two were most helpfüi as models for my present study:

hermeneutic and narrative inquiry. Both models acknowledge the subjectivity of the
researcher and the pivotai role of personal knowledge as part of the inqujr process. As

D.G. Smith ( 1991) States in "Hermeneutic Inquiry", "a clear split between subjective
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thinking and objective thinking is ridiculous because my subjectivity gcts its bcarings
from the very world that 1 tske as my object" (p. 192). As a result, both models eschew

the criteria and the 1anguage.ofquantitative rexcirch in favor of more authentic criteria
and language which reflects the often intangible, unquantifiable, yet no less valid rerility
of human experience. As ComeUy and Clanninin (1991) explain: "Like other qualitative

methods, namative relies on criteria other than didity, reliability, and gencraluability. It
is important not to squeeze the language of narrative criteria into a language created for

other forms of research" (p. 134). Instead, they suggest the criteria of "apparency,

verisimilitude and transferability as possible criteria"@. 134), dong with the criteria of
authenticity, which cornes f?om the specincity of language and attention to the particular
rather than the gmeral (p. 135). Smith concurs in his discussion of the language of
hermeneutic research: "My ianguage contains within it the evidence not just of the
openness of my Me, but, in a deep and subtle way, its anticipation of k i n g transformed
in the face of new lived realities7'(p. 193). Neither mode1 of inquiry aims at "Truth" as
an absolute, but rather recognizes the exciting possibility of uncovering "truths" in the

expenence of living and wnting and biowing our Lives, as well as the tramformative
power this process can engender. These two models encowaged me to a h for honesty,
allow for uncertainty, and hope for transformation in my own thinking about text and

representation as a language arts teachm.
However similar these two research models are in theù rejection of the empincist
paradigrn of inquïry, each one informs aspects of this research in quite distinct ways. The
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hemeneutic mode1 provided the guidehes for authentic interpretation, not only of the
aesthetic texts examined in this study, but aiso of the theoretical and critical materiais 1

bring to bear in my exmination of these aesthetic texts. Nanative inquiry provided
precedents for siîuating my intcrpretations within the ebb and flow of my own IeerniDg
and teaching life. And most importantly, pahaps, examples of narrative inquiry helped

me to find a voice h m which to speak my own particdar buths as a rcflective
pnictitioner. What foliows is a M e r explanation of these two forms of curriculum
i n q w and their relation to specific chapters of my research.

e H e r m e n a c Twp of
According to D. G. Smith (1991), hemieaeutic inquiry is "the activity of
interpreting our lives and the world around us" @. 187). insofar as we al1 interjmt the
world in our everyday lives, hermeneutics is %e primordial condition of human selfunderstanding" @. 192). Although interpretation as such has existed for as long as

h m a n beings have tried to understand their world and themwlves, the recognition of
hemeneutics as a legitimate field of research into education is a fairly recent
phenomenon. Its necessity, according to Smith, is borne of a certain frustration with the
limitations of empincal reswch techniques which tend to focus on isolated parts and thus
fail to give an understanding of the whole. At h e s of social change and upheaval, the
need is felt for bermeneutics as a means of reaching a deeper understanding of the whole
in relation to its dimete parts. As Smith explains:
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The critique of 'bfouqdatjonai.isn" inherent in the cumnt pst-stmaiwlist

movements signals what many people aùeady understand intuitively which is
that.. . thm is a crisis of d u e at work that camot ôe resolved simply be appealing
to iraditional foms of logic aod authority. It may be precisely the inability of
traditional (Western) f o m s of discourse to deal singîe-handedly with the Lived
problems of modernity that makes interprctatjon or re-intcrpretation of
contemporary paradigms and their institutional embodiments necessary. (p. 188)

The "crisis of value" alluded to here is faced every day by my colleagues and myself as
we make educational choices for our -dents

related to materials, classoom pmctices

and evaluation procedures. The paraüigmatic ground beneatb us is shifting, and my need
to understand this Shi& fiom the inside out, seemed most appropriately addressed by the
methods of hermeneutic inquiry.
Smith descnbes four requirements of the hexmeneutic imagination which should
guide inquiry of this type. First of dl, one must "develop a deep attentiveness to

language itself" (p. 199), and a sense of "its predispositions in terms of metaphor,

analogy, and structure" (p. 199). The second requirernent Smith describes as "a
deepening of one's sense of the basic znteipretability of lifk itself" which entails 'ta)àng
up the interpretive task for oneself rather than simply receiMng the delivmd goods as

bearing the final word (p. 199). In this regard, Smith proposes that in a hemeneutic
study one avail oneself not only of the grand narratives which he suggests may be
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d e r i n g fiom postmodem exbaustion, such as "marxism, psychoanalysis, or cntical
anaiysis" (p. 199), but also of "the more d ô c a t e d narratives of our time" (p. 199), or,

"those concerning spirituality", "fcminism, and the new discourses about nordr-south
relations and global interdependence" ( p. 199) which efnrm that "good interpretation is a
creative act on the side of s h a e g identity within the play of differences" (p. 199).
What follows fiom mis is Smith's thid requiranent that "the mark of good interprctive

research is not is the degree to which it follows a specified methodological agenda, but in

the degree to which it cm show understanding of what it is that is k i n g investigated" @.
20 1). Finally, then, "henneneutics is about cïeating meanïng, not simply reporting on it"
(p. 201). This fourtb requirernent involves taking up one's subjectivity "with a new sense

of responsibility" (p. 201). Taken together, a hermeneutic study becomes an ongoing
conversation between the interpreter, the interpretive community, and that which is king
interpreted, a process whose ends cannot always be predicted and certainly camot be
preordauied, a process Smith mens to improvisational jan. In addition to these four
requirements of the hermeneutic imagination, Smith identifies one key requirement of
hermeneutic research: "The conversationai quelity of hermeneutic truth points to the
requirement that any study carried on in the name of hemeneutics should provide a
report of the researcher's own transformations undergone in the process of the inquiry; a
showing of the dialogical joumey ..." (p. 198). The interpreter, then, must remain visible

and open to change as part of tbe process of hemeneutic inquhy.

The chapters which foilow can be considered as set pieces or exmises in
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henneneutic inquiry as set out by D. G. Smith (1991). Ia the first chapter, I deconstruct
the English teacher in an effort to understand the values and ideologies which have

forged the traditional discipline of literary criticisn and the contemporary forces which
presently cal1 this discipiine into question. As Smith maintaius, "deconstruction itself is

an interpretive hermeneutical activity" (p. 194), and thereafter he uses the terms

"deconstruction", "hemcaeutics", and "in-on"

iaterchmgeably throughout his

article. For me, then, the proccss of "deconstructiag" the English teacher bccame a
conversation with the founders and cntics of my profession in which 1 found myself
deeply implicated as botb accuser and accused. Consequently, tracing the historicai

developments which have transformed the role of the language arts teacher entailed more
than simply repolbng on these developments. This chapter represents a map of my own

dialogical journey of transfomation as a teacher. The remauiing chapten consthte the
actual journey through my interactions with the specific hlms.
Cultural Stuaes as H

P

One of the major deparhues cultumi studies makes fiom traditionai literary
interpretation involves the very choice of matenal deemed worthy of academic study.
According to Antony Easthope (1991), the object of cultural studies "consists in part of
texts- Nms, television programmes, newspapers, advertïsements, popular songs- Iived
within the everyday, but then submitted to reconstruction in academic anaiysis dongside

canonical texts treated in the same way" (p. 172). The films 1 have chosen straddle the
high culture popular culture divide, k i n g ppular cinematic aüaptations of recognited
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canonical works,

and
d

n

a

-

1chose adaptations of classics in

order to see whether a cultural studies approach could apply, as Easthope asserts, to
works of both high and popular culture. In addition, 1have included a chapter on the film
n e E&g which stands somewhat apart fkom my malysis of the other four nIms because

it is not an adaptation of a recognized classic and is therefore fiee of the literary/cultural
associations adhering to bie othQ films.
Throughout these chapters, 1 strove to apply the principles of hemeneutic inquiry
to the individual nIms under consideration, employing the "deep attentiveness to
language" required of hemeneutic study to the language of film. The term "media
literacy" itself suggests that film and other visual media can be read in mannen
analogous to the reading of p ~ t In
. order to decoàe hlm as a te* one must be attentive

to such matters as narrative structure, characterization and theme, but also to all of the
visual elements which comprise a director's mise en scene or composition of each
individual fiame, such as costumes, Lighting, camera angles, etc. The study of semiotics
demands this close attentiveness to each element of the visual composition of a h

e of

füm, for every detail can be read as a signifia pointing to an idea beyond itself. Just as

words on a page are signifiers of meaning, so too are the separate visual feahves of film.

Therefore, one c m apply the techniques of close reading common to the study of Literary
text to the study of film in the recognition that film is a construction of reality mediated
through particular directorial choices. To this point, a cultural studies interpretation of
film does not ciifFer significmtly from a more traditional literary analysis. Where culturaï
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studies departs fkom a more traditional analysis of hlm wouid be in its examination of the
purposes to which such a close reading would be put.
Here the term "culturai studies" as a distinct, easiiy.&finablc, intcrpretive
methodology becomes somewhat complicated. In Daine

of

du Gay a al. (1997) propose a model for this approach involving five

the S a y W-

cultural processes wbch comprise the study of culturr: qmsentation, identity,
production, consumption, and regdation, and then apply these processes to a case study
of the Sony Walkman in t m s of its social meanings. WhiJe some of these processes can
apply to a study of film, the films themselves tended to ask questions that this model did
not necessarily accommodate. Another more useful model was that outlined by Kellner
(1 995) in M

e

n

:

Thus, reading media culture politicaliy involves situating it in its historical
conjuncture and analyzing how its genenc codes its positioning of viewers, its
dominant images,its discourses, and its fonnal-aesthetic elements all embody
certain political and ideological positions end have political effects. (p. 56)

Kellner's dennition of a culturai studies critique shows the ways in which culturai stuclies

departs fkom traditional formalia approaches to the analysis of film or other literary
foms. The key difference Lies in the rejechon of traditionai conceptions of art as discrete
and self-contained creations which can be analyzed independent of their historical or
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political context or audience affect. In his anaiysis of nIm, K c h a is still concemed with
"generic codes" and the effects of narrative, a close reading of a film's imagay, and 0th"formal-aesthetic elements", but not as ends in diemselves, rather as the means through
which a film's ideological meanïngs are conveycd. Aesthetic considerations are aot

taken up with the go4 of judging the artistic wordi of a film, then, but d e r to make

manifest its methods of rhetorical pasurision. Thus, a cultural studies spprmch to the
interpretation of nIm engages the traditional repertoire of interpretive sirategies one
would apply to the a d y of any aesthetic t e e the specializcd strategies unique to the
study of visual media, and the stnitegies of cultural criticism which x e k to reved the
ideological positions assumqd and transmitted through film.
Easthope's (199 1)

- C

eIaborates on the mode1

demonstrated by Kellner. Easthope maintains that recent developments in critical theory

have seriously called into question the paradigm of traditional literary studies and made
way for the emergence of cdtural studies as a means of considering ail forms of a

society's s i g n i w g practices. He identifies six ''theoretical interventions" which have
occasioned a break with the traditional p d g m of literary studies and constitute the
main terms of cultural studies: s i p system, institution, ideology, gender, position, and

the other (p. 137). By sign system, Easthope refers to the fact that any s i m g practice
can be analyzed accordiug to its signifiers and what they signify, employhg the
techniques of semiotics to subject my text, (not specincaily a literary one) to a close
reading of its signs and what they s i m . The terni "institution" rcfm to a recognition
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of the context within which signifling practices are produced and theu meanings
circulated, be they the academic institutions w i h which literary works are taken up, or
other institutions nich as that of Hollywood fiim realisn. As Easthope says, Though the
institutions are dZKerent, anaiysis in tenns of institution has corne to apply in m o n to
both literary and popdar cultural texts" (p. 70). In this respect, tbe question of ideology
becomes a key coocern, as every signiiyiog practice is informed by its ideology, which

"always codorms to the interests of those f?om whom it comes" (p. 131). The concept

of subject position proceeds fiom the understandhg that "ideology works by
interpeilating the subject, by hailing the subject to see itself as a fiee individual" (p. 69),
thus inviting the audience to ident@ themselves with the dominant ideology tranmùtted
by the film. This confers en illusion of naturalness or taken-for-grantedness on the

ideologies permeating any given signifj4ng practice, an dusion cultural studies seeks to
make manifest. By doing so, the process of cultural studies moves to a consideration of
the "other" as that which is silenced and excluded fiom the dominant ideology expressed
in any signifjmg practice. The concept of the other is "imbricated on the one side with

ideology" but "'aise covers aspects and functions of gender" (p. 134). in short,the
"othef' is defined by Easthope as "the deviant, Werent, uabiown", that which is
generally excluded fkom the dominant discourses in any sigmfjing practice. The work
of culturai studies. then, is to employ traditional methods of litcrary anaiysis to all fonns

of signifjmg practice in an effort to uncover that which is left unsaid, and ultimately, to
expose the power structures which stand behind our modes of discourse, be they literery
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or popular. The project of cultural studies is a Eall order because it adcîresses questions of
value in society on the understanding that no fonn of signifyhg practice is ideologidy

innocent.

The methods of cultural studies defincd and demonsbrated by k b e r (1995) and
Easthope (1991) have much in «>mmon with those of hermeneutic inquiry as laid out by

D. G . Smith (1991). Both &arc a deep sensitivity to Iangwge, an independent and
critical stance toward the material to be interpreted, the use of a range and variety of
interpretive tools and critical theones, and haily, the ultimate purpose of the
investigation. As Smith States in the conclusion of his description of hermeneutic
inquixy, "the real work of our thne may be defined by an ability to mediate meaning
across boundaries and Merences, whether those boundaries and Merences be
concerned with gender, race, or ideas" (p. 203). Smith concludes his discussion by
suggestuig that the pedagogical purpose of henneneutics may well be to afnrm ''the way
in which present arrangements always border on and open ont0 the space of an Other

whose existence contains part of the story of our shared future" @@.
203). To a certain
extent, then, henneneutics and cultural studies &are the same purpose and methodology.

on to S

m

As conscientiously as 1 tried to apply the puipose and mahodology of both
hemeneutics and cultural shidies to the films under discussion, the films 1 chose for this
study often evaded my attempts to intcrpret hem according to any clcarly prescribed

strategy, eliding the questions 1 had initially posed and asking new questions 1 had not
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anticipated. Here 1 am mïndful of Smith's comment that %e mark of good inte'ptetive

research is not is the degrce to which it follows a spccined methodologid agenda, but in
the degree to which it can show understanding of what it is that is king investigatcd"

my interpretation of

(1 99 1, p. 20 1). For example, in the case of the 1931

the film led me to examine it wibiin its "bistorical conjmcture'' to scc it as a parable on

society's treatment of the "othci'. Taking my cue fkom Wood's (1979) definition of tbe
"othef' in horror movies as that which we oppress in o h m and repress in ounelves 1
interpreted the monster as representing the victims of the Depression and the emergent
pseudo-science of eugenics which saw its inevitable outcome in the Holocaust of WWII.
My research twk me somewhat far afield of my intended goal, but brought me closer to

an understanding and appreciation of the other as a seminal value in any cultural critique
as identified by both Easthope (1991) and Smith. James Whale's

led me to

consider the concept of the other as something more than a theoretical constnict. By
researching the production history of the film and the lives of those most closely involved

in its creation, I came to see

as a parable on the repression of the other in

terms of race, class, gender and sexual orientation. For me, the film became a powerfûl
reminder to appreciate ciifferences within and among my -dents,

and to recognize the

ways in which contemporary society offen marginalizcs or "monsterizes" the very

students 1 teach.
The more recent film adaptation of

posed différent questions for

interpretation. la the 1994 version, dirccted by Kenneth Branagh, the mature has k e n
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humanized, though stiil a product of scientific experimentation. Again, by considering
this film within its historical conjuncture and l o o h g closely at its visual irnagery, 1

interpreted the creahire as a mode1 of the cyborg, a representaîion of the ways in which
modem medical technologies have surrounded and inhabited us at the cusp of the new
millennium. In the same way that De Nio's sensitive portrayal humanizes the creature,
this nIm works to h u m a the somewhat fiightening technologies we have -cd.

Likewise, Briinagh's Dr. Frankenstein, no longer the mad scientist of the 1931 version,
romanticizes the role of the doctor at a t h e of increasingly invasive and deprrsonalized

medicd procedures, and idealizes the role of the research scientist, perhaps helpiog to
reconcile a contemporary audience with the ethical questions r a i d by the genetic

modification of crops livestock, and human beings. This film's ideological thrust is
quite different fiom that of either Mary Shelley's original novel or the 1931 film. hstead

of questionhg the ethic of progress as a given good, this film tends to endorse it at the
very time in our history when notions of progress in science and technology have corne

under close scrutiny.

In the chapter comparing the two versions of w

d JJuliet the 1%8 Zefnrelli

version and the 1996 Baz Luhnaann version, 1 set out to show how each fiim reflects the
times in which it was produced, one fiom my generation, one fiom my -dents'.

What

began as a cornparison between a neo-realist interpretation of the play and a postmodem
one led to a reflection on the place of Shakespeare and Shakespearean language in the

contemporary classrwm and the sway of film as a new language and medium of cultural
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expression. As Baz Luhrmann (1997) States, "Our chorus is the media; the media is the
chorus of today" (p. 6). However Merent these two film treatments appear, they Lie
dong the same continuum when wnsidmd in light of their displacement of

Shakespeare's language fkom the play's dialogue to the films' visual imagery. This

chapter led me directly back to my original dilemma and reswch question: How does an
English teacher schooled in the close reading of literary texts trmdorm h a x l f into a

teacher of ail the language arts, specincally those of OUT dominant discourse*

the

media?
Althougb 1 approached each of these four £üms with the interpretive drategies of

cultural criticisrn, 1 codd not have anticipated d e r e my interactions with tbese films

might have led me. Each chapter, then, can be read as the raw data of this research,
materid to be interpreted in light of my original research question. In other words, have
these chapters show an understanding of what it is that is king investigated? If the

films are the things that are being investigated, 1 believe my interpretations led me to
understandings 1 would not have reached without a cultural studies approach, although 1
carinot be certain that they demonstrate doing culturai shidies with the authority of a

finished product. Taken as signposts on my own dialogical journey, however, each one
shows an evolution of my thking about film and the teaching of fïim afforded by the

timing of this thesis in tenns of my own teaching Me.

In Literature as ,

Rosenblatt (1 976) addresses the concept of the

reader's circumstances as a key element in the interpretative process. First of dl,
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Rosenblaît describes the literary expaieme as an active %amaction between the reader
and the text" (p. 35) which is unique to each reader ond to each particular reading of that
text. Therefore, %e same text will have a v c y différent m&g

and d u e to us at
is an

difKerent times or under M i r e n t ci.rcumstances".@. 35). Recognizing that r&g

active process of int~retation,Rosenblatt acbiowledges that this process is conditioned

by factors outside the work &seIf,such as the d e r ' s owm "persoaality traits, mernories
of past events, [and] prexnt needs and preoccupations..." (p. 30). To a ce-

extenf

then, the reading of qny text will also be a reading of ourselves at the moment of reeding
that text. Or, as D. G. Smith (1991) puts it, "We fïnd ourselves, hermeneutically

speaking, always in the middle of stories" @. 201). My chapters on the individual nIms
in this thesis certainly bear this out, as each chapter reflects where 1 was when 1 wrote it.

The chapters on the

nIms were written afker 1 had completed my

general reading and research for this thesis, toward the end of a sabbatical year fiom

teaching. Although 1 had used these films in rny classoom before, 1 had not, at the time
of writing these chapters, had the opportunity to apply my newfound perspectives and
strategies with my students. As a result, perhaps, these chapters feel somewhat

speculative, focusing on a close readiag of the films with a view to approaches 1 might
use in the classoom. Once 1returned to the clas~~oom,
1 applied the new methods 1 had

learned to my unit on

uidd did not write this chapter unfil1 h

d worked

through some of this material widi my students. Although 1 did not consciously discw

my classoom expenence with tbese films in the chapter, my writing of it was,
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nonetheless, informed by that experience. The final chapter on the popular action film,

nie(Tamahori, 1997), was wrïtten while in the midst of my teaching year, and
wrïtten under entirely diffmat chcumstances. I had k e n invited to wnte an article for

Classmate magazine, and chose to describe my expcriences witb teaching a popular nIm
fiom a critical perspective as a way of fornaking, for myrlf, some of the
understandings 1 had reached in my nsearch on cultural studies and nIm. The result

serves as the proverbial finish@ line of my dialogical joumey. in it, 1 speak as a teecher
to other teachers, nrst about nIm theory in generd, thm about my interpretation of the
film, The E&,

and ndaily, about my acnial expenence of teaching this film in a manner

which posed questions about its representations of gmder, race and class. 1 do not
believe 1 could have taught the film or wrïtten about the experience the way 1 did without
having first researched and written the other chapters. 1 xe, as 1 reread these chapters,
that 1 cm be found always in the middle of stories, dehning myself within my
interpretations and thus inchiag my way toward my evolution as a reflective practitioner.

The chapter on niewwas rnodeled on a work of cultural criticism which 1

encountered early in my research, Henry Giroux's (19%) "Reclallning the Social:
Pedagogy, Resistance, and Politics in Celluloid Culture". In if Girowc asserts Whe
importance of critical pedagogy as a f o m of cultural practice which does aot simply tell
the student how to think or what to believe, but provides the conditions for a set of

ideological and social relations which engender diverse possibilities for midents to
produce rather than simply acquire howledge" (p. 39). Giroux demonstrates his
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concept of critical pedagogy with a class of presrrvice teachers by showing how the films
d Poets Sociw and Stand whiîe appearing to present positive teaching

models, actually perpauate the ideologies they initially seem to resist. Throughout the
article, Giroux shows "how the mobilization of meaning and affective investments withia
the film's fonn and content functioned as part d a broder cultural and pedagogkai

practice that was neither innocent nor poiitically n e d " (p. 42). The nIm Dud-

&&& has presented a mode1 of die ideal English teacher for myseLfand for many of my
colleagues as well as for the preservice teachers who studied this film with Giroux.
However, Giroux's dismanthg of the ideologies embedded within this film shows how
powemilly film can secure audience identification and thus how completely it c m
obscure the more quetionable yet largely unquestioned values which tend to encourage
teachers to engage in the act of cultural reproduction instead of criticai pedagogy. This
article showed me the limitations of Mr. Keating's pedagogy and reidorced my own
desire to question my assumptions of what an English teacher should be. Further, it
showed how a culturd shidies approach to nIm can lift the veil and uncover the
ideologies which drive the story and our response to it. When 1 initially proposed this
thesis, I wanted to do with each film under consideration here, what Girow had done
with Dead Poets S e . My chapter on The is the closest 1 have corne to

approximating Giroux's mode1 of critical pedagogy.
S w e s as -

h

Easthope (1 991) maintains that "people do respnd to te-

and are afEected by

them, and any analysis of sipifjing practice must be concemed with response,
audiences7actual subjects in relation to texts" @. 137). Perhaps the major différence
between my analysis of the first four films and the final nIm d a t e s to my concern witb
"actuai subjects in relation to texts", or the expcrience my own -dents

had witb the

film, The,
unWre the other films, wherc 1 conhed my intcrprctations to my owa

consideration of theb possiie meanings. 1klieve its strragth lies in the confidence 1 felt
writing as a teacher about my own classroom practice. This chapter, &en, might be seen

as a hybrid of henneneutic and narrative inquiry.

Although D. G . Smith (199 1) gives credence to the interpretation of teacher

narratives as an important hemeneutical activity (p. 200), the f o m of nmtive iaqujr as
a mode1 of curriculum research is explained more fdly by Connelly and Clandinin
(1 99 1). Of key importance to my present study is the legitùnization of the teacher as

researcher or reflective practitioner made possible by the n m t i v e inquiry model. As
Connelly and Clandinin note, "Practitionen have experienced themxlves as without
voice in the research process and may find it difficult to feel empowered to tell their

stories" (p. 126). Narrative inquiry hto curriculum empowers teachers to teil their dones
in the recognition that teacher howledge is "event-structureci" (Carter, 1993, p. 7), that

is, narratives of our classoom experience have embedded within them the knowledge we
bring to our profession in our daily working iives, and thmfore, narrative inqujr smks

to uncover teacher knowledge as embedded in tbese narratives. A full= understanding

of teacher knowledge gained through narrative inquiry has allowed for a
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reconceptualization of the teacher as someone possessing knowledge, not simply
experience, about h a profession (Clandinin_ 1986, p. 3). ï h e model of the reflective
practitioner (Schon, 1983), wherein the teacher is not simply the object but the subject of
research, bas k e n an outgrowth of the narrative inquiry movement, as teachers feel
increasingly empowered to name their own experience. In
Paulo Friere (1970) speaks to the intimate connection betwccn voice, agency and change:

"To exist humanly, is to n a w the worlâ, to change it-... Men are not built in siience, but
in word, in work, in action-reflection" (p. 76). Friere sought to bring literacy to the

oppressed and illitente peasants of Brazil, but he knew that words alone would mean
nothing to them d e s s they were the peasants' own words which came fiom their own
expenence

and narned their own reality. Only then are reachen and studenB...both

Subjects, not only in the task of unveiling that reality, ... but in the Eask of re-creating that
knowledge" (p. 56). Giroux's concept of a critical pedagogy aligns with Friere's in the
sense that both teachers and students must become more than depositm and recepton of
knowledge according to the banking model of education; instead, they must become the
creators of knowledge througb cntical engagement with the very &of

their daily lives.

This can o d y happa in action-reflection, a process which becomes empowering for the
student and teacher aüke. h

..

-T

of

u,
boblauch and

Brannon (1993) draw a parallel between teachers and Friere's Brcuilian peasmts.
Although they realize that teachers' oppression "isn't that of the ilfiterate Brazilian
peasants of Freire's experience... it is.. .a subtler f o m of subjugation dong lines of gender

and class" (pp. 179-180). As fiey defie the parallel:

...[the] problem Lies ip the nature of educational discourse, wbere some people get

to talk and others mainiy Men, where the tenns of talk, the assumptions about
what makes for credible statement, and ttK public disposition to accept somc
representations over obiers lie bdamentally outside the control of 'ordinary'
teachers. (p. 179)

Knoblauch and Brannon propose that teachers give voice to their own redity as teachers
and become speaking Subjects through narrative inqujr. This process is a movement

fiorn silence to voice, to action, to change, a rnovement which describes the

transfomation 1 have gone through in the conduct of this inqujr. This study rnoves fiom
the hemeneutic model toward a narrative inquiry model as 1move fiom a theoretical
refiaming of my role as a teacher of the language arts to a point of reflection-in-action
shown in the chapter on TheEdee.
As Connelly and Clandinin (1991) note, the perspective of the "I" in narrative

inqujr is a multiple one: "The '1' can speak as researcher, teacher, woman, commentator,
research participant, narrative critic, and as tbeory builder" (p. 140). The biggest

challenge 1 have faced in the writing of this thesis involvcd the scarch for an authentic "ï"
fiom which to speak. Throughout, my "1" has shifted wntïnuously fiom each of these
different perspectives in a postmodem identity game of musical chairs, as I've tried to
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find the nght fit. So, 1 am at vanous points in this thesis a researchcr, tacher, woman,
commentator, participant, narrative critic, ami theory builder. But it was only once 1
spoke fkom m y own experience that 1 found my voice, here in m y classroom wiîh the

graduating class of 2000, asking the b d s of questions 1 could not have imagined asking

before I embarked on this joumey.

Chapter 1: Deconstmcting the English Teachn

1remember midymg Ray Bradbury's (1953)

45 1in my grade tm

English class and k i n g sîrangely moved by the final scene in which the hero, Guy

Montag, escapes the brutish society which has banned books and ail &ose who rcad
them, and meets a group of hobos living dong the rusted raihoad tracks on the

of town. Each one has memorized a great work of Merature for posterity, waiting for
society to corne to its senses and recognize the value of books. At the tirne, 1 was stnick
by the parallels between the world of this novel and our own. Although books had been

banned in this fiituristic society, there did not seem to be much popular resistance as
literature had already fallen out of favour, people preferring instead to watch their "parlor
walls". Indeed, the television screens had become so large that they covered entire walls
in people's homes. Montag's wife, Millie, wanted a screen on all four walls so that she

could actually iive inside the television, so vacant of meaning had her life become. By
the end of the novel, the entire city, consumed by television, consuxned by consumerism,

is consumed by the flames of a war its own benumbed citizens could not have anticipated

or prevented. "1s it real Me, or just another show?" they might have wondered as the
bombs began to fall. Only the inheritors of the books on the niages of society wouid
survive to pass the torch of civilization to a new generation. "We'll pass the books on to

our children," one of the hobos explains, "and let our children wait, in tum on the other

people" @. 165). As we discussed the ending of the novel, it occurred to me that this was
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precisely what we were doing in my grade ten Eaglish class. The torch had k e n passe4
and for the first time 1 considered the possibility of becoming an English tacher, not
simply as a career, but as a mission.
Since then, the scmns have only gotten bigger.

Bradbwy's novel operates nom a set of assumptions which polarizes the word and
image, page and scmn, in a manncr tb.t bas charactexized the study of literature nom its

inception as a discipline. These assumptions have also shaped the initia) impetus behind
the media studies movement. The main assutflpbon is tbat "Merature"represents the
finest accomplishments of civilization, the study of which is believed to promote

intelligence, imagination, tolerance, beauty and truth. These virtues stand in direct
opposition to the corrupting influences of popular culture, of which television aod the
movies comprise a large part. This schism between the word and the image was

anticipated even before the advent of film in the distinction made by Matthew Arnold
between works of hgh and popular culture. In "The Study of Poetry," (1880), Arnold
differentiates between "masses of a common sort of iiteranire" which may satisfy "a
common sort of readers" (p. 1 16) and " g d Literatwe", or, as he defines it in "The
Function of Criticism" (1865), "the best that has been known and thought in the world
(p. 17). The sîudy of literature as a discrete discipline was founded upon this arbitrary

distinction between the whole range of a society's commrmicative practices and the select
amfacts deemed fit for scholarly attention. In "Communications as Cultural Science",
Raymond Williams (1976) addresses this distinction, noting that "in their concentration
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on artifacts, the disciplines, especidy as they develop in scholarly and historical ways,

can convert all practices to artifacts, and in the shadow of this delusion suppose
themselves absolved, in the name of the excellence and achievcment of the jmst, fiom the
comparable practices of thtir own tirne" (p. 30). According to Williams, the fossili7ation
of the discipline of Engiish literature has been the result "of a long process of narrowing
down" (p. 32) which began well before Matdiew Arnold and wfierein our very dennition

of literature changed over time so as to encompass only certain isolated written emfacts
of a particular time and place:

Literature itself, as a concept, was a Renaissance spccialization fiom the more

generai area of discourse in wmiting and speech: a speciaiiation directly related to
the printed book. In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries there was a
m e r specializaîion: literature, which had till then included al1 forms of writing,
came to be specialized, ... to imaginative literaîure... As modem literary study
entered the universities there was a M e r specialization; literatwe was the 'good'

or 'serious' pait of such work. (p. 32)

At each stage in this evolution, literature had been defined according to what it excluded:
wrïtten vs oral communication, imaginative vs transactional writing, and finally, 'good'

or 'serious' imaginative writing vs the merely popular or entertainu>g. What has occumd

in the process does a d i s s e ~ c botb
e
to literanire and to those "acts of expression and
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communication" (Williams, 1976, p. 27) which the term 'litemiurc' excludes. According
to Williams, a communicative p&ce

%as to becorne an arMM...of the kind that is

conventionally found in libraries and mwimis, to desewe much attention" (p. 30). This
conversion, however, severs the artifact fiom die contact which ocwioned its mation

and causes it to lose "its touch with life" (p. 30). Those practices which arc spar~dthe
conversion into artif8~1do not fm much bctter, however, if'they arc not considercd
worthy of any academic interest at ail. Cultural M e s seeks to reclairn the tenitory
which the discipline of literary studies has steadiiy and systematidy excluded by
broadening its subject to ail "signifying practices" or communicative acts.

Media studies was designed to examine those signifjing practices excluded nom
the discipline of En&&

literature. As it was initially conceived, however, it simply

reinforced the existing distinction between high and popular culture which formed the
primary assumption behind l i t e r q studies. The 'inoculation' mode1 of media stuclies

was designed to inform young people of the dangers of the media-

oxigiaaiiy the

cinema, then teievision- as potent foms of ideological indoctrination. According to
Alvarado, Gutch and Woilen (19871, "Amieties about the moral infiuences and efEects

(invariably bad) of commercial films have been the strongest detcrminants of media
teaching initiatives" (p. 15). They cite the 1933 publication of F. R. Leavis's

as one of tbe earliest statements to advocate this position. h i e to Leavis's
"Arnoldian assumptions" about the deletenous effects of the m a s media, &mediatexts

entered the classwrn in order that they might be used in a defcnsive discriminatory
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training againsi the media" (Alvarado et al, p. 16).

This "hiow your enemy" rationde

still informs the shidy of film and otha media today. As ciaema b e r n e more
established and sophisticated as an art form, howeva, its practices were also convertcd
into artifacts, engendering a school of criticism which cmpted 'film' (as opposed to the
Hollywood 'movie') into the corpus of artifacts considered worthy of academic attention.
Although this developmcnt lcgitimizd the stuày of nlm in the Engiish classoom, neither

this approach nor the inoculation mode1 of media midies challenges the fiindamental
assumptions behind the p d g m of literary snidies. Rather, tbey both reinforce the
long-standing distinction made by Arnold between high and popular culture, one by
teachùig popular cultural practices as a defensive measure, the other by teaching film as
'art'.

Cultural studies aims to mend the rift between hi& and popular culture, between

page and screen, not simply by including otha media as part of the existing Engiish
curriculum, but by actually challenging the assumptions from which our discipline

operates. By placiog the practices of both high and popuiar culture on an even footing
and by applying the seme critical stance to both, cultural studies d ï c d l y alters the

business of the English classoom. Within a cultural studies approach, one needs to
recognize that no form of simufiring practice is ideologicdy inuocent or fiee of the
prevailing social, political or culturd influences of its tirne. Thus, no fonn of signifying

practice can be understood without considering its context within the culture that
produced it. This recognition topples literature fkom its pedestal and fkees teachen and
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students to treat the classics in the same way tbcy might mat a cumnt movic or

advertisement. Culnual studies also inwqmmtes certain techniques of litcrary cnticism
and appiies them to the entire range of a society's communicative practices in the

recognition that all foms of signifliog practice are woriby of close rcading and scrious
study. When all forms of simiifving practice are dowed an equal status in the

classoom, other shifts inevitably occur, rnost notably in the student's rclatioaship to the
object of study and to the teacher. The cultural stuùies approach breaks down existing
hierarchies and tmiy democratizes the English classroom by &g

teachen and students

to become equal partners in examinllig the culturai practices which surround us. In this

chapter, I will trace the fissure which has traditionally isolated the study of literature fiom
the rest of life, and show how its assumptions have k e n questioned and cntiqued by the

cultural studies movement. III the chapter which follows, 1 will describe the elements
within media studies which have contributed to the practice of cultural studies, making

this new paradigm a unique composite of traclitional literary analysis and coatemporary
social cnticism.

h As We h o w It
The belief that the sîudy of great works of Merature can enrich our lives and
inspire us to become our best selves is one of the founding priociples of the discipline of

Engiish as we know it. This beliec dong with our prevailing understandings of culture
and literature, can be attributed to Manhew Arnold, Victorian poct, Oxford professor, and
inspecter of schools, whose essays on culture and poew laid the foundations for our
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discipline. In a time of increased industrialuPtion which Amold d l e d the hon Age, he

articulated the belief bat poetiy wuld savc socicty fiom the ethic of the machine which
he saw as grinding the humsnity out of humanity and leaving us as "on a darkling plain /
Swept with confwd aiarms of stmggîe and flight, / Where ignorant armies clash by

night" (Amold, 1867, p. 192). This niid image nom "Dover Beach" prefigures the
apocalyptic vision which closes

451 and illustrates a @el

bctween our age

and his. In a world that Arnold described as having ''neither joy, nor love, nor light I Nor
certitude, oor peace, nor help for pain" (1867, p. 191), in short, in a world increasingly

mechanized, dehumanized, and bereft of traditional faith, Arnold envisioned poeûy as our

saving grace, our new religion which would redeem the brutisb mac-huieryof our natures
and restore "sweetness and 1igh-t" to our souls.
In Culture and

(1 869), Amold describes the value culture can have in a

society that places al1 its faith in machinery. First of ail, culture is something more than

"a mattering of Greek and L a W (p. 29), an acquirement to be "valued either out of
sheer va?ity and ignorance or else as an engine of social and class distinction" (p. 29).
Rather, he defines it as nothing less than "the study of perfection" (p. 3 1) which "consists
in becoming something rather than in having something, in an inward condition of the
mind and spiri&not in an outward set of circumstances" (p. 33). Ifko, it ceases to be a

"fiivolous and useless thing" and instead, "has a very important fûnction to fulfill for

mankind (p. 33). Its mission is to draw the individual 'ever n e a m to a sense of what is
indeed beautiful, pcefûl, and becoming, and to get the raw person to like that" (p.35).
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By drawing "the raw person" to "sweetness and Iighq" culture "isof iike spint with

p o e w (p. 37), thus for Arnold, culture and poetry are synonymous agents of social
change, granted spiritd, transcendent and transfomative powen dirougb their

transformation of the individuai. Yct, how does culture induce "the raw person" to
actually like what is beautifid, gracefid end becoming? Arnold's implication h m , is that

the refhements of culture cm mitigatc against the bnmsbness of evcryday Me, but that a

certain effort is involved. A striving for the kautifid, gracehil and becoming, for
"sweetness and iight" becomes, then, an act of self-mastery wherein one must overcome
the "raw person" witbin, a key element of any religious transformation. In facf Culture

a d

provides ail the necessary components of a reiigious faith: culture and

poetry are the deities to be worshiped, conferring sweetness and iight on theu adherents,
and within this religion, the Engiish teacher becomes the secular clensy whose mission is
to spread the gospel to the masses, for "the sweetness and light of the few must be

imperfect until the raw and unkindled masses of humanity are touched with sweetness

and iighî" @. 47).

As inspecter of schools fiom 1851 to 1886, Arnold was in a position to implement

his beliefs and instihrte the study of English literature as part of the cimiculum for
mandatory public education. From the outset, literature was to play a crucial role in the
education of the working classes, not simply as a generd antidote to the deadening ethic

of industrialiun, but more specifically, to the influences of political persuasion and
popular entertainment. III an era that was to give birth to an educated and literate
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working class, Arnold was deeply wncemed with the role this class would play in public

Me. "Plenty of people will try to indoctrinatc the masses witb a set of idcas and
judgements constituting the creed of dieir own profession or par@," Arnold wam~.But

culture "does not teach down to the level of infmor classes... it seeks to do away with
classes" (1869, p. 48). In his essay, "The Function of Criticism," he explains that such a

radical aim was to be achieved through teacbg "the ben t k t hris bem known and
thought in the world" (1865, p. 17) and by making this hown, 90mate a current of true
and fie& ideas" (p. 17). Aniold also hoped the bits of culture and civilization wodd

help these masses resist the easy temptations of popular literature, the production of
which was "becoming a vast and profitable industry" (1880, p. 116). Despite this irena
Arnold was sure that good fiterature "will never 10% cumncy wîth the world," simply

because of the "instinct of self-preservation in humanity" (1 880, p. 1 16). One can't help
but admire Arnold's ardent faith in culture as a bulwark against self-serving political and
corporate interests and his mission to defend the cornmon man fiom theû g m d y
machinations. As English teachers, we have inhented his raison d'etre, to help create an

educated citizenry that m o t be easily manipulated or cheaply bought. From Arnold we
have also inhented the belief that "studying literature was supposed to make you a better

person, to develop your 'imagination' so you could enter imaginatively into the

expenences of others, thus Icarniiig to respect truth and value justice for ali," as Easthope
explains (199 1, p. 8). The study of great literature, the "capstone" of a liberal arts
education (Brantlinger, 1990, p. 14), was to Pnord the gcneral public not only with the
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opportunity for intellectual development, but also with the moral grounding that religious
training had once supplied.

In addition to inheriting Arnold's overall purpose, we have dso inbtrited his
subject matter and method. In "The Stuây of Poctrf',

hc elaboratcs on the criteria and

constituents of a canon of works to be studied and introduces a mcbiod of aswssing the

excellence of poetq according to its "matter and substance" and its "manner and style''
(1880, p. 98). In this essay, he recommends '30 dways have in one's mind lines and

expressions of the great masters, and to apply them as a touchstone to other poetry" (p.
95). As a demonstration, Arnold discusses exemplary lines nom

Hornes, Dante,

Shakespeare and Milton, and uses these lines to measure the relative "beauty, worth and
power," "tnith and serioumess" (p. 98), of such w&ers as Chaucer, Dryden and Pope
(none of whom, accordhg to Arnold, quite attain the standard). Arnold coyly re*s

fiom applying his ''touchstone" method of analysis to the work of his imrnediate
predecessors, Byron, Shelley and Wordsworth, (who have ken, nonetheless, canonized
by subsequent generations), b e c a w his estimate of their greatness would be iduenced
by passionate personal bias. More than actually detennining the content of a canon of
great works of literahat, then, "The Study of Poetrf' establishes the idea of a canon,

(that is, that only certain works and authors are worthy of study), and the criteria for
inclusion within the ranks of the best thaî bas been thought and known. Arnold draws the

h e quite oarrowly and definitely around male writers of drama and poetry within the

western European tradition. As to the metbod of stuây, an andysis of their litcrature was
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to be conducted with dispassionate objectivity based on the serioumess of its content and
the grace of its execution. With this essay, the foundations had been laid for the midy of
English as we know it.
Viewed fiom the perspective of our late 200 century, it is hard not to r c q p k e the
limitations of Arnold's vision, as eamestly weU-intended as it may have been. Nthough
he envisioned a culture which would "do away witb classes," his writing bemys M

elitism and patemalism that speaks directly 6rom his own social position, more privileged
by far than that of the "raw," ''ideriof' classes on whom he wished to confer the benefits

of sweetness and light. This eiitism also extends to the content of study- only the k a
according to whose -dard

and criteria? Those, we must infer, who, W<e Arnold, are in

a position to know what is k t . The line he draws arouad great literature severs it from
the present day (even his own present day), and from the practical concems of those who

are to benefit from it. It also severs the Link between imaginative h t i n g and more
prosaic or practical written expression, between works of higb art and popular appeal,
and between thought and emotion on the part of the reader, ail of which can ody seme to

distance and alienate the reader fiom the very matter that was intended to enrich his or
her Me. Instead of iiterature s e d g the reader, then, the reader is placed ia a position of
s u b s e ~ e n c eto the literature. Mer ail, if the nibject matter of the discipline of English

is to be d e h e d as the best that has been thought and known, one must venerate it and

emulate it. Lf it is not, then it is not worthy of study at d l . Widiin Arnold's conception
of the discipline, there semis to be no otber point of connection; the discipline of Engiish
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makes of its students disciples at the feet of great Literanue.

How then, is this xcular religion to have any direct impact on the everyday lives
of its adherents? How is it to M e r the ause of social justice or political rcform, how is
it to "do away with classesn? Despite his daim that the study of the best that bas bcen

thought and lcnown wiU cnate a "cumnt of true and h s h ideas", Arnold was not
advocating any immediate action based on îbis thesc idcas. Rather, whattver social good

is to be garnered from the study of literature can ody m u r through a drawing away fkom
the "rusb and rom of practical Men (1865, p. 22) in favour of a more contemplative

dwelling on perfection. Io a world hiU of "plenty of bustle and very littJe thought" (p.
24), Amold envisioned o d y "a very snall circle" (p. 22) who would engage in this

strenuous intellectuai labour. Like Bradbury's bobos, students of literature must,

perforce, remain on the margins of everyday Me, quietiy honoring great works,
attempting to be worthy of them, and thea passing them on to their children. Whatever

liberdiring or liberating function the study of iiterature might M

U is thus always held

in abeyance by the very nature of the discipline, the perpehiation of which inevitably

becomes its own raison d'etre. As Amold (1880) himself acknowledged in his
conclusion to "The Study of Poeûy", "Evm Xgood iiterature mtirely lost cumncy with
the world, it would still be abmdantly woith while to continue to enjoy it by oneself' (p.
1 16). Uitimately, then, the study of literature as Amold conceived it becomes its own

reward- art for art's sake. Thus, the idea of a canon of great works, regardless of its
achial constituents, falsely presmes litmature in a state of timeless perfection and places
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its guardianship in the hands of an intellectual elite. The antique we have inherited was

already old when Arnold created it, and one wondm how he w d d have imagined it to

have any direct relevance to the society for which it was made. Any immediate poiitical
consequences of Arnold's mission to bring culture to the masses arc thus rendmd
somewhat suspect. At a tirne when poiitical change (or "anarchy") could not corne

quickly enougb for a largely d i s d h c h i s e d British working clas, would a h v i n g d e r
sweetness and light sem to d m aie waters and prevent the working classes fiom

demanding needed changes to the conditions of their daily lives? At the height of
Bntain's imperial power, wouid the decimation of sweetness and iight among the
colonies help to establish a belief in the moral fitness of al1 things English? If' the
civilizing fùnction of literature cornes down to that, to a focus inward on self-

improvement or seKmastery instead of an active engagement with "the rush and roar of
practical life", then the study of literature mmly serves the status quo and becomes the
worship of a false god.

e Science of
Naturally, the antique we have inherited has undergone many alterations since

Arnold's &y, but only recentiy have its fundamentai claims or cpisternologid moorings
been S ~ ~ O U questioned.
SI~
For most of its history, the discipline has been increasingly
specialized, narrowed and refined without substantive changes to its central beliefs. As
literary midies struggled to assert itsetf as a legitimate discipline in the early decades of

this century, for example, its chief proponents continued to advance the belief that the
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shidy of great works had social value, particularly in the face of incre-g

industriaikation and technology which saw its most b

d indestation in the carnage of

World War 1. As Samson (1992)explains with refcrence to m e m h of the newly
instituted Faculty of English at Cambridge University,

The wartime expcricpces of many ... had roused in tnem a spirit of scriousness and
ideaiism; a need to find point and value in human We and to work actively for a
better çociety. This search, combined with long-held notions about the value of

English Studies, invested many of the -dents

of the new subject with an aimost

religious belief in its value as a civilking, humanishg force outside the confines of
the academy. (p. 1 1)

While maintainhg an Wmost religious beiief" in Arnold's assumptions about the
value of literature, his descendants also refined his actual method of study, building on

the basic tenets set forth in "The Study of Poetxy". One of the most influentid figures of

.. .
this period was 1. A. Richard$ whose book, PracticPI(1929) introduced the
method of close reading, "so much an indispensable technique in English studies now
that it is hard to imagine the constitution of the subject without it" (Samson, 1992, p. 18).

More complex and sophilcated than Arnold's "touchstone" method of analysis, pnctical

criticism provided an empincist, quasi-scientific, objective approach to the analysis of
literahire that helped to validate the snidy of English as an actual discipline with a distinct
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mode of inquj. and a demand for iotellecîuai rigor on the part of its students. Richards
based this method on a Jbudy of his tmivcrsity students' rcsponses to anonymous poems

which revealed an "astonishkg vsriety" (p. 11) of intcrpretaîïons. Based on these

responses, Richards idmtified ten pidklis of interpretation: 1) m W g out the plah oenx
of poetry, 2) sensuous ajqxehension, 3) imagery, 4) mnemonic imlevances, 5) stock
responses, 6 ) sentimatality, 7 ) inhibition, 8) d0cirina.l adhesions, 9) technicd

presuppositions and 10) general critical preconceptions @p. 12-15). Without detailing
each of these "difnculties of criticism," one c m note a few p e t a l points regardhg the

relationship betweea the reader and the poem which this catalogue suggests. First of all,
Richards assumed that there exists one "correct" readïng which the reader should manage
to decipher if he stays clear of these ten pidalls. Any devîations fkom the "comct"

reading are not attributable to the literatwe itseIf, but rather to some fault in the reader,
some stray reaction or association which "intervene[s] ... between the reader and the

poem" (p. 15). The implication here is that poetry has a particder intrinsic meaning
independent of the reader's pemnal response and that the reader's job is to somehow

"fit" hirnself to the poetry in a mimer similar to the spiritual transformation of "the raw
person" outiined by Arnold. Here, however, Richards advocated the carefûl study of

poetry as a "strengthening discipline" (p. 328) or a fonn of mental conditioning. Using

his students' "misreRdings" (p. 183) to substriate his claim bat society is in a "cultural
trough" (p. 301), Richards recommended, "if there ôe any means by which we may

artificially strengthen our min&' capacity to order themselves, we musi avail ourseIves of
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them" (p. 301). As Samson explaias diis process, Richards klieved that a close reading
of poetxy demands that the readcr "MIiact L e processes by which L e artist's impulses

are conciliated," thus, "this mxpericncing of the artist's experiaice... changes the
conditions of the reader's lifê, and this change can in turn l d to a change in values"
(1992, p. 16). Although Richards stressed the importance of independent criticai
thinking as the aim of diis process, sCating that "WChave nothing to rcly upon in making

o u .choices but ourselves" (p. 320)' the technique of close rcading all too often fosters a
CO-dependentrelationship between student and teacher which places the poetry in a
position of superiority to the readerfstudent, and the teacher in the pnMleged position of

having the correct answers.
While Richards' classes in practical criticisri were described as "hilarious,
salutary and revealing" (Bennet quoted in Samson, 1992, p. 18)' much of the laughter
was undoubtedly provoked by Richards' disparaging comments about his students'

sincere, if baffle& attempts to engage with the anonymous poems or excerpts presented
for their consideration. "Here is God's plenty" (1929, p. 17), he noted sardonically in his
introduction to the mident-written responses, as though inviting the reader to laugh dong.
The elitimi which underlies this humor retums us to Arnold's assertion that only a "midl
circle" can truly apprehend or appreciate poetry. Richards' method of close rcading not
only separates the reader fiom the poem by enforcing a well ordmd, aesihetic response
to poetry and by trivialking those responses or "misreadings" which do not conform, but

it also separates the poem fiom tbe p e t . Richards' intention in presenting -dents

with
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anonymous poems was to see what tbey could make of the poetry without relying on the
histo~yor reptation of the poet, but what may have begun as a control factor for the
purposes of his experiment kcarne incorporated and pascd dong as part of the .cbial

method of close reading. The result is a conception of litcrature as fiee-standing and self-

contained, independept of the poet who wrote it or the historical cantext which helped to
shape it. Richards ~ d e r s t o o dthat the subject of Ianguage cliffers fimdamentally fiom
other subjects "which can be discussed in tcrms of vninable fa-

and precise

hypotheses7' (1929, p. 5), but his wmching away of the poem fkom the poet bas the
unfortunate effect of turning.poetry into a specimen for analysis. Without denying the

contribution made by RicBerds, most importantly, his strong conviction that Ianguage is
complex and demands close and carefiil study, the legacy of close reading has been the
M e r conversion of literature fiom a living practice of communication to a Iifeless
artifact for study.

e End of

As We m w It

While the conviction that the study of literature can improve the individual and

society was intensified in tbe cnicible of World War 1-

the more h a t e n e d o u .fragde

sense of culture became, the more fiercely, it seems, this conviction was h e l b it could

not possibly survive World War II. In fack World War II has been identified as the
historical hirning-point for the entire project of a humanist, liberal arts cducation as
initially articulated by Arnold.

In

-otnI

Shidierope (1991) cites

the recognition that "some of the men who devised and aâministered Auschwitz had been
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trained to read Shakespeare d Goethe" (p. 8) as signahg the "ineluctable failwe of the
humanist project" (p. 8). To reply, as Ray Bradbury might, that any society that bums
books is not above buniing people, still misses the point that "culhm" (i,e.. rehement,
leaniing, "sweetness and iight") does not necessarily mitigate against the bnitrilty of

human nature. Brantlinger (1 990) concurs:

Of course esthetic appreciation is central to those theories of the humanities which
see them as in

some manna " h u m m g " or "civilizing"those who study thm.

But this traditional line of reasoning bas k e n fiequentiy called into question, not
least by the events of the twentieth century which have belied the very idea of the
progress of civilimtion. (p. 6)

Whatever benefits "the best that has k e n known and thought" might convey seem
increasingly ûrelevant or perhaps even darnaging if their study breeds the elitism or rabid
nationdiun that would comect Goethe and Shakespeare, however tenuously, to the Nazi
holocaust. Easthope maintains that the rationale for iiterary studies "is deeply embedded

in ideology, concealed within the mode of the aesthetic" (199 1, p. 13), which would
suggest that the very manner of study, the treatment of literature as a transcendent
repository of universal truths, does more damage thm the 1iteratu.m itself.

Easthope (199 1) identifies five features of the paradigrn of literary study which
summarize many of the ideas put forward by Arnold and Richards. These are "a
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traditionaily empiricist epistemology," "a specific pedagogic practice, the 'modernist '
reading,"

"

afield for shidy discriminating the canon fiom popular culture," "an object of

study, the canonical te*"

and "the assumption that the canonical text is unifid' (p. 11).

Thus "the concept of %terature in itself' is theoretically constructed" (p. 16) through

particular "methods and procedures for reading" (p. 11) which elevate certain works as
king almost divinely inspirecl instcad of sibiatiiig them withia theu vcsy human,

temporal, social, political and ideologicai context. As Easthope explains:

Far fiom k i n g neut@, the prescription for literary value advanced in the c l a h
that literature expresses 'imaginative powen' lends alrnost supematural

justification to specialized and controiling dennitions of class, gender, nation,

empire... If 11terature is universal and a particular institution its guardian, then that
institution can clairn to be of universal value... (p. 44)

When we accept "mode of the aesthetic" as an ideology which simply serves to

reproduce prevailing dennitions of "class, gender, nation, empire," other uncornfortable
reaiizations about the social fuoction of the Englise teacher inevitably foUow. In
"Artistic taste and cultural capital," Bourdieu (1968) explored the role of the educational
systern in the perpetuation and naturaiization of class distinctions. First of dl, Bourdieu

defined "the work of art.. as a symbolic asset" for those who have the ''means to

appropriate it, or in other words to decipher if' (p. 206). Bourdieu suggested that those
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who have aquired this symboiic asset or "cultural capital" (p. 210) tend to view their
ability to decipher works of art as a natural inclination instead of a learned acquiremcnt:
"Since their art cornpetence is the product of an imperceptible familiarkîion ruid M
automatic transfhg of aptitudes, mcmbers of the privileged classes are naturally

inclined to regard as a g i f f of nature a culturai haitage which is transmitted by a process
of unconscious training" @p. 2 1-2 1). By the same tipn, îhcy arc apt to concede '20 the
work of art a magical power of conversion capable of awakening the potcntialities latent
in a few of the elect" (p. 21 1).

Thus the school, "through its outwardly irreproachable

verdicts, transfoms sociaily coeditioned uiequalities in regard to culture into inequalities

of success, interpreted as ùiequalities of gifts which are also inequalities of merit" (p.
2 12). In order for thjs to occur in a manner which sustains the iilusion of improachable

motives on the part of our system of education, 'to enable culture to fulnll its primary
ideological fimction of class cooptation and legitimation of this mode of selection, it is
necessary and enough that the link between culture and education, which is
sirnultaneously obvious and hidden, be forgotten, disguised, and denieci" (p. 2 12).

According to Bourdieu, within the mode of the aesthebic, the "relics of an aristocratic
past" (p. 2 15) are appropriated by the rniddle classes uoder the misapprehension that

within a democracy, these relics are avdable to all. As English teachers, mernôers of a

class which takes its acquirement of "culnuaf capital" for granteù, we are irnplicated in
this process of culturai reproduction. Arnold's initiai disclaimer that culture is not an
acquirement to be used "as an engine of social and class distinction" but rather "an
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inward condition of the mind and spùït".iss h o w by Bourdieu to amount to esscntially
the same thing. Likewise, Richards' belief that a mxpericncing of the poct's

imaginative processes cm lead to an ordering of the mind and a change of values is a

benefit of culture îhat only a select few can claim, among them, English teachers.
In the opening scene of

45 1 Guy Montag mats a young girl who

questions his assumptions about the society they linin: "1s it hw thaî long ago £iremen
put fires out instead of going to stmt them?" (Bradbury,1953, p. 8) For Montag, himxlf

a fireman charged with the responsibility of b&g

banned books, the question is

laughable. 'No," he replies. "Houses have ahvqys been Eireproof, take my word for it"
(p. 8). Yet, no longer "asmred of certain certainties," Montag begins to interrogate the

conditions he has always taken for granted as nahiral and immutable, and once he reaiizes
they are not, fin& he cannot go back to the old dispensation. One tends to assume, W<e
Monîag di4 that traditions we have grown up with, for good or ill, have a nanualoess

about them which Mies their very h a n origins and development. The term
"reification" describes this phenmenon. When we reify an institution,we forget its
human construction ad,therefore, its amenability to change, m t i n g it powers of
permanence it need not necessarily have. "Ofcourse," as Brantiinger (1990) observes,

"to note the historical origins of literature is already a challenge to its statu as an
absolute category having a tuneless, transcendent role in human affairs" (p. 68). This is
the challenge cultural studies presents to the traditionai paradigm of literary studics, the

challenge English teachers need to take up if they are to bc more thm merely purveyors

of received and unquestiond knowledge.

Having taken up the gumtkt, howeva, how is one to proceed? In Culhval

alue, Frow (1995) acknowlcdges his place as a "cultural
intellectual" (p. 131) with his due &arc of cultural capital as defiacd by Bourdieu, and

asks the agonin'ng questions which foliow when one can no longer go back to the old
dispensation:

It is clearly no longer possible to hold on to a universalist aestbetic, but a fully

relativist mode1 of aestbeticjudgement seems to me equally impossible. If e s is
so, some crucial pedagogic questions follow: What do we teach? High culture,

low culture, or some mix of the two? And what basis can there be for our
decision? Do we teach a canon, or expand the canon, or dispense with a canon

altogether-

and how would this be possible? Are some texts M e r than others-

it is possible for us npt to believe this, but if we do, what grounds do we have for

such a judgement? 1s it possible to give a fully descriptive account of value
(historical or socio1ogid)- where would that lead us, and where would ou. own

cultural position be found in relation to this description? And who are 'WC', who
agonize over such questions? (p. 15)

What knowledge is most worthwhile? Why is it worthwhde? How is it acquired

or created? According to Schubert (1986), "These arc thm of the most basic curriculum
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questions" (p. 1). Whm we abandon the "mode of the aestbetic" as o u .criteria for value

within the English classoom, we are thrown back to these basic questions as though
asking them for the first time.

The toppling of fdse go& bas bewme a one of the main preoccupations which

characterizes out postmodern e m -eton

(19%) defines posûnodemisn as "a style of

thought which is suspicious of classical notions of truth, reason, identity and objectivity,

of the idea of universal progress or emancipation, of single h e w o r k s , grand narratives

or ultimate grounds of explmation" (p. vii), of just about everything, it would seem.
Although a healthy scepticisn of traditional institutions and ways of thioking is not in
itself a bad thing, the danger lies in criticizing the ground beneath one's very feet, for
fiom what position, then, can one speak with any certainty at aii? #en

we interrogate

the notion that literature can make us better people, we also question the entire project of
humanîsm, the value of a liberal arts education, the inheritance of Western thought which
forms the basis of that education, history itself, a belief in progress, objective tmth,

universal verities and individual identity. The entire ground shifts and one is left
"Wandering between two worlds, one dead, / The other powerlesr to be born" (Amold,
1867, p. 2 16). 1 take this rather apt description of o u ,postmodem malaise fkom Arnold's

"Stanuis fiom the Grande Chartreuse," to make the point that Matthew Arnold was

respondùig to a sirnilar malaise in his own time as Darwinisn supplanted religion and the
forces of political refom threatened the security and privilege of die British aristocracy.
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His solution has in turn becorne one of the g r d narratives or universal ve!ities that c m
no longer withstand critical interrogation. As we examine the ideology which infonns

Arnold's religion of the aesthetic, we see that his claims to objectivity and the standards
of value based on those claims, hisjudgement of what constitutes tbe best that has been
thought and known, are inevitably a product of his own ideological position. Yet if the
entire concept of objectivity is thrown h t o doubt in our postmodem age, what daim to
objective tmth do we have? Are we not also subject to the ideology of our own time,
place, and social position? Even ifwe abandon any cherished pretenses to objectivity

and attempt to speak as individuals, do we not find that individualisn is also a grand
narrative which has dissolved with al1 the others? If'we are indeed sociaily consûucted

beings, subject to the ideology of ou.own social conditioning, then the "P'fiom which 1
speak might present only an ilhsion of autonomy and individuality-

in other words, my

language may be speaking me. Topple one god, it would appear, and the others f d in
their nim. And yet, ûom what other vantage point can a person speak? In

Po-odea

( 19%), Eagleton addresses this dilemma: "Since our interests, beliefs and

discourses are what constitute us as subjects in the fini place, we would simply disappear

were we to t
y to hold them at arm's length for critical inspection. Ifwe were able to
examine ourselves in this way, there would be nobody left over to do the examining" (p.
36)At the risk of disappearing altogether, 1 felt it was important to pursue this iine of

thinking to its inevitable conclusion to demonstrate what happens when the foundations
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we have placed our faith ia are suddenly pulled away. For to question Arnold's

assumptions and beliefs is tantamount to questioning my own. And to dislodge the belief
that the study of great fiterature actually fulfills a social function necessitates the

unraveling of an enwe skein of assumptions and bcliefs which all must be readjusted and

re-knit. This point of ucertainty signals the shiff in paradigms identified by Easthope
(199 l), wherein the old paradigm of traditional iïterary studies has "collapxd" and a

"fksh paradigm" of cultural studies is establishing itself: "'Pure' fiteraiy study, though
dying, remains institutionaliy dominant in Britah and North Amcrican while the more
comprehensive analysis of what 1 shall prefer to cal1 sign~fLingpractices
is still struggling

to be born" (p. 5). The English teacher in me can't help but note the allusion Easthope
makes to Arnold in his characterization of this paradigrn shift, only DOW it is Arnold's

paradigm which is dying. In the foUowing chapter, 1 will trace some of the major
developments in the bixth of the new paradigm of cultural studies.

Chapter 2: Reconstmctiog the English Teacher

The role which English teachm can play withia media education,. .. is an
important one. They can restore to the discipline a much nceded experience and

facility in texhial anqlysis, though, to be sure,this will be, in certain cnicial
respects, a very difKqent kind of activity fiom their n o r d stock-in-trade. They
will need to unleam, that is, many of their most chetished assumptions and
approaches, and unload a great deai of the critical baggage acquired during their
literary training. Thqy will also need... to step outside of their own discipline and
explore the contributions which other subject ares have made to media studies.
Above d l , they must regard the media as significant and important areas of study
in their own right, and worthy of serious consideration on their own ternis, rather

than as subordinate to and recuperable by English. If they can achieve ths and, in
addition, restore to the discipline a clarity of language and thought which has too

frequentiy eluded it in the past decade, then Englisb teachers wiil have an
important and honourable role to play in the firture of media education.
(Masterman, 1985, p. 256)

This passage fiom Mastexman's -e

Media speiis out the metamorphosis

that English teachers must undergo in order to progress from pweyors of knowledge in

their chosen discipline to facilitators of knowledge in the broader matrix of our culture's
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dominant sigdjmg practices. Not only does this imply a change in subject matter and a

recognition of 'the media as signincant and important arcas of stuày in bleu own right";
the changes in pedagogy required to teach media studies might profitaMy be appiied to

the teaching of traditional lit-

texts as weïî. As Masterman notes, the one a m of

traditional Englisb a d y which we can bring to the field of media studies is a "facility in
texhial analysis," which we might regard as the stepping stone from our traditional
paradigm to the new paradip of cultural studies.

The idea that media studies should f d witbia the purview of the Englisb teacher

was first articulated by Leavis and Thompson in their 1933 1
.

However, their introduction rnakes plain the Amoldian assumptions underlying their
proposal :

Many teachers of English who have become interested in the possibilities of

training taste and sensibility must have been troubled by accompanying doubts.
What effect can such training have against the multitudinous counter-influences-

nIms, newspapets, advertking- indeed, the whole world outside the classoom?

0-1)

Like Arnold before hem, Leavis and Thompson blarne the machine for destroyïng "the
organic community" and "the living culture it crnbodieâ" (p. 1) and irnply that m a s
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production and the mass media it has engendered have contributed to an "exploitation of
the cheapest emotional responses" (p. 3) which the training of literary taste alone cannot

ameliorate. It must be "supplemented by somcthing more" (p. 4), &at is the training of
"critical awareness" (p. 5) through the study of popular cultural fomis: Leavîs and
Thompson suggest that "a great deal can be brought in under English. Practical
Criticism-

the andysis of prose and verse- may k extcaded to the andysis of

advertisements... foilowed up by-cornparisonwith representative passages of journalese
and popular fiction" (p. 6). The book, designed for clasnoom use, contains numerous
exarnpies of contemprary advertising to show how one might analyze their rhetorical
strategies of persuasion to uncover the dishonesty and condescension which many of
these ads reveal. The purpose of inviting the "whole world of signifying practices into
the classroom, then, was to inoculate young people against an essentiaiiy sick culture:
"We cannot, as we rnight in a healthy state of culture, leave the citizen to be formed

unconsciously by his environment; if anythmg like a worthy idea of satisfactory living is
to be saved, he must be trained to discnmuiate and resist" (p. 5).

This passage provokes certain questions about the nature of culture and the public.
First of all, when have we ever lived ia a "bealthy state of culture"? It certady wam't
when Arnold wrote Culme
the*

m.
Leavis and Thompson, Wre Arnold before

present a nostalgie longing for a simpler t h e of individual a&smanship, rural

living, and an "organic community", but one wonders when in England's, or for that
matter, the world's pa* a healthy state of culture achially existeci, particulary if one
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equates change witb disease. The 0th- issumption we might question is the notion that

people are subconsciously affkcted by this unhealthy state of culture. While the
attainment of taste, sensibility and rehement through the shidy of literature is an arduous

process, it seems that the formation of one's chamcter through the effects of the
immediate environment of movies, ads and pumaiex is produced on an entirely
unconscious level. The positing of a ci-

aillch is basïcally mconscious, or at kst,

passively malleable, $0the deleterious effects of the m a s media is as condescendhg an
attitude as that revealed in some of the advertising Leavis and Thompwn quote for
discussion in their book. Yet the inoculation model of media studies boni here holds
sway to the present tirne. One only needs to recall the media spin surrounding the
shootings in a Colorado school in May of 1999 to see how much cmency the idea of

subconscious media Muences, particularly on the young, still maintains in public debate.
Leavis's philosophy was supported by the concurrent emergence of media effects
midies in the United States. As BoydeBarret (1992) notes, efEects studies arox fiom the
"prevailing belief that individu& are easy prey to media influences.. ., fed in part by
growing conviction in and concem about the increasingiy sophisticated uses of media for
propaganda, as in the First World War, in helping to estabLi& the nse of the Nazi Party,
and in advertising" (p. 177). Concem over the effect of the media on its audiences was
certainly warranted, particularly in ternis of state propaganàa or attempts at mind coatrol
within totalitarian regimes. The first psychological effects studies were designed around a
stimulus-response model, however, which aiggested a one-way communication between
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audience and media wherein the media acts upon the audience who respond like inert

sponges soaking up, uncritically, whatever messages are relayed to them. In facc the
relationship between media and audience is far more cornplex and subject to more
variables than this mode1 of inqujr allowed. Moreover, effects studies, while
"fiequently based on sïmplistic linear hypodermic models of communication ... all too
often serve the reactionary purpose of scapegooating the media in order to distract
attention away fiom more deeply rooted social injustices" (Masterman, 1985, p. 68). In
the case of the Columbine sbootings, for instance, attention focuscd quickly on the effects

of violent video games, racist web-sites on the internet, and movies iike Stream and
. .
ketball Disnes,instead of on an examination of the social pressures exerted by the

shooters' school environment or the easy access thex young men had to fieams. The
presumption of such a simplistic connection between media and audience is upheld,
according to C.W.E. Bigsby (1976), by a mistaken understanding of culture which began
with Arnold and Leavis. Because they bad defined culture "in terms of authority", they

saw the "manipulators of the new consumer society" as constituting a "new authority"

which the authority vested in high cultural f o m s was almost powerless to resist (p. 14).
Thus, "the cultural cntic had missed bis aim, which should in truth have k e n directed at

the changing basis of his society and not at the products which it generated, in curiag the
disease and not merely in recognizing the symptorns and prescribiog an emetic" (Bigsby,
p. 14). What Leavis saw as an unhealthy state of culture, then, was actually a symptom
of a more deeply rooted social uncase (or dis-ease) which his attacks on popular culture

did littie to remedy.
Nonetheless, e-

and was an influentid book for English

teachers, because it was the " f h t to make the discussion of media texts in the cIassroom

an acceptable and inteiiectualiy respectable activity for teachers" (Masterman, 1985, p.
40). Also, the recommended method of analysis, close reading, granted the English

teacher in particular, the requisite skiils needcd to foster critical awamiess of the media
in our students. The missing ekment which the English teacher must seek beyond our
own discipline is a more comprehensive understanding of the comection between society

and the products it generates. This requires a broder definition of culture beyond the

high culture / popular culture dichotomy withio which we have traditiondy worked. It
also requires a rejection of Leavis's elitia assumption that "ordinary people are foolsy'

(Easthope, 1991, p. 79).

narv Peo~leand POD*
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As if in response to Leavis and Thompson's
Hoggart (1957) stated in 3ne I J w of

Richard

w "There
,may be some prophetic truth in

discussions about 'the vast anonymous masses witb their thoroughly dulled responxs'.
But so far working-class people are by no means as badly Sected as that sentence
suggests" @. 33). Hoggart's study of the working classes in northem England has been
cited as one of the ground-breaking books of an emergent cultural snidies movement in
the 1950's (Hall, 1980, p. 16). It re-fiamed the debate about the effects of popular culture
by describhg the everyday lives and conditions of the d l e d umasses" to show that
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even as late as the 1950's, much of their lives was still strongly embedded in past
traditions and values, and that the process of change was a slow one. Ho-

pointed

out that social change, including the cfXects of wbanhtion and industrialitation, had

brought both materid benefits and possible dangers. Hoggart's opinion of the working

classes denved fiom bis own working-class background which he hoped would prevent
him fkom patronking or romanticizing the subjects of his study (p. 17). The book is
divided into two halves, first, a detailed ethnographie description of the daily lives of
working class people, and then an analysis of the popular literatwe which members of

this class read and enjoyed. The book was a departure h m the position of Leavis and
Thornpson in that Hoggart employed the techniques of "close reading" of popular culture
with a different aim, not to teach people to "discriminate and resist", but rather, to

understand the uses and pleasures of popular e n t e r t h e n t as part of the fabric of
working people's lives. As Hall (1 980) explains:

e U m off

reîùsed many of Leavis's embedded cultural judgements.

But it did attempt to deploy literary criticism to 'read' the emblems, idioms, social

arrangements, the lived cultures and 'languages' of working class Me,as p d c u l a r

kinds of 'text', as a privileged sort of culturd evidence. (p. 18)

Hoggart 's approach to popular culture was an important break fkom Leavis's position

because although it granted that much of the popular reading of the day was as bad or
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worse than Leavis had characterized it, it maited analysis and understanding w i t b the
uses to which it was put by the masses of people who were reading it.

Hoggart's study

took account of the r d audience for popular culture in a manner that was balanced,

respecâul, and altogether new. His waclusions set tbe parameters for a new way of

discussiog people and culture:

As we study popular publications we insensibly tend to give them, so great is their

mere bulk, a larger pcominence in the whole pattern of people's experience than,
in fact, they have... People are not living lives which are imaginatively as poor as a
mere reading of their literature would suggea.. ..There are wan and feus of war;

there is the world of work, of the relations, the loyalties and tensions there; there
are the duties of home and the management of rnoney; there are neigbbourhood
ties and demands; there are illness and fatigue and birth and death; there is al1 the

world of local recreation. That is why 1 med much earlier to describe the quality
of ordinaiy working-class Me, so that the closer analysis of publications might be
set into a landscape of solid earth and rock and water. (p. 324)

Although neither Leavis nor Hoggart discussed the effects of the cinema in great detail in

their respective studies, their opinions of the cinema showed the rame shift in
perspective. Where Leavis feared that the motion picture was inculcating people "into
types of MMd experience which they wme to take for granted as parts of their Iives, yet
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have no training to handle" (1933, p. 114), Hoggart saw their "cheemil debunking" of the

popular media "in the Iaughter which is caused by the script or by die tones of voice used
in some short advertising films and some cinema news-reels" (p. 325). Because he had

set his analysis into "a landscape of solid cartb and rock and waîer," Hoggart was able to
present a more balanced Mew of the effects of the media and the uses to which it was
being put by the 'commoe man".
The departure nom Leavis's conception of people and popular culture to

Hoggart's parailels a shift in emphasis that was occi<rringin mass media effects studies in
the penod between 1945 and 1%8. According to Boyd-Barrett (1992), pst-war

empirical research suggested that "media do not generally account for major changes of
attitude; they more oeen reinforce people's attitudes than change them, through people's

exercise of selective attention, perception, and retention" (p. 177). As Hoggart had
argued in The Uses of

u,
media r e s e e h e n were DOW seeing that the "processes of

selection are often mediated by the membership of an individual within the family,
community, or social class" (Boyd-Barrett, p. 177) to which tbey belong. This mode1

became b o w n as the "limited effects" modei, which "helped generate the 'uses and
gratifications' approach to the shidy of audiences, one that esked how and for what
purposes people used the media rather than what was done to them by the media'' (BoydBmett, p. 177). This important shift in focus allowed for a broder and more positive
midy of culture than tbat prescribed by Leavis.

Hoggart (1957) redefined the idea of culture that had for so long been limited by
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the high culture / popular culture dichotomy which had premised Arnold's and Leavis's

arguments. instead, he Mewed the t e m ethnographicdy or rnthropologicaily to iaclude

ail of the beiiefs and practices of the British worlaag class. At the seme time, he
distinguished bis study at the outset fkom sociological survcys of the working classes

which tended to "constmct an image of working-class people oniy from adding togetha
[a] variety of statistiçs" (p. 17). His was a quaîitative study bascd on Livcd expaience
and close observation. And because he attended to the artefacts of poplar cuitrire with
the same respecthl analysis as that which had formerly been accorded only to works of

established l i t e r q value, Hoggart's m e I JWS of

broadened the field of social

and cultural inqujr yhich signaled the beguining of the cultural shidies movement.
According to Hall (1980), cultural studies is not a 'discipiïne', per se, but rather, "an area
where Merent disciplines intersect in the study of cultural aspects of society" (p. 7).

Drawing on anthropology, sociology, communications and traditional literary studies, the
field of cultural studies seeks to recover '"neglected' materials drawn fiom popular

culture and the mass media, which ... proMded important evidence of the aew stresses and
directions of contemporary culture" (p. 2 1). Hoggart's book may be seen as a mode1 for
a movement tbat was initially considered as neither fish aor fowl because it refûsed to
adhere to the established methodologies of the disciplines fkom which it derived.

Sociologists felt the culturai studies movement was "crossing the temtorial bounciary"
which had traditionally encompassed thei. discipline (Hall, p. 2 11, while the humanists

@ce Leavis) "regarded 'culture' as already inscribed in die texts they studied and in the
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values of liberal scholarship".@. 21). Accordingly, "cultural studies... was either
hopelessly unscientific or a product of the very disease it sought to diagnose- either

way, a treason of the inteliectuals" @. 21). Because the cultural studies movement

d e h e d culture in such a broad and inclusive manncr, %om texts and reprcsentations to
lived practices, belief systems and institutions" (Ha& p. 23), its field of inquïry was
bound to tread on some d e m i c tocs. Far fiom slspiy uswping materid fiOm the
established academic disiplina, however, die cultural studies movement sought to
legitinize the study of popular culture within the academic cornmunity, a move that is
still fiaught with controversy, possibly equaling that generated by the establishment of
literature as an academic discipline.at die beginning of this century. in the same way that
the study of English literature gradually supplanted the study of the classics of Greek and

Latin at the university level, cultural midies is now drawing fkom students wbo mi&&

in

rny generation, have studied literature (Whelehan & CartmeU, 19%, p. 1). The lesson for
the English teacher seems clear-

we need to move away fiom Leavis's conception of the

discipline to something approaching Hoggmt's. Our attitude toward our students could

emulate Hoggart's toward the working classes by showing respect for the popular cultural
foms which they use and enjoy, and by employing an approach toward thex fonns that

seeks to understand rather than to "discriminate and resist."

In Teaçhuiee Mrdia, Masteman (1985) notes that "the increasiag use of
popular texts was paraileled during the 1 W s by a signifiant movement away £kom
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Leavis and Thompson's position. For a new gcncmtion of teachers actudy likd popular
cultural foms, could see value in them and wcre uawilliilliilg to discuss tbem as inevitabiy

compting influences... Discrimination, howcver, now became somahing to be exercised
not against the media, but within them" (p. 49). As nIm became more sophisticated and
cntics began to take it seriously as an art fonn with its own cntical history and theories of

aesthetics, English teachers came to sec its potcntiai and bcgm to assimilate the sîudy of
film within the traditional fhmework of their classes. Richard Maynard's Classoom

Cinema ( 1977) identifies the two most common uses of film in the English classroom at
the time as 1) motivation for reading and 2) reinforcement of works of Iiterature under

study @. 82). But Maynard, representative of the new grneration of teachers who
actuaily liked popular cultural fonns, recommended their use not simply as "visual aids"
but as "primary classroom sources" (p. 7), which, at a time when schools were

increasingly under attack for king out of touch, held the promise of reinvigorating staid
classoom practices and making education "relevant" to students. His book, based on his

own teaching experience with film, is representative of the enthusiastic endorsement
many of the radical 60's educators gave to the study of fiim. The illustration on the cover

of his book, a 16 mm movie projector, serves as a reminder in our age of VCR's, of how
dedicated a teacher wodd have to have k e n in order to master even the logistics of
acquiring and showing current films to bis students.
The 1970 publication, Films,i s ~ 0 t h erepresentative
r
teacher resource of
this period which wholeheartedly advocated the use of film in the classroom because of
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its relevance to young people's lives: "Film gets duough becaw it's an emotional and

sensuous medium. .. Film delivn expcrKnce..." (Cuikin, p. 20). The primacy accorded
relevance, immediacy, and "getting through" is certaidy indicative of the spirit of the
60's, and films were seen as having the power to do this: "One way to send kids reeliog

into relevancy is to study excellent films'' (Culkin, p. 22). Culkin's definition of a "great
teacher" as "a relevant perron, one who imdcrstands, cornmunicates, gets through" (p. 2 1)

has a quaint chann some th*

years Iater, but its message d l holds some "relevance"

today. The teaching of media demands a dinerat style fiom the traditional transmission

mode], where the teacher functions as a "listenhg pst" rather than an authority figure
(Carxico, 1970, p. 104). Carrico's article in ,-

"Film and the Teacher of

English" suggested that the new attitudes teachers needed to adopt in order to teach film
might signal a sea change in their approach to traditional classroom materials as weU:

"Often it will demand a new posturing, a re-formation of perhaps encmsted attitudes
about the arts. indeed, the discovery of film as a synthetic &ou@ distinctive art form,

has made necessary the re-examination of ail systems of aesthetics" (p. 115).
While the eager appropriation of film study in the Englisb classoom was seen as a
"hip" challenge to the status quo and a means of pryiog loose "encnisted attitudes"

toward the arts and established power relationships between teachers and midents, its
ready assimilation into the existing modus operandi of the En@& classoom might also
suggest that attitudes toward film had changed more than attitudes toward teaching had.

Because mones ha4 in a sense, grown up, they now could be introduced into the
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classroorn as legitimate art, worthy of the same consideration as other fonns of literature.
Cullcin's comments on the status of nlm show how the attitude had changed since

Leavis's tirne:

The schools had a go at the moMes once before back in the 1930's. The crusade

started fsst and faded fm since it was built on a negative appmach to film. The
second surge of the movement is based on a respect for film rather than a fear of

film. It regards film as one of the humanities... (p. 25)

Althou& Culkin wamed against film &corning new grist for the elite culture" (p. 25),

one c m understand how easily this would have happened given that there were only two

lines of argument possible for introducing media into the schools: "make the media seem
so respectable that the schools have to recognUe them as worthy of inclusion within the

curriculum," or "make their impact seem so lethal that the schools feel forced to deal witb
them as a tactic of survival" (p. 25). Film had now become b'respectable" and hence

easily adaptable into the English teacher's preexisting hard-wiring. Tbough Culkia
warned against this possibility, many of the practical stmtegies recommended in E i l a
DeJiva are admitted "cany-overs from the days [media teachers] taught literature"
(Camco, 1970, p. 107). Were we now h p l y doing "lit crit" on movies? As Mastemian

( 1985) explains, "the popular arts movement... led to the increasing cxclusivity and.. .

ultimate separation of film... from the study of other media... [and] contributed to the
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scandalous negiect of television and press studies" @. 58). In a sense, we were back to
Leavis's distinction between high a d popular culture, except that moMes had somehow

rnanaged to slip rank.

One other danger can be s e a in Culkin's description of movies: "Films deliver
experience" (1970, p. 20). While rewgninag its legitimacy as art, film teachcrs of the
60's and 70's were won over by its instant appeal to students because it scemed not only

to present unmediated experience, but to actually recreate that experience in its audience

through their act of viewing the 61m. This phenornenon is addressed by Stephenson and
Debrix (1 966)in

as

as:

Like that of photography, the compelling realinn of a hlm depends on the fact
that there is, or seerns to be, less human intervention than in other arts. We tbink
that we can rely on a machine to be faithîùl in reproducing an original in a way

that is not possible with human agency alone, and consequently we belzeve in the

reality of a machine reproduction.@p. 35-36).

Because of its seeming tmsparency and believability, film "gets thtough" to kids (and
adults) in a way other art fonns apparentiy do not. But what exactiy is it that gets

through? Stephenson and Debrix maintain mat it is tbe artist's or director's personal
vision, for whereas nature or reality is basically neutral-

it is just there, '6ilm as a work

of art is deliberately made to attack us, to force its way into our feelings and our beliefs"
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@. 37). Could film be both a respectable art form and a lethal weapon? 1s there a way to

talk about film without either coopting it into the tradition of literary study or reverting to

the fear and suspicion diat prompteci its study in the first place?

The separate spands of traditional literary shidy, film studies, media effects studies
and cultural midies al1 convagc at the word "ideology", a concept which helps to explain
the relationship between society and its simiifling practices and dismandes the high art /

popular culture dichotomy that continues arbitrarily to divide these practices.

Althusser's "Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses" (197 1) outhed a theory for
understanding how a social order or state power is supported by various apparatuses
which assist in its daily fbnctioning and in its maintenance of power and control.

Speaking within the Marxist tradition, Althusser asks how a capitalist economy ensures
the ongoing exploitation of its labor, and answers that "it is in the foms and under the

forms of ideological subjecûon that provision 1s made for the reproduction of the skills of
labor power" (p. 128). Not oniy are people govemed or niled by the State Apparatus

which includes the "Govemmenf the Administration, the Amy, the Police, the Courts,
the Prisons, etc" (p. 136), but we are conditioned to accept our position within society

and our subjugation by the State by Ideological State Apparatuses which support the more

overt foms of control. Some of tbese include the institutions of religion, ducation,
family, law, the political system, communications (press, radio, and television, etc), and
culture (litetahire, the arts, sports, etc.) @p. 136-1 37). These institutions "fuaction by
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ideology" (p. 137), that is, by promoting die ideology of the niling class and by creating
consensus or agreement withui society to accept the status quo as the natural order of
things. Althusser identifies education as the chief Ideologicai State Apparatus which

''drums into" children "a certain amount of 'know-how' wrapped in the ruling ideology"
so that when they are "ejected", they are "practicaily provided with the ideology which
suits the role [they have] to fulfill" (p. 147).

Becaw the ideology of the school

"represents the School as a neutrai environment purged of ideology" (p. 148), Althusser
explains that teachers themselves often do not recognize the role they are playing in

reproducing the niling ideology, so effectively have we been inculcated. For Althusser,
then, "ideology represents the imaginaty relationship of individuals to their real
conditions of existence" (p. 153), and so pervasive is this "imaginary relationship" that
we function within it as thougb it were simply nahiral. Althusser's central thesis is that

"ideology hails or interpeilates individuals as subjects" (p. 164)' meaning that our very
sense of individual identity is created by the ideology we inhabit through our beliefs and

practices. There is simply no place to stand outside of the niluig ideology. Ideology
"hails us" as individual subjects and speaks us even as we believe we are speaking for
owselves.

If we r e m to Leavis's concexns about the effects of mass media on audiences in
the context of Althusser's argument, we see that Leavis had a point. Advertking, part of

the Communications Ideological State Apparatus, helps to interpellate the masses as

workers and consumers. And movies, whether they are part of the Communications or
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Culturd Ideological State Apparatuses, serve to reinforce the ruiing ideology through

their powerful rendering of reality and their unique ability to force their way hto our
feelings and beliefs. But Leavis's conception of literature as ideologically innocent,as
somehow standing above ideology, is countered by Althusser's claim that culture itxlf,

including literature, is simply aaother ideologid state apparatus which interpellates its
subjects as humanistq, cultural workers whose role it is to pcrpctuate tbe distinctions
between classes while believing that we are educating them in taste, sensibility, and

aspirations to the h e r thiogs in Me.
Gramsci's (1 990) concept of hegemony supports Althusser's exphnation of

ideology by suggesting the complexity with which out social and cultural institutions
negotiate consent for the nrling ideologies of the day. AU forms of representation, be
they works of high or popular culture!, help to present arbitrary hierarchies and
inequalities of power as the natural order of things. As Brantiinger (1990) describes
Gramsci's concept of hegemony, "Common sense is the ideological glue or cernent that
legitùnizes and binds a social formation together by making its institutions and
arrangements of power seem naturd and wise" (p. 96). Within the complex workiogs of
hegemony, both works of hi@ and popular culture are equally complicit in the creation
of a social consensus through common sense by helping to naturalizc arrangements of
power within society; thus, ''dl culture, all representation, is political or ideological"

(Brantlinger, 1990, p. 64). The application of Marxist theory to both iiterature and other
media has an equaiizing or leveling effect because it prexnts the possibility of bringing
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al1 foms of representation unda the umbrella of ideological critique.

The shift in perspective afforded by ideological critique affecfs our understanding
of both literature and popular culture. Brantlinger (1990) notes that while "any attempt to

think about literature in relation to something external to itself. .. undermines its status as
an independent, fkee-standing category, any attmpt to buttress that independence has the

paradoxical effect of diminirhing or denying its devance to ' r d lifè'" @. 70). In tbis

regard, he credits Marx.& theory as k i n g "the one tradition in whicb the relations
between literature and socieîy have k e n vigorousîy and continuously thought" (p. 22).
By acknowledging its role in the process of negotiating hegemonic consent, we allow for

a discussion of literature that accords it a relevance it can not otherwise achieve. In terms
of media studies, an understandmg of the complex ideological role of the media provided
by Althusser and Gramsci supplanted more simplistic models of direct influence (Hall,
1980, p. 1 17) by showing the subtlety with which works of popular culture can shape

society's assumptions about arrangements of power within that society. Hegemony,
particularly in complex societies like our own, is not simply a monolithic imposition of a
particular niluig class ideology; the process of creating social consent is a fluid and
dynamic one. And because it is "couiple~multiple, contradictory, hegemony always

carries within it the seeds of nsistance and rebellion" (Brantlinger, p. 97). This mode1
allows the possibility for works of high and popular culture to probe and challenge
society's dominant ideologies, not simply to transmit them without question. The
concepts of ideology and hegemony dso permit the andysis of dl forms of repremtation
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in order to reveal the ideological positions latent *thin thcm, thus demystxfjhg their

effects.

provided this means of analysis of al1 of

Roland Barthes's (1957)

society's representations through the study of scmiology. Drawing on the traditional
study of linguistics, Barthes showed how myth (or ideology) is "a type of speech" or

"mode of signification" (p. 14) which consists of "the nomally hidden set of d e s , codes
and conventions through which meanings particular to specific social groups (i.e. those in
power) are rendered universal and 'given' for the whole of societf' (Hebdige, 1993, p.
36 1). Or as Barthes stated, "myth is a type of speech chosen by history" (p. 15). He

continued by explaining that myth "can consist of modes of writing or of representations;
not only written discourse, but also photography, cinema, reporthg spoe shows,

publicity" (p. 15). Barthes maintained that ail social practices or representations can be

called language or discourse, "if they mean something" (p. 15). To this degree, tbey are
al1 amenable to a semiotic reading which is done by breaking each representation into
three parts, the signifier or the object, the signined or the idea it stands for, and the sign,
which comprises the relation between signifier and signified. To make the point that

"pictures become a kind of wxiting as won as they are meaningful" (p. IS), Barthes used

the example of the cover of a

-

magazine to demonstrate the process of

serniological analysis: "On the cover, a young Negro in a French d o m is saluting, with
his eyes uplified, probably fixed on a fold of the bicolouf' (p. 19). To Barthes, this
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signified %at France is a great Empire, that ail h a sons, without any colour
discrimination, faithfully m e under her flag, and that there is no ôetter aaswer to the
detractors of an deged coloniaiism than the d shown by this Negro in Eerviag his socalled oppressors" (p. 19). With this off-cited example, Barthes ratber deffly showed
how the picture impases a certain ideologid stance while at the same time dowing
itself to be deconstructeci or demythdogircd. As Barthes concludcd, "myth has in fact a

double function: it points out and it notifies, it makes us understand something and it
imposes it on us" (p. 19). This statement suggests that semiotic analysis can be a means
of breaking through the seeming naturalness by which various signifluig practices create

hegemonic consent.
As Hebdige (1993) explains, Barthes's

ushered in a common

language for discussing the ideologies latent in any f o m of sigdjmg practice:

Barthes's application of a method rooted in liaguistics to other systems of
discourse outside language... opened up completely new possibilities for
contemporary cultural studies. It was hoped that the invisible seam ôetween
language, expenence and reaiity could be located and prisecl open through a
semiotic analysis of this kind. (p. 361)

In i & m ~ ~ & ùC

m S w , Eesdiope (1991) descxibes Barthes's method as "a

system of 'deep' or 'close' reading previously o d y practiced on works in the literary
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canon" (p. 141). The Merence, according to Easfhope, is that Barthes's version of close
reading "does not aim to seek out and substantiate the imity of the te*

into the same ideological corral as litemy studf

it is not heading

(p. 141). Instead, its purpose is to

"draw attention to ideology, gender meaning, subject position and the sense of tbe other

as these are presented thematically and through the operation of the signifier" (p. 141).

prcsents the working method of wntemponuy

Basically, then, B m e s ' s

cultural studies. It also illustrates the main role of the media teacher accordmg to
Masterman (1985)- which is make -dents

aware of the ideologies latent in ail f m s of

s i m c a t i on: "Simply by problematising media representations, by refùsing to accept the
naturalness of an image, or the neutrality of a particdar point of view, each student is
undercutting the potency and influence of dominant ideologies as they are naturalircd by
the media" (p. 198). Ultimately, the role of English teachers as teachen of all signifjmg

practices is to help students to problematise the representations we would otherwise take
for granted as given or natural, be these representations in the media or in the canonical
texts that have been our traditional source of study.

Both Easthope (1 99 1) and Masterman (1 985) speak to this point in their
conclusions. In Te-

th-

Masterman provides a stem waming to the English

teacher who wishes to incorporate media shidies into the traditional working method of

the English classoom, radier than the other way around: "For whilst any M e r moves to
recuperate media study to an English whox eternal verities remain largely unquestioncd
would have litîle credibility, literature itself is becoming increasingly seen as shply one
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signifjmg practice amongst many, and as amenable to the kind of critical approaches

outlined in this book as any ottia syrnbolic fom" (p. 255). Easthope maintains that

"cultural studies-

as the study of signiSing practice- gives a M e r analysis of its

object than literary study, not only a ôetter account of the texts of popular culture... but
aimost certainly a bever account of al1 those canonical texts as weUw(p. 175). The

paradigm of cultural studies brings a criticai edge to the sniây of al1 of a socicty's
signifjmg practices Fat challenges both teacher and student to stand outside the language
that speaks us and consider the ways in which we are presented to ourselves througb the
language of o u culture. As film is increasing becoming the language of our culture, the
chapters which follow will apply the methods of cultural studies to an examination of five

representative films.

Chapter 3: Frankenstein: The Face of the Monster

Over the years, thousamis of chil&= wrote expressing compassion for the grrot,
weid creature who was so abused by its sadistic knper that it could only respond
to violence with violence. These children saw beyond the rnakeup and really

understood.

- Boris Karloff
What accounts for the tremendous populanty and longevity of Bons Karloff s

monster? Since its debut in 1931, the face of Frankenstein's monster has haunted our
century through an endless proliferation of images and amfacts. His face has been
descnbed as "a cultural mascot" (Tropp, 1976, p. 2), "one of the icons of our t h e "

(Manguel, 1997, p. 19), 'We face of our subhuman self' (Maaguel, p. 19), and "the
perfect failure of a face" (Manguel, p. 19). Critics have seen in this face every travesty of

modem science and technology, every evil society is capable of, and every outcast who

has been denied the warmth of human sympathy and social acceptance. It is the face of
the "othe?' in the minor of our times.

The 1931 James Whale Frankenstein in which Karloff first appeared as the

monster is a very appropriate choice for a cultural studies cmalysis. First of aü, the Mary
Shelley (1 8 18) novel on which it is loosely based has always occupied the no mm's land
between popuiar entertainment and canonical Merature, contested territory in the culture
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wars. As J. M. Smith (1992) points out in "A Critical History of Frankenstein", a serious

of F

academic study of the novel called

m was not published

until 1979, and even then, its editors apptared somewhat aplogetic in t k i r attempts to

apply the "high sexiousiess of the Arnoldian lit-

critic" (Levine & Knoepflmacher,

1979, pp-xi-xü) to a work of such low-brow popular appeal. Accordhg to Smith, 3ht

Enduranceuattempted to establish the novel's high scriouwss so as to
'rescue' it fiom the abyss of popular culture" (p. 190). Since then, however, the advent

of cultural studies has "revised this dismissive ides of low culture, in part by relocating

F

m in traditions of popular literature and taking those traditions seriously"

(Smith, p. 190).

Not surprisingly, the critical history of the £ilmparallels that of the novel. As
Tropp (1976) pointed out, 'Wow that movies are studied in universities, the Karloff films
have been accorded the deference givm 'serious' art. But one of the refieshing quaiities
about Frank-

is that it blurs such distinctions" (p. 2). The same might be said of the

entire genre of the horror film. Horror movies had traditionaiiy stood beyond the margins

of serious film shidy until the late 70's (Cook, 1985, p. 99,at which time the 1979
publication of-

-

m

s

<
n
i
estabiished the outcast

genre as a subject worthy of a c a d d c interest. In his introduction to the volume, Wood
(1 979) applied the critical theories that have become the tools of cultural studies to the

genre of the horror nIm, implying that until the development of Menrist and

psychoanalytical theory, it w s not possible to grasp the import of the horror nIm in terms
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of its social meanings. These theories give us a language and open up a new territory it
was not previously possible to map. As Wood explained,

The most signincant development-

in film criticim...of the last few decades has

clearly been the increasing confluence of Man and Freud... From Marx we derive
our awareness of the domiornt ideology- the ideology of bourgeois capitalism.. .
It is psychoanalytic theory that has provided... the m o a effective means of

examining the ways ia which that ideology is transmitted and perpetuated. (p. 7)

Wood drew on the distinction between Marx's theory of oppression and Freud's theory of

repression to explain the way these tems operate in our understanding of the horror nIm:

"In psychoanalytic tems, what is repressed is not accessible to the conscious mind... We
may also not be conscious of ways in which we are oppressed, but it is much easier to

become so: we are oppressed by something 'out there' ... What escapes repression has to
be dealt with by oppression" @. 8). Accordhg to Wood, the concept of the "othef
embodies what is both oppressed aod repressed in our culture: "Its psychoanalytic

significance resides in the fact that it functions not simply as something extemal to the
culture or to the self, but also as what is repressed (but never destroyed) in the self and

projected outwards in order to be hated end disowned" (p. 9). The face of Frankenstein's
monster is our centwy's iconic uothei', everythuig we oppress end everything we repress.
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Wood (1979) identifiecl eight versions of the "othei' which are found in our
culture and embodied in the monsters of the horror film. Among them are women, the

proletariab other cultures, ahnic groups within our culture, aitemative ideologies, sexual
deviations, and children @p. 9-10); in short, 3he true subject of the horror genre is the
stniggle for recognition of all that our civilisation represses or oppressesn (p. 10).

Wood

saw the horror nIm as rtie r e m of the rqrcssed" (p. 17), and as nich, one of the most
progressive of 61m genres because it "offers the possibility of radical change and
rebuilding" in times of "extreme cultural crisis and disintegration" (p. 17). In
Shellev' s Mo=,
by Fr-stein

Tropp (1976) maintaincd that "eramining some of the films inspired
shows us how the basic elements of the story repeat almost ritually,

while details change to suit a changing culture" (p. 9). Each successive version of the
Frankenstein story, then, mirrom the times in which it was produced to show the plight
of the other in its parbicular cultural and historical context.

The 19301s,the golden era of the horror nIm, ceitaully qualities as a time of
"extreme cultural crisis and disintegration". The era lwks back to the Great War, "a
confiict which only succeeded in destroying a generation and destroyïng belief in
progress and the nobility of man" (Tropp, 1976, p. 89), and forward to World War ïi and
an even more "temfjmg conflict" (Tropp, p. 88). Between the wars, a long depression

plagued an increasingly insular, isolationist Amenca. More than providing a simple
diversion for their troubled audience, the horror

of the 30's created a face for their

amorphous fears. As Tropp explained:

The Monster as outcast.. has wntemporary political overtones. In one sense, it is
a creature of the thirties, shapcdby shadowy forces beyond its wntrol, wandering

the countryside iike =me disfigured veteran or hideous tramp. The special pathos

of the Monster, never reaily recaptured in most of the later films, is due ia part to
its affinities with the refbgees fiom political and economic disaster cast out fiom a
society that can find po place for them. In many ways, the 1931
plays upon the parb'cular collection of fears that haunted the thirties. (p. 93)

Ln "Society and the Monstei', Denne (1972) discussed the comection between a society's
attitude toward evil and the monsters which characterize that society's horror films.
Denne described the movie-going public of the M e s as wnceiving of its antagonist as

"an impersonal force, able to disupt and potentiaily destroy society" (p. 126). He
correlated this view with the socio-economic class typical of this en's movie-going
audience: "Whereas h

a and Literaîure have usually k e n associated with society's

intellechial group (which has generally upper-class values), the motion picture has
appealed moa to the masses. Thus, the typical feelings of the culturally deprive& that

forces of evil, Fate, and the un-understandable can and do bear thcm clown-

is shown"

in what Deme defined as the atmosphenc horror film (p. 126). la the figure of

Frankenstein's monster, the audience of the thirties saw the inexorable eviis that
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threatened their fhgile security, but they also saw themselves. As Wood (1979) pointed

out, "Frankenstein coufd have dressed his creature in top hat, white tic and tails, but in
fact chose labourer's clothesW&;11). Pamdoxically then, the monster represcnts bodi
the victim and victimizer, the ernbodirnent of the fonnless homors that stalk the unwnry,
and the prey of those self-sgme horron.

This paradox, monster as c d , monster as Mctim, might account for the compiexity
and emotionai power of the 1931 nIm, for the face of the monster is so hideous and

fightening, we hate to recognize it as o u ,own. This dual nature of the monster's
"othemess" reveals itself in almost every aspect of the film's production, begùining with
Universal Studio's founder, Car1 Laemmle. Laemmle was a German Jewish immigrant
who had corne to America in 1884 (Manguel, 1997, p. 9), set up a clodiiag business in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin, and then, in 1912, founded Universal Films Manufacturing

Company in New York (Mank, 1981, p. 8). According to the television documentary,

0 1 1 - w o o h : Jews. M

o

w

e

Laemmle was one of several

Jewish immigrants who sought a friture in the new movie indwtry in California after

feeling excluded fiom opportunities in New York's more established nIm wmmunity.
Hollywood's studio bosses were the outcasts, the others, who had fled persecution in
Europe and hoped to find refbge in California. The documentaiy builds a case for seeing
the Hollywood film as a projection, both literally and figuratively, of the Jewish

immigrants' longing for a society fiee of discrimination and religious persecution, and
puts fonvard the thesis that the Hollywood film created the myth of the Amencan Drem
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out of Jewish immigrants' hopes for peacefd assimilation in a new world. On the flip
side of the American drwm, mmy films also played out the history of the Jewish

persecution in Europe by traiisplanting and disguising these cxpericnces in altercd
c o n t e s the razing of homestcrtds in the early Westerns, for example, replaying the

burning of villages dpring the nightmarish pogroms of eastern Europe. Universal
Studios, one of the minor compinns, chose to play out this nigbûnauc duough the horror

fiim, the genre with which Universal became widely identified throughout the 30's and
40's (Cook 1985, p. 23). In Il's a v e ! : The
-C

of F

m Mank (198 1)

characterized Laemmle as the "5'3" ever smiling 'Uncle Carl'" (p. 9), so named because
over 70 of his relatives were empbyed by his studio. The documentary, mvwoodimi
States that "even in appearance, Car1 L

a e d e was an outsider. He resembled an elt

Not surprisingly, Universal films often championed marginal beings who were persecuted

like the Jews of Europe" (Jacobovici, 1979). Accompanying this narration is a scene

£rom

m.
Following the successful release of Dracula in early 1931, Laemmle 's son, Carl

Laemmle Jr., hoped

would bring similar profits to a strugghg studio

threatened with "financial Armageddon" ( M e 1981, p. 9 ) at the beginnirig of the
Depression. Both Dfacula and

are set in Europe, which, according to Wood

(1 979), is a typical feature of the horror genre of the niiraes: "In the Thirties, horror is

aiways foreip..it.is always extemal to Americans, who may be atîacked by it physically

but remain (superficially, that is) uncontaminated by it morally" (p. 18). Wood provided
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two plausible explmations for the f o r e i g ~ e s of
s homn in this era: "as a means of

disavowal" and "as a means of locating h a as a 'country of the minci,' as a
psychological state" (p. 18). 1would add a third explmation, that the foreignness of
Universal's horror films relates back to the Bavarian village of Laemmie's birth, the
origin of his family's collective nighmare. One of the most cbarmingly inwngruous sets

on the Universal lot was a îittle Bavarian village built for the 1930 production of
uiet on the -W

then used agPin for

m.
Universai City, 230 acres

in California's San Fernando Valley, was dubbed "Little Europa" by the Hollywood fih

community (Mank, p. 8). One might consider it as C d L a d e ' s "coumy of the
mind, the roots of his sense of othemess and social dislocation.

Another notable outsider associated 4 t h the production of

was its

director, James Whale. In T
h
e
Jensen
,
(1996) creates a
pomait of Whale as "an outsider who hovers on the sidelines of life and society,
shadowed by the prospect of doom and destmction" (p. 56), a portrait discerned through
the four horror films he directed in his Hollywood career and confjrmed in his personal

history . James Whaie was bom into a worlong-class f a d y that "sbuggled against
poverty in the grim indusoial Midlands of England" (Jensen, p. 5). Jensen maintains that
as a resul&"he spent his adult iife obsesxd Mth refinement and class" (p. 6). Like Car1
Laemmle, Whale distanced himself nom his country of origin and transplanted himself in

Califomia, where he -ove to cultivate the persona of an upper-class Enghshman. An
outsider by Whie of wunûy, social clas, and artistic temperamen&Whale w a ~
also
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openly homosexual. For alJ of these reasons, he could well sympathkm with the plight of

Frankenstein's monster, the other in a society mtb a restncted definition of normalcy
(Manguel, 1997, p. 36). M e r establishing a successful reputation directhg stage and
film, Whale, the '%y

wonder" at Universal, was in a position to pick and choose his

projects. Although Robert Fiorey began tbe project as m

'

s writer and director,

adapting the rreenplay nom a stage play by Peggy Webbling, James Whale "snatched
the picture away" (Mank, 1981, p. 16) fiom Fiorey and created a somewhat Merent

characterization of the monster fkom the Webbling conception. The fact that he chose to
direct

suggests that he saw possibilities for xlf-expression in the story, an

oppomuiity, perhaps, to create a monster that evoked botb the horror and pathos of his
own position as the other in society. Mank quotes Bons Karloff in this regard:

1 don't think the main screenwriter, Bob Florey, r e d y intended there to be much

pathos inside the chvcter. But M i d e and 1 thought that there should be; we
didn't want the kind of rampaging monstrosity that Universal seemed to think we

should go for. We had to have some pathos, otherwise our audiencesjust

wouldn't think about the film afker they'd left the theatre, and M a l e very much
wanted them to do that. (Karloff, quoted in Ma&

p. 17)

For his own part, Whale felt the Frankenstein story "dealt with a subject which might go

anywhere" (Mank,p. 16), suggesting the evocative nature of the monster as other-
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foreigner, Jew, homosexual, oppressecl, the peremially shunned and misunderstood, the
voiceless.
How to Cr-

aM

m

James Whale chose the face of Boris Karloff for his monster. Although Bela
Lugosi had originally agreed to play the part, he turned it down when he realized thah
unlike his role a s the charming Dracula, the part of Frankenstein's monster would rquire
hidïng his face under layers of hideous makeup and, worse s t . , not beiag ailowed to

talk. "Anybody can moan and gniiit'' (Mank, 1981, p. 17), he explained, dismissing the
part as unworthy of bis acting abilities, as a role M e r suited to a stunt man. For sunilar
reasons, the part was a h t m e d down by John Carradine (Ma& p. 18). It seemed that
even taking on the role of FrPnkenstein's monster, w e e g his face, walking in his shoes
(asphalt-spreader's boots, actually, 13 pounds on each foot), would require such a
sympathetic effort of will that no one wanted to do it. except Boris Karloff, in whose
sensitive and cadaverous face, Whale saw "startlingpossibilities" (Mank, p. 18).
The task of transforming Karloff s face into &'thepcrfect failure of a face" fell to
make-up arti st Jack Pierce, who spent three months in preparation studying "anatomy,
surgery, medicine, crimioal history, criminology, ancient and modem burial customs, and

electrodynamics" (Pierce, quoted in Mank, 1981, p. 25). He learned there are six ways to
cut the s k d in order to remove the brain, and chose to mode1 Dr. Frankenstein's surgical

results on the simplest procedure, which would be to "cut the top of the skull off straight

across like a potlid, hinge if pop the brain in and then clamp it on tight" (Mank, p. 25).
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This accounts for our monster's flat-topped head and scamd brow. "A Neanderthal

slope over the eyes, done with putty, suggested the desired lower intelligence" (Lavailey,
1979, p. 263) ascribed to the criminal mind. The cyes, which were othemise too "normal
and nahiral" were veiled with mortician's wax on the lids (Mank, p. 25). The metal studs
on the neck betrayed the monster's reanimation £kom the dead through electxic

gdvanization. Karioff s body was padded, his legs and spine brsced witb steel struts so
as to confine his movements to the hnbering gait of the notquite-alive. Pierce also read
that ancient Egyptians used to bind the hands and feet of criminals and bury them alive,
which elongated their limbs and enlarged theif hands, feet and faces. "1 thought this

rnjght make a nice touch for the Monster, since he was supposed to be made fiom the
corpses of executed felons" (Mank, p. 25), Pierce explained. In full makeup and

costume, Karloff stood over seven feet ta11 and canied an extra 48 pounds, (Mank,p. 26)'
his hands and feet dangling pathetically fiom his too-short sleeves and pant legs. Pierce's
creation of the monster may be considered metaphoncally as a comment on the fictional
creation of Frankenstein's rnonster, or indeed, as an allegory for society's creation of its

monsters. For four to six grueling hours a day, Karloff reenacted this transformation
fiom nomal to monstrous; through Pierce's makeup artistry he was criminalized, killed,
exhumed, stitched together, then jolted back to a kind of W. Ironically, Karloff was
treated by others in a way which p d l e l s the treatment accorded the monster he

portrayed. Lest he fighten the young secretaries who worked at Universal, he was forced
to Wear a blue veil over his face when walkuig fiom the makeup bungalow to the
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soundstage, led by the hand iike a helpless child by his creator, Jack Pierce (Mank, p.
29). Karloff was paid $ 5 0 for his part in

(Mank, p. 34), and was not even

invited to the h ' s West Coast premiere dong with its otha stars (Mank, p. 36). He
was, afier ail, a monster.
Again, this huge, fiightening, monstrous body represents not only our society's

victims, but is a symbl of Society itself. h &j&of-F

Mangue1 (1997)

comments on the "curious reciprocity, noted by anthropologists and historians, between
the images of our pefsonal body and those of our body politic" (p. 9). S u m m w g an

argument put fonvard by Helman, Mangue1 describes this reciprocity in terms of the
Frankenstein rnonster:

For Helman, the society that produced

(either Shelley's early

nineteenth-century EDgland or Whale's America and Europe of the 1930's) is "a
purely male society, violent and inarticulate, that emerges against a background of
feudalism and peasant Me. It is a collage of ancient elements, gathered fiom

different pasts, and sutured together within the sarne body politic. It is anhnated
by science, and by electncity, but it has the brain of a criminal." (p. 9)

The criminalization of the other, it would follow, is a feature of a crimllial society,
regardless of its pretensions to cidity or claims of advancement througb science and
technology. It is in this regard that the figure of Frankenstein's creation takes on its
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most hideous and frigbtening aspect. The beginnings of this century were a time of great
scientific and technological progress, but iike the dream of Frankenstein, the results were

monstrous, betraying the barbarism that hid under a veil of noble sentiment. Although we
need look no fûrther than the atom bomb for o u . centirry's version of Frankenstein's

monster, the pseudo-science of eugenics has an even closer application to the

Frankenstein story in the 1930's and may well account for much of its emotional
resonance in both the Europe and America of that m.

e Mad Sciace of
One of the earliest books published on die subject of eugenics was Nearing's

in 1912. The book opens with a rhapsody on
progress which soun& like it could have been lifted directly fiom Mary Shelley's novel:

As a very small boy, 1 distioctly remember that stories of the discovery of America

and Australia, of the exploration of central f i c a and of the invention of the

locomotive, the steamboat, and the telegraph made a deep impression on my

childish mind, and 1 shd never forget goïng one day to my mother and saying"Oh, dear, 1 wish 1 had been born before everyîhg was discovered and invented.
Now, there is nothing left for me to do." (p. 13)

Nearïng described how his childish disappointment changed to excitement when he
realized that "the successive steps in human achievement, fkom the use of fire to the
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harnessing of electrîcity, c o n s t i ~ e da process of evolution c r h g 'a stage w h m every
man must play his party- a pari expanding and broadcning with each succeeding

generation". Finally, he realized, "the forward steps of the past need not, and would not
prevent me fiom achieving in the present-

nay, they might even make a place, if 1 wuld

but find i&for my feet; they might hold up my han& and place within my grasp the keen

tools with which 1 should do my w o W (p. 13).

Nearing's grandiose ambitions sound alarmuigly similar to those of Dr.
Frankenstein, who, in the film, asks Dr. Waldman, "Have you never wanted to do
anythuig that was dangerous? Wbere should we be if nobody triad to find out what Lies

beyond? Have you never wanted to look beyond the clouds and the stars or to know what
causes the trees to bud and what changes darhess into light?" Frankenstein's scientific

curiosity leads to the creation of a human Me, as did Nearing's, who hoped to "mold the

human clay of the present that the future may h a s t a society of men and women
possessing the qualities of the Super Race" (19 12, p. 19). Although Nearing's methods
were not as macabre as those of Dr. Frankenstein, the results were as inhuman and

inhumane as anythg produced in the horror film of 1931. Nearing advocated eugenics

as a means of molding the human race "by the application of the laws of heredity to
hurnan mating" as a "logical nuition of the progress in biologic science made diiring the

nineteenth centuy" (p. 26). Asking the rhetoncd question, "What intelligent f m e r
sows blighted potatoes?" (p. 27), Nearing made the leap firom potato to human: "The
studies which have been made of eye color, length of ann, head shape, and other physical
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traits show that the same laws of bmdity which apply in the animal and vegetable

kingdoms apply as weli to the kingdom of man" @p. 26-7). The eugenic beiief in the
correlation between a man's physical attributes and his intelligence or tendency toward
criminality are given form in the "length of ann, head shape and other physical traits" of

Frankenstein's creation, a groesque mockery of the eugenic ideal.. Nearing listed six
attributes of the %e Super Man", most of whicb are s d y lacking in F d e n s t e i n ' s

monster: "physicai normality", "mental capacity", "concentration", uaggressiveness",
"sympathy", and

(p. 20). The belief that such traits are genetically determined

fiames the scientific context of the 1931 £ilm. As (1992) Heller points out, one of the
major differencesbetween Shelley's novel and the James Whale film relates to the
development of character. Omitting the "autobiographical education nmtives" (p. 338)
which explain the personalities of Waiton, Frankenstein, and his creation in the original

novel, the film takes a more materialist stance on the determinants of human personality:
"...as the film's Waldman claims in his medicai lecture, personaiity and action are

ùiscribed in the very physicai folds of the brain" @. 338). As such, Waldman's sarnple
brains are "classified into normal and abnormal, socially upright and criminal, inherently
virtuous and innately evil" (p. 338). It is an unhappy accident that the monster receives

an criminai brain, as Fritz, h.Fraakenstein's hunchbacked assistant, drops the "nonnal"

brain and is forced to steal the "abnomai" brain fiom Waidman's laboratory. The main
goal of eugenics was to avoid such unhappy accidents.

As Nearing (1 9 12) explained, there are two fields of eugenics, negative and

positive:

Througb the establishment of Negative Eugenîcs the imnt will be restrahed fiom
mating and perpetuating their iuifitness in the fbtwe. Through Positive Eugenics

the fit may be induced to mate, and by combining their fiîness in theu offspring, to
raise up each new gencraîion out of the flower of the old. (p. 3 1)

In the eugenicists' dream of selective human breeding, the category of the "Mnt" was a

broad one indeed, encompassing a variety of human ills beiieved to be tranmiitted
through heredity, among them not on1y physical discase, deformity and incapacitation,

but also, and most importantly, "feeble mindedness, idiocy, insanity and certain forms of
criminality" (Nearïng, p.3 1). It is no wonder, then, that Karloff s monster is decidedly
"feeble-minded and inarticulate, reduced to grunts and moans, unW<e Sheiley's original
creation who was endowed with reason, sympathy, and the capacity for speech. With his

"unbalanced walk and his speechlessness," he seems, as Nestrick (1979) remarked,
"subhurnan rather than superhuman'@. 295). However, although Karloff s monster has
the brain of a feeble-minded criminal, his actions are not n e c e s d y genetically

predetennùied. As Jensen (19%) argues, aie changes Whale made to Florey's original
screenplay allow us to sympathize with the "udit" in the figure of Frankenstein's
rnonster and to see the hurnanity beneath. in the scene that introduces us to the monster,
for example, our initial sbock and fear is rlmost immediatefy tcmpered by the image of
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the creaiure's wonda and awe whm he nrst discovers the wamth of the sun through an
open skylight in the othemise darkened laboratory. One caa literally read the sign
language of this scene in a d o t i c analysis of the creature's hand gestws which
parallel the gestures of a young child and thus establish his essential innocence. Wben he
sees the sun for the fïrst time, for example, he raises his arms as though asking to be

lified up by his mother. When commanded to sit down, the cmatwc obeys, but ho& out
his hands to his creator as if to ask, %y?"

Jensen notes that "Florey had dropped the

Monster's encounter with sunlight, which appeared in Balderston's play, but Wbale
restored the scene and, in the process, gave the character dignity. The r e d t is one of the

film's finest moments" (p. 15). Whetever the creature is at his inception, he is not a
monster. He is an argument for environment in the nature/nurture debate.
Jensen (1996) points out M e r , that "script alterations give the Monster motives
for killing other than imate destnictiveness. Friw himself a defonned outcast, vents his

pent-up hatred on the confiseci Monster, taunting him into a fienzy with whip and torch
@. 15). The sight of the hapless creature chained and cowerkg in the corner, baited with

a torch, tells us much about our need for scapegoats and whipping boys . As Mangue1
(1997) eloquently puts it, "since society must define itself by thaî which it excludes,

every social definition canies implicitly-

or explicitly- the definition of its reverse.

Normality requires abnonnality, common bonds circumscribe the notion of the alicn,
appropriate behavior reflects the inverted mirror of unacceptability" (p. 8). In order for

Fritz to feel nomal, he projects the fear and hatred of his own dcformity onto the
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monstrous defomiity of Frankenstein's creation. It is what we ail do, according to
Wood's (1979) theory of the other, and it is what the eugenicists sought to do in the name
of progress and social engineering

"It's a Monster!" Dr. Waldman exclaims in horror aftcr discovering that
Frankensîein's creature has W e d the sadistic Fric and tnus the two scientists decide that
for Society's good, the creatun must be killed. The cugenicists wcrc not initially as

blatant in their goals; they m m l y wanted to sterilize the ïmnt". As Nearing (1 9 12)
argued:

The Greeks eliminated unfitness by the destruction of defective children; though
we may deplore such a practice in the iight of our modern ethical codes, we

recognize the end as one essential to race progress. By denying the nght of

parenthood to any who have transmissible disease or defecc our modem
knowledge enables us to accomplish the same end without recourse to the
destruction of human Me. (p. 3 1-2)

Although Nearing claimed to deplore the idea of murder, even of "defective childrenn, he

rationalized the eugenicists' aim of full-scale stenluption of the "dit" by stating that
"the perpetuation of hereditary defect is infinitely worse than murder" (p. 39)' for a

rnurderer kills only one person, but "the feeble-mllided parent passes on to the hture the

seeds of racial decay" (p. 40). Waldrnan's attempted murder of Frankenstein's creation is
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similarly rationalized-

it is, &et all, a monster-

and the deed is dressed in the guise

of a surgical procedure. The creature is strapped to an operating table, the instruments

laid out with scientific precision... a chilhg portend of the crimes against humanity that
would won be committed in die name of eugaiics.

But the monster has other plans; he breaks fiee and kilis the doctor in selfdefense.
Then o u ."defective child" flees the scene and fin& himcPlf outside in the sunshine,
where he meets a little girl by the shores of a lake. This pastoral moment among the
flowers and sunshine shows the creature's need for communion with nature and witb his
fellow human creatures, which the innocent Maria hsppily provides. But even before the
scene turns tragic, we see the incongnùty of the monster's unnamal existence in these
naturai surroundings. The sun shines a litde too harrhly, and this creahirr is meant for

darkness. Although he d e s at his young playmate, the effort appears painful. His
killing of Maria is not as easily justined as bis first two murders, but could be constmed

as proof of the utter impossibility of his existence, another unhappy accident which
demonstrates yet again how the best laid schemes initiated with the most advanced
scientific forethough~can still go horribly wrong. The two play a childiike game, tossing
the heads of flowers into the lake and watching them float- When our creature runs out

of flowers, he throws the flower of a girl, only sbe doesi't float, which leaves the
monster to snimble away in anguished confusion. Karloff is said to have hated this
scene, the only part of the script on which he and Whale had a serious dfierence of
opinion (Mank, 1981, p. 32). Whale understood, however, that tbcre could be no happy
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experiences for the hapless outcast. "Ifs al1 part of the ritual," (Mank, p. 32), he
explained. Whale saw that the drowning of Maria was a very necessary plot device, for
how better to bring the crimes of Frankenstein's creation to ligbt than to have Maria's

outraged father disupt the dancing villagers in the midst of their pre-nuptial celebration
on the marriage of Dr. Frankenstein, by bringing into their midst the lifeless body of his

drowned daughter? Hem was iadispuîable proof that the mature was indced a moaster,
a honible rnistake of science.

So, too, was eugenics a homble m i d e of science that used people's naive faith
Ui progress and technology to mask more sinister motives. This is seen, for instance, in

the following c l a h by Nearing (1 9 12):

Investigations of thousands of feeble-miaded families show that, in nich a case,
every one of the offspring may be and probably will be feeble-minded-

a curse to

himself and a burden to society. Pauperisn, crime, social dependence, vice, al1
follow in the train of mental defect, and the mentaily defective parents hand on for
untold generations their taint... (p. 39)

Nowhere in his book is it explairied how such investigations were conducted, how the
criteria for "feeble-mindedness" was detennined, or how "pauperisn" became associated
with genetically tranonitted disease. The tnie motives behind eugenics, however, can be

determined in the following passage:

The pnce of six battleships ($50,000,000) would probably provide homes for al1 of
the seriously defective men, women and children now at large in the United States.
Thus could the scum of socieiy be removed, and a source of social concsmination
be effectively regdated. Yet with t a s of thousaods of defcctives, freely

propagating their kind, we continue to build battieships, fondly believing that
nfled cannon and steel mer plate will prove d c i e n t for national defense.
(Nearing, p. 40)

At boaom, Nearing was not talking "science"; he was talking about dispensing with %e

scum of society", employing the language of science to justify class warfâre and racial

persecution. One would like to believe that Nearing's book was an isolated aberration,
the ravings of a mad scientist whose "Frankensteinian" ambitions were not given rnuch
social credence. However, this was not the case. Throughout the teens, menties and

thirties, eugenics had a surprisingly popular appeal in the U.S. and in Great Britain.
Major Leonard Darwin, son of the famous Charles Darwin,was at one hme president of
the British Eugenics Society. In

he promoted the sheky science as a

Iogical extension of his father's research in evolution. In order to enhance out natural

evolution as a species, indeed, in order to prevent what he saw as a dangerous
"devolution", Darwin Jr. (1928) advocated denying the right of parenthood to "the
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criminal, the insane, the imbecile, the fe+ble in mind, the diseased at birtb, the defonned,

the deaf, the bhd, etc., etc." (p. 25): He also cited epilepsy and consumption as
genetically transmitted diseases and suggested conniltiag one's doctor before having
children when an individual, "îhough apparently sound in mind and body, has many

defective relatives" @. 32). Although DaMrin insisted h t "Eugenics rests on pure
science for its fomdations of fact" (p. 881, his arguments, Wre Nearing's, reveal a
classism and racism d i a are hard to disguise. Clsiming that "reliable e s b a t e s l o w that
out of every 1000 persons in this country there are baween four and five who may be

described as feeble in min& imbeciles, or idiots" (p..44), he suggested reducing theu
numbers for the economic good of society, and, ostensibly, for their own good as well:

There is no way of g&g

rid of the burden cast on their neighbours by the uafit

and the ùifenor, except by geaing rid of them altogether. This, of course, cannot
be done with those now with us. But...vast numbers of these classes lead su&ring
lives and if they were to be replaced in the coming generations by healthy and
capable citizens, the amount of sorrow and pain which would thus be wiped off
the date would be enormous. (p. 60)

The flyleaf of Darwin's book contains an endorsement by the Eugenics Society aud an
appeal for subscribers to the Eugenics Review. However, the publishers of
-es?

also include a disclaimer: "It should be clearly understood that each wrïter in
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this series of litde books is aione responsible for the opinions expnssed." Although the

eugenics movement was far more popular and widespread than one rnight care to believe,
it did have its detractors.

H. S. Jennings (1925), one of the founders of the Awrican eugenics movement,
split fiom this movement with his publication of

or B
-i

A d v m h l a a , in whch he rcfuted eugenics for the bad science it was. Altfiough
he acceded that "the encouragement of reproduction among the feeble-minded, the

criminal, the insane" was a pracîice that shouid "obviously be stoppeci" (p. 78), he aiso
argued that human epgineering wuld not possibly reproduce the perfect duplicate of the
ideal human being, as thou& people could be cultivated me f i t :

This is what the eugenicist desires to do in man. But in man and other higher
anirnals no combination is permanent. None ever last beyond the hfe t h e of the
single individual. No individual can be multiplied in such a way as to retain the
same combination of genes. (p. 84)

Somewhat prophetically, Jennings stated that "if uniparental reproduction could be
brought about in man, as it is in apples and oranges, tIiis could be done" (p. 88), citing

the haphazard occurrence of identical twins as an example of the "eugenic ideal", wcre it
only subject to scientific controls: 'What the eugenic plan requires is that the adult, after
he has show his value, should be muitiplied without change of gcnetic combination. If
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this could be done, man would have his fate in his own hands. He could rnul~plplydae

desirable combination util the entire population consisted of that type" @p. 88-9). H m ,
Jennings predicted the futw of genetic research, which, somc sevcnty-five years later,
has finally corne to pas.

But Jennings (1925) also saw the dangers such science wuld serve. Whaî, exactly
is the "desirable combination" of gcnesthat should be aüowed to populate the earth?
"There is little doubt that ... the ruling c l n y whatever its chamter, would be the one
allowed to prevail. As they now atîempt to suppress the opinions that do not agree with
their own, so with this efficient weapon in band they would radically wipe out types
holding other ideals" (p. 89). Jennings felt confjdent, however, that under the current

scientific dispensation, such a nightmare could never happen: "The variety, the surprises,
the perplexities, the melodrama, that now present themselves among the h i t s of the

human vine will continue. Capitalists wiil continue to produce artists, poets, socialists,

and labourers; labouring men will give birth to capitalists, to philosophers, to men of
science, fools will produce wise men and wise men will produce fools..." (p. 93).
G. K. Chesterton (1922) was not quite so sanguine in his dismissal of eugenics.
Kis publication of Euemicsandwas a

and relentiess attack on the

dubious motives behind the passing of the "Feeble-minded Bill", Great Britain's nnt
Eugenic Law, which would apply the same treatment accorded the insane to anyone
considered feeble-minded; that is to say, they would be institutionaiized and sterilized.
Chesterton called it "The Feeble-Minded Bill" "both for brevity and because the
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description is strictly accurate" (p. 19-20). As for what condtutes feeble-mindedness,

"Since there is scarcely any human beiag to whom tbis term has not b e n
conversationally applied by his own fiiends and relatives on some occasion or other... it
can be clearly seen that this Iaw, like the early Christian Church... is a net drawing in of

al1 kinds" (p. 20). M e r exposing the ratber slippay scientSc foimdations for the

application of eugenjcs to social reform, Chesterton a d d r t d the sad date of economic
affairs that led to the adoption ofeugenics in the first place. Chesterton blamed cutthroat

capitalism for the plight of the poor in England. Relying on a large and desperate pool of

cheap labour only works for so long, but once this pool multiplies and becomes even

more desperate, the nch are faced with too much of a good M g : "The t h e came at 1st
when the rather reckless brecduig in the abyss below ceased to be a supply, and began to

be something of a wêrtage; ceased to be something W<e keeping foxhounds, and began

alarmingly to resemble the necessity of shwting foxes" (p. 13 1). But how to tidy up this
gross surplus, this wastage of humanity? Such questions can only be asked when people

are reduced to the status of anixnals. Darwin (1928) rationahed the adoption of "the
methods of the stockyard" (p. 21) to the conîrol of hunum bmdiog by stating, "if you
inspect any good establishment you will find that the animals are well houstd, that they

are fed witb suitable food in quantitics neither too snail nor too great, and that they are

carefully guarded against infection. Should not we be glad if the same wuld be said
about our slurns?" (p. 21). Again, this argument can only apply once the poor have been

sufficiently dehumanized. Chesterton was alarmed by the social madness that could find
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iogic in the lïkes of Darwin's twisted arguments when the truth was really much more

straighaorward. England's class structure had created a monster:

Under the hedges of the country,on the seats of the parks, loafing under the
bridges or leaning over the Embankment, began to appear a new race of men-

men who are Cerfainly not mad, whom we shall gain no ricntific light ûy calling
feeble-rninded, but who are, in varying individual degms, dazed or drink-sodden,
or lazy or tncky or tired in body and spirit. (p. 131)

This new race of men were the unemployed., the oppressed, the other, whom Chesterton
saw as returning to haunt their creators:

Men who had no human bond with the instnicted man, men who seemed to him

monsters and creatures without minci, became a .eyesore in the marketplace and a
terror on the empty roads. The rich were m d . (p. 132)

Frankenstein's monster is the social outcast created by monstrous individualism,
and iike the new race of men Chesterton describeci, he, too, cornes back to torment his
maker. In the only scene where he exhibits hue menace, the monster cornes to the

Frankenstein mansion and attacks his bride on their wedding day. The scme was so
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nightening that Mae Clarke, who played Eliuibeth, could barely keep h a composure
throughout the take. Finally, Karloff told h a to watch his liale finger which he would
wiggle for her- "Then you'll know it's o d y Boris underneah al1 this makeup" (Mank,
198 1, p. 32). What makes this scene so fiightening is not only the open malevolence of

the monster, but also the fact that he is now in the bedroom of the Frankenstcin home.

Like the r e m of the repssed theorited by Wood (1979), the acatum has corne back to
tonnent his creator. The scene also has obvious senial overtones- the rnoaster spies

Elizabeth through an o p window, draped provocatively on the bed. She is dressed in

her white wedding gown; he is dressed in black. He growls salaciously. The image of
this repulsive creature attempting to violate such a beautiful woman was the ultimate

racist nighmare in the America of the 1930's.
The stage has thus been set for the inevitable conclusion; the monster must be
hunted down and destroyed: "In

m...
the Mllagers-

as in most traditional

horror hlms- band togetha to n d society of a threat to its stability, an abnonnal
intrusion, and to reestablish a condition of balance and consistency" (Jensen, 1996, p.
54). With the mob of angry viilagers in pursuit, torches in hand, the creature confiants
his creator and carries him to an abandoned windmill. There, with the machinery

grinding between them, Frankenstein and his creation corne face to face, and in the

"flickering shot altemathg between both faces" (Tropp, 1976, p. 96) we see the mirror
image of the monster; it is Frankenstein himself, and this creature is his abandoned child.

In a desperate fight between the two, the monster hurls his creator fiom the top of the
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windmill to the crowd below. Just in t h e , for they baw set the w i n d d ciblazt,
trapping o u .monster and biirning him dive. As Jensen notes, %e Monster bas become a

nightmarkh menace, but Whde mats the villagcrs iike a lynch mob, ... @]est in their
anger and hatred, caught up in a m a s compulsion to destroy" (p. 54).

In a full h o t of

the bwning windmill, Tropp discems %e image of a burning cross, which must have had

strong associations in the M e s when the Klan was at its height" (p. 97), a visual
reminder of "the mob mindlesmess that does the Monster in" (p. 97). We are forced hto
heart-rending sympathy for the creature as Whale "again and again cuts not to the
triumphant villagers but to thcir ffïghtened, helpless, and agonized victïm" (Jensen, p.
54). The flames of the w i n d d are the flames of persecution, the crosses of the

Klansmen, and the ovens of Auschwitz. Their victims are the blacks the Jews, the
gypsies, the homosexuals the crippled, the criminalized, the mentally înfbm, the aged,

the children, the other. Those are the tortured faces we see when we look into the face
of Frankenstein's creature one last time.
Although this film predates the world's reckoning with the honors of Nazi
genocide by 15 years, these horrors were as inevitable as the windmill scme of

kenstcb, their seeds sown long before in the demented notions of racial purity called
eugenics. It was really but a short goox-step fkom Nearing to Damin to Adolf Hitler.
In n e N a C

c
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KuhJ (1 994) traces the route. Struck by the fact that the support of the Arnerican
Eugenics movement for Nazi Germany '%adreceived little attention and tended to be
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obscured" (p. xiv), Kuhl researched die connections and found staruing evidmce of
support, indeed, mutual admiration between the cugenicists of these two countries, which
was disavowed by the Amcricans upon discovery of the Nazi horrors of W. W. II. Kuhl's

research shows that "the en&

German sterilization discussion prior to the

implementaîion of the Law on Reventing Hereditarily ILI Progmy, passed on July 14,
1933, was strongly influenced by American models" @. 23), for the Americ~ashod been
stenlizhg their '
Wt
since
" 1907, when Indiana legislators enacted a law "allowing for

sterilizahon of the mentally hsnâicappeâ" (p. 17). California, Connecticut, Nevada,

Iowa, New Jersey, New York, Kansas, Michigan, Nor& Dakota, and Oregon soon
followed suit (p. 17). The numbers reveal the Gghtening extent to which the mad
science of eugenics was a c t d l y put into practice:

In the thirteen years fiom 1907 to the beginnllig of 19293,233 persons were

sterilized, while in the four years fiom 1921 to 1924, 2,689 p n o n s were
sterilized-

a much higher annual rate than in the 1910's. The average rate of 200-

600 steriiizations per year ôefore 1930 shot up in the 1930's to 2,000-4,000

stenlizations per year. (p. 24)

Kuhl reports that "by 1930 the United States and Gemany had surpassed Great Bntain as
the leading forces of the international eugenics movement" (p. 21). This may account for

Darwin's rather envious admiration for the fine progress king made in Cdifomia:
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"LucHy, there is one place in the world, though only one place, to which we can look

when seeking for practicai information in regard to sterilization, and that is the Seatc of
CalXomia LI the United Statesn (1928, p. 42). Darwin related that "over 5,000 operations

for sterilization were pcrformed in California in the eightcen years ending in 1926" and
that "about one insane pcrson in twelve of those admitted to the California Seate Asylum
was steriiized" @. 42). Not only wcre the b4insanew
sterilized, but dso the numaous

"feeble-minded, none of whom, according to Danvin, were allowed to lave the asylum
in the years prior to 1928 without finit king steriliztd. in fact, "a considerable number
of girls have been sent by their parents to this institution in order to be sterilizcd, and
have then been allowed to retum home" (p. 42).
eC m
It seems a sad irony that sunny CaMornia, home of the Hollywood dream factory,

should also be the birthplace of such horrors. Again, as Wood (1979) noteci, the
foreignness of the horror movie in the thirties was a means of disavowal, of locatuig the
evil elsewhere and denying its parentage. But it was there ail dong, an anomaly like the

little Bavarian village nestkd in the back lots of Universal Studio. Not only did the
Nazis admire the sterilization laws and racially motivated marriage restrictions enacted by
the United States, but "the Amencan Immigration Redction Act of 1924 was applauded

by Gennan racial hygienists," who, according to Kuhl, "praised the me-

for its joint

approach of prohibithg both degenerate individuels and entire ethnic groups fiom
entering the United States" (1994, p. 25). In thïs regard, Kuhi notes the admiration of
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one "important German figuue, in a famous book fkom 1924, who "was full of prise for
the fact that the Immigration Restriction Act excluded 'imdesirabIes' on the b a i s of
hereditary illness and race. His name was Adolf Hitler; the book was

(p.

26).

The documentary, rnvw-

M

o

0 Dr-,

characterizes the Jewish movie moguis as nightcned m
e
e
s who never quite manageâ
to put their fears behind them, try as they may to deny their Jewish roots and wrap

themselves in the Arnerican flag. Many changed their names and hid theù Jewishness
fiom their children and grsadchildren. As the nIm States, "Jews who med to pass as

Gentiles made movies about blacks who tried to pass as white," (Jacobovici, 1997),

retelling their own history in sympathetic portrayals of the black experience in America,

as though to disguise themdves in black face. "They believed that if you were prepared
to pay the price and shed your identity, then America should be prepared to accept you,"

but the Hollywood Jews never quite felt accepted. Still, whde they denied their
parentage, "It was difficult for the Hollywood moguls to ignore the d e r i n g of their

European brethren" as Hitler's intentions became more and more clear. The documentery
notes that Laernmle actively sponsored kwish immigrants to America during this tirne.
But the films themselves were silent on the evïis of Nazi Germany. Jews in Hoilywood
were anaid of warning Amcricans of the Nazi menace, lest their concems be

misunderstood as merely parochial or motivated by self-interest. The documentary
contends that the Jews didn't want to stand out, and certainly didn't want to be blamed
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for dnigging the U. S. into another war. After Pearl Harbor, however, the Hollywood

film industry cranked out pamotic nIms that inspired America to fight for democracy,
fieeing the Jewish studio heads to subsume their fears for the Jews of Europe into the
broader concerns of a country rt war. After it was al1 over, the Amerifan government
sponsored a trip to Eprope for six movie studio executives so h

î they could visit the

concentration camps where six million of thei.relatives had died. Stnmgcly, the

documentary observes, not a single film was created fiom that v i s i ~and no public
gestures or reflectio~sare recorded. Such is the complex psychology of the other? that

which we oppress in others p d repress or deny in ounelves.
A similar disavowal can be noted in the changes made ta the original cut of

Frankeristein before its release to the geaeral public. When it was initially scmned for

the trade press, it was greeted with "numb shock" (Mank, 1981, p. 34), and Laernmle
''refuseci to release the picture until cuts were made to sofien the blaspherny and honof'
(Mank p. 35). ûne of the most famous cuts occurs during the creation scene, when Dr.

Frankenstein, in a mad fienzy declares "It's alive! It's aiive! In the name of God, now 1
know what it feels Wte to be God!" This last statement was bleeped by a ped of thunder,
the notion of mere mortals usurpisg G d ' s prerogative king wnsidered too blasphemous
to stand.

Simply bleeping out the reference to playing God, however, did not alter the

face of Frankenstein's d o n , described by Mangue1 (1997) as "a face dreamed up by
çomeone who knows what a face should be but cannot quite manage to recreate if a
mistaken face..." (p. 19). The entire film is about Uie monstrous consequences that occur
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when man presumes to play God, and one cadt imagine that delethg one line fiom the

script could make much of a Merence to its overall theme. Yet, so concerned was
Laemmle that the intentions of the film would be misunderstood as blasphemous, that he

also insisted on a prologue wherein Edward Van Sloan, who played Dr. Waidman, wams
the audience: "We are about to d o l d the story of Frankensiein, a man of science who

sought to create life after his own image, without rcckoning on God." Anothcr
contentious scene concerned the drowning of Maria. This was cut, but the cut seemed to
cause more h m than good, kaving to the audience's imaginations far worse horrors than
those actuaily perpetuated against ha. (The scene was restored in later Mdeo releases of
the film.) The ultimate effect of these changes was to sofien the audience's judgement

of the doctor and to mitigate against their natural sympathy for his creation. A final

scene was added to the film which emphasized this effect. Whereas originally, we are to
assume that Frankenstein dies f i e r k i n g thrown fiom the windmill, a standard

Hollywood ending finds him manied and recuperating at the baronid Frankenstein home.
Although we don't see him, as Colin Clive, the actor who played Frankenstein, had
already lefi the counw, bis father, Baron von Frankenstein, drinks a toast with his mai&

to the future hein of the Frankenstein estate, iadicating that his son's next creation will
be conceived in the more traditional manner. The recuperative happy endhg serves to
claw us back ftom the abyss of the burning windmill, to reestablisb the status quo, and to

çomehow patch over the wounds this film exposes. The marriage is a restoration of the
upper class and a reassertion of their inherent c l a h to superiority, and Baron von
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Frankenstein's friendly drink with the hired help reinstates the conventional relationship
between master and servaut that had been disupted by the creatlue's monstrous
embodiment of the u d y lower classes. According to Wood (1979), "the Mer [is] that
which bourgeois ideology cannot recognize or accept but must deal with... in one of two
ways: either by rejecting and if possible ermihilating it, or by rendering it d e and
assimilating it, convertkg it as fer as possible into a rcplica of itscif"(p. 9). The slap
dash happy enduig manages to put some distance between ourxlves and the monster; not

only has he k e n annihilated, but he has been symboiicaily wnverted into the pretty and
cornpliant maids who tolerate the currnudgeonly Baron von Frankensteio and drink a
toast

to his family's continued lineage.
Even with its changes and deletions,

stured up controversy. As

related by Mank (1 98 l), "The Kansas State Board of Censors banned the film until some

four minutes of cuts were made; in Providence, Rhode Island, some newspapers refbsed
to nin the advertisements" (p. 37). Mangue1 (1997) reports that "the Quebec censor

board-

one of the strongest in North Amenca-

had objected to its Faustian theme" (p.

18). Parent and civic groups declared the film "unfit for children" (Mank, p. 37), yet, as

Karloff was reputedly fond of saying, it was the children who "saw beyond the makeup

and really u n d e r s t d (Mank p. 39). The face of Frankenstein's monster stamped the
decade and our century with its temble, indelible, lovable features. The film was a
critical and financial success, costing only $250,000 to make, yet grossing over
S 12,000,000 (Glut, 1973, p. 12) and transforming Karloff into a star. And in a cinematic
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slap in the face to the eugenicists' aim of strimping out the unfit by preventiag them fiom
propagating their b d ,

claims a lineage which extends to the present day.

Among its "childrenn:nie of F

d Costdlo Meet
.-F

m

This only brings us to 1945 and tbe Frankenstein

sequels produced by Universal. Britain's Harnmcr Films carricd on the tradition in the
1950's and 60's with

o f Fr-

CurslofEcsnkcnstUa f a e Rev-

md ending with a
ieof-F

of F

m Ib6 E d

in 1970 (Glut, pp. 189-

202). Frankenstein films have been produced in other countnes and languages, and his

monster has been taken up by our cuiture in almost every conceivable way, in comic
books, at baseball games, in campy spinsffs, in comedic spoofs, in songs,

advertisements, Halloween costumes, and wind-up toys. Perhaps one of the monster's

rnost endearingly feeble-minded progeny would be Fred Gwynoe's Herman Munster in
the 1960's sit corn, nieMunsters.
Here our outcast other is £inally and thoroughly

assimilated into the American mainstream, complete witb a d e , family, h o w , car, job
and mortgage. At long last rehabilitated and permitîed his &are of the Arnerican dream,
the monster is one of us.

Chapter 4: Branagh's Frankcnstein:
Romanticiai, Individualism, and the Politics of the Body

.
as w sc1-

.

It seems inevitable tôat Mary Shelley's novel would be so widely adaptable to the

screen, for it is cinematic in every rrspcn The fkst ~ c m adqtatïon
n
of
was a ten minute m l produccd in 1910 by Thomas Edison, w h o harnessing
~
of
electricity made possible, among other things, the invention of film. Since then, film

makers have retumed to the story again and again. Critics have commentcd on the
affinities between the creation of Frankenstein's monster and the cincmatographer's art
(Nestrick, 1979; Heffeman, 1997; Manguel, 1997). la a sense, botb attempt to do the

same thing, to thwart nature and create artifjcial Me. Like Victor Frankenstein, the nIm
maker attempts to animate dead matter, the bits and pieces of nlm stock. These are
sutured or stitched together, anci, through the galvanization of electricity, are brought to

life and made to move. Accordhg to Nestrick (1979), the tam "anùnation" best captures
the essence of this analogy, for in cinematic terms, movemeat is lifé @p. 294-295). The

earliest movie-goïng audiences were rapt in amarcment and fear at diis rniraculous
recreation of Me. And iike the mature who defies deatii, the iüe captured on film has an
immortality that has outlived its creators. Since tbe kginning of ou.century, inmdible

progress has been made on both sides of diis analogy, i.c. in die techniques of nIm

making and the broader communications technologies of which bey are a part, and in

biotechnology, a term cacompassing die entire field of medicaVtechnological
development which has charactcrized our agc. In his introduction to

Me& McLuhan (1966) described technology as an extension of rnan, which in the last
century has shown itself capable of "abolishing both space and tirne" (p. 19). As
Woodward (1994) observes, our "two narratives of technological change" (p. 49), one

based on co~nmunîcations,the 0th- on biotcchnology, have managai to extend our =ch

through space and time in a marner that 'Wtimately displaces the material body" (p. 50).
One could say thet the progress we have made in both communications and

biotechnology in the last century has aliowed us finally to reaiize the fiction first
envisioned by Mary Shelley.
A cornparison of the 1931 and 1994 film recreations of the Frankenstein monster

shows how far we have corne. Boris Karloff s 193 1 monster is a c l u . ,ungainly

creature, brought to life through electric charges in the nodes on his neck. More robot or

automaton than human, he appears at tuiies unbalanced and in danger of tipping over. By
contrast, the 1994 De Niro creature, though no less hideous, has a far more human

appearance and origin. Though stilljolted to life by electricity, his creation is a closer

simulation of the actual birthing process. Instead of seeming robotic, he might be seen as
something of a cyborg, a far more sophisticated and integrated fomi of artificial Me. 1
believe the figures of the monsters themselvcs tell us much about the societies which
produced them, not only in terms of the medical technology available at the tirne, but

more syxnbolically as visions of the ' k d y bodypoli", anbodllacnts of the d u e s of the

societies which bore them.
Likewise, the films themselves mirmr the times which produccd them. To a
modem audience, James Whale's 193 1 nIm appears stagy, fakc, and hopclessly -y.

Filmed in black and white, îhis movie wm among thc.fkstgrneration of "tallcies," and
one can see that parts of it wuid have easiiy ken produced as a silent film. Karloff s

monster is himxlf den& or at b e s d u c e d to a vocabulmy of gnmts and moans, as if
the technology had not been perfécted which could allow him to ajqwoximate hurnm

speech. Often the cernera remains stationary, the spectacle of the monster king the focus
of the audience's attention. And though WhPk's camera work and editing were hailed as
rather sophisticated for the t h e , to a modern audience, the film, too, x m i s to jerk dong
with obvious cuts and abrupt transitions, much like the awkward movements of the

creature it portrays. In wntrast, the 1994 version avails itself of the full resources of the
cinema in the 1st decade of our century, including a lush, at times almost ear-splittingly

hy sterical score, swirling camera action, dizzymg angles, vi sudly arresting sets and
coshimes, and the requisite blood and gore which a contemporary audience expects fkom

its horror movies. B e c a w of its heightmed r d s n , its vcrisimüitude and lifé-likeness,
it seems tnier to life than the 1931 version, mer to the novel,

and, paradoxically, m e r

than the novel.

A cultural studies approach to these two films asks us to look beyond our initial

responses, surface comparisons bctween the films, or even between the films and the
original novel, and to interpret the films within the context of the times which producd
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them. Because it is so obviously a product of another era, the 1931 film version provides

oppominities to practice ncw historicism, a critical approach which demands "a high
degree of histoncd conscioumess" (J. M. Smith, 1992, p. 35 1) in ordcr to unveil the
ways in which the film "minors and influences the ideology of its tirne and place" (J. M.
Smith, p. 35 1). As a key element of cultural studies, ncw historicism is interdiscipbary

in nature, requiring that certain boundaries be crossed between wfiaî we Wtionally

conceive of as Englisb and the disciplines of history, science, politics, or economics. The
more we are attuned to cultural and histoncai infîuences, the better we can recogniz a
film or other s i p i m g practice as a voice in the social discourses of its time. Because
the 193 1 film is set in a time so foreign fiom our own and so very charged with historicd

import, it might be ewier to recognize and appreciate its social, political, and scieatific
context. It is perhaps more difficult to histoncize a nIm produced in our contempomry
era, when a certain amount of distancing is required in order to reflect cntically on the

values and ideology in which we ourselves are imrnersed and have a personal stake. But
because rapid developments in biotechnology are ever-present in the news, drastically
altering our assumptions on key rnatters of life and death, an exploration of these
developments through the lens of Branagh's

can enhance

our critical awareness of issues which have a direct impact on our own lins.
Although films are the product of their times and the idcologies which speak
through them, they are also the visions of particular film makers who, though challenged

to produce a commercially succcssful product, also view their films as individual
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statements. So, where films may at times unquestioniagly or even cynically coavey

certain ideological positions, some film makers use the medium to intcnogate or resist
these positions. Auteur k r y ~ceksto uidyzc a director's entire corpus of fihs to
reach an understanding of cornmm themes, assumed to be oflen imconsciously latcnt
within the films, which nonetheless stamp each nIm witb that director's pmonal vision

(Giannetti, 1996, pp. 445-450). A cultural stuclies approach mognizcs thaî thcm are
multiple influences at work and s o m e h e s cornpethg authonties within which the

director mua operate. A film can seldom daim to be the sole statement of one director's
personal vision, but neither is it simply the product of unconsciously transnitted

ideological assumptions or commercial ïmperatives. A cultural studies perspective allows
us to consider the director as a key innuence within the broader matrix of social and

economic infiuences which detennine the firial cut of the movie.
Because cultural studies shifts the criteria of value fiom aesthetic considerations to

social or ideological concerns, a starMg point for a cultural study of film would be to ask
to what extent the film confimis existing social conditions and validates systems of
inequality as "nomal" or "natural", or the extent to which it challenges those prevaihg

assumptions. Withùi a cultural studies praxis, films can open spaces for critical
reflection, whether they comply witb or indeed resist these preMiliag ideological
assumptions. Branagh's

opens spaces for discussions of social class,

patriarchy, notions of progress and science, and discourses about the body. Aithough

Frankensteinis ultimately a cautionary tale and a critique of science, Branagh's version
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also tends to glamorize the context in which this critique takcs place. The challenge
when Mewing this film is to see behind the gothic romanticism of the story to the ways in
which the film b o t . m i s t s and confirms our grend nuratives of individualisn and
scientific progress.

M e r having r d the novel and scen the 1931 film, one of the first things one
notices about the Branagh version is its faithfùiness to Shcky's original text. Not o d y
does it restore the namative fiashback structure, but it also rcestablishes the novel's
sympathetic portrayal of Frdcenstein's mature. As wcll, one can note a dramatic

difference in the conception of Victor Frankenstein, as though the film goes the novel one
better by glossing over the more passive or wwardly aspects of his penonality and

rendering hun far more courageous, noble and heroic than he eppears in Shelley's

original novel. For example, whereas Victor's mother dies f?om scarlet fever in the
novel, in the film she dies in childbirth, a change which provides a somewhat more
pointed motivation for Victor's desire to prolong and recreate Me. His motives become

more pure, more noble, and somehow more "romantic" because of this change. "It
doesn't have to be this way," he vows at his mother's grave before leaviilg to p m e his

medical studies in ingolstadt. Another notable change reflects the demands of the
medium while also ampiiQmg Victor's heroic nature. In the novcl, we are not given any

specifiCS as to the actual secrets of Victor's creation of artificid Me, a mystery
Frankenstein keeps hidden from his listener, Robert Walton, on the pretext that such
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knowledge is too dangerous to reved. A contmiporary audience would feel quite

than
"
cheated were the same ruse attcmpted in a film. In this senx the film is more "4
the novel because of the somewhaîgnphic detail with which the mation is rendered.

Film is, after dl, a visual medium which would dictate that events such as this be shown,
not simply related. The creation scene also provides one of the most h a t i c and heroic
moments for Branagh's Victor, where we see the compebg evidcace of his intelligence,
ambition, and courage. In places in the novel, Shelley portrays Victor's cowardice and
lack of conviction. For example, he simply abandons bis creature in fear and disgusf
hoping it will wander away by the t h e he r e m s to his rooms. Branagh solves this

problem in the nIm by creating an accident whereby Victor actually believes his creature
is dead. When he realizes it is d l alive, he pursues it aggressively, but it manages to

escape. Similady, when the creature frames Justine for the murder of Victor's brother,
William, Victor does litde to prevent her death. He lacks the authority to convince the
judge to set her fiee or the courage to admit that he knows who bas really killed his

brother. This appearance of wimpy inaction is corrected in the film. A lynch mob
abducts Justine before Victor even fin& out tbat she has k e n falsely amsted, and by
then it is too late to save her despite his valiant efforts. The endhg of the novel is also

çomewhat hstmting. It simply takes too long for Victor to const~~ct
a mate for his
creature, abandon the project, prepare for his wedding with Elizsbeth, and then d e r the
inevitable consequences of his failure to comply with his creatwe's request. In the film,
these events are compressed into a matter of days. The ending heightens the drama and
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romance of the story through Victor's refusal to reanimate the dead Justine for his
creature's mate, the death of Elizabeth, and his subsequent decision to bring her back to
life. It is more sati-g,

more romantic, and oddly, more reaîistic that he should try to

reanimate his own tme love, since he has the technology to do s a The fact that both
Frankenstein and his creature should compete for the love of the paîhetically reborn
Elizabeth also gratifies one's notions of higb drarna and romance in a way that the eaduig

of the novel does not. The overall effect of thex changes, then, i s to satisfy a
contemporary audience's expectations for action, suspense, and v i d spectacle, and to
create a more compelhg, romantic, and sympathetic hero with which to identiQ.
in "Frankenstein Reimagined," Branagh ( 1994) describes his interpretation of

Victor Frankenstein as an hprovement on Mary Shelley's original. Branagh envisions

him as "a very romantic figure" (p. 306), a "sane, culture& civilîzed man" (p. 307), who,
at "the dawn of the scientific age" (p. 306) wishes to be "a benefactor of mankind" @.
307). Branagh compares him to contemporary men of science who smve for a cure for

AIDS or cancer. His only weakness is his "unyielduig resistance to the way the world

seems to be ordered" (p. 307), narnely "the iiresistible fact" of death, which becomes his
tragic downfdl. "Rather than a neurotic aesthete," which seems to be Branagh's
perception of the original Shelley character, his Victor is "someone a Little more physical,
earthy as well as intellectual" (p. 308). Branagh's comments on the character of Victor

illusîrate the intent of this film to bring the romanticisn of the 1
P Centwy into a late 20b
Century context by emphasizing the simila~itiesbetween our eras io t m s of the

Il6

scientific quest to k a t back death and the ravages of time. His notions of romanticim
also play into our contempo-

definition of this term. Whereas "romance" once implied

adventure, dangerous exploits, and an engagement witb the larger world, the tmn is now
understood more narrowly to apply to m8fters of the hem. Consequcntly, tIie romantic
subplot between Victor and Elizabeth which rexnains somewhat in the background of the
novel, plays a more prominent part in the film. The overall result is the mation of a 20'"
Century "romantic" hero, Iarga than life in his triumphs and defeats, more sexy and

sympathetic, and far less vulnerable to criticism than his counterpart in the novel.
Branagh's

F

m shows how a character can be v i d y

coded for success and strong audience identification. First, we need to achowledge his
appearance as a construction. ReMewen of the film were quick to notice Branagh's
"well-toned and certainly weil-oiied torso" (Lipman, 1994, p.5 l), and as he explauied in

his interview for the New ,
Y

apîly titled, "How 'Frankenstein' has Created a

HUI&," he subrnitted himself to a regimen of nmnùig and weight-lifting in preparation for
his role as Victor (Witchel, 1994, p. 1). As Kaye (19%) cornmats regarding his "newly

acquired pectorals", his personal miner even receives a credit at the end of the film (p.
67). Branagh takes off his shirt to display the r e d t s in three scenes, the creation of the

monster, his recovery fiom the sick-bed, and his wedduig night love scene, ail scenes
intended to convey his "eaxthy" mascuiinity. Although some cntics dismissed the overt
display of Branagh's well "buffed", pumped-up, "bionic" body as an instance of extreme
persona1 ego on his part, we may see it as signifying a largcr shift in portrayals of the
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human form, both male and female, which has occumd in HoUywood movies in the last

ten years. As Willis (1993) has noted with reference to the lean and muscular bodies of
its female stars, nIms W<e

and

tûe body's constructed

character as costume, a costume that asks us to read it both as machine and masculinity"
(p. 127). In a hlm which takes as its subject the technological creation of a human being,

this notion of the body as machine has particdu rtsonance. Branagh's creation of his

own muscular body certainly minors the aspirations of eo image conscious society. To
this extent, his body can be read as a mirror for the audience, an idealized version of

ourselves, which the film invites us to look at and identify widi.

Sutwed into Frankenstein
The question of how we corne to identify with die cheracters in film has been the
subject of recent critical attention in film studies. According to Dayan's "The Tutor Code
of Classical Cinema," (1 992) the language of film, parthlady as it relates to point of
view, serves to position the spectator directly within the film so as to forge an intimate

identity with its hero. We certaùily see this at work in

m,
for wherever Victor

appears in a scene, (and he is in a h o s t every scene except for those which focus on the
experiences of his creatwe), we either see Victor, or we see wbat he a e s . The audience
thus literally shares his point of view; we are "sutured" into the imaginary of the film

with Victor as our stand-in, an idealized, romanticized version of ourselves. Beyond the

pleasures of experiencing the story vicariously, as though we are actual participants,
Dayan sees the purpose of this code as linking OUT identities so Loroughly with that of

Il8
the hero that we imbibe the ideological messages of the nIm without wnsciously

questionkg hem: "As a result of this, the code cffectively disappcars and the ideological
effect of the film is thcnby securedw(p. 188).
One message this 61m scems to ask us to accept is the ideology of iodividualimi

and the social constructs which support it. Although both the novel and the film

ultimately question the outcornes of individualism or egotistical rif+romotion in die
guise of benefitting humanity, the nIm, more so tbaa the novel, tends to glamorize such
individual ambition. Bmagh's romantic reconfigination of Victor Fraakenstein
ironically overshadows the critique of rornanticism evident in the original novel. For wbo
can really blame Victor for what he does when his motives seem so pure, his ambition so

undiluted, and his heroic facade so impervious to attack? It is easy to overlook the social
structure which makes possible his grand if doomed ambitions. For example, at no point

in the film are we invited to question Victor's very natural assumption of ownership over

his world. Raised in an upper class family, he sees his privilege as his nanual due, dong
with a certain noblesse oblige which justifies his wealtb and sociJ position. We set this

in his opulent family home, bis proud, d o h g parents, and even in the presentation of his

adopted sister, Elizabeth, who is introduced into the f d y as though she were a g&
especially for him. Victor has ail the advantages that allow him to pursue his scicntific
ambitions. He is induiged, encouraged, and expected to do great thiags as a medical
doctor. And throughout the film he is supported by an entire underclass who defer to
him, report to him, deliver his equipment, make arnngements, guard his m m s on his
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wedding night, form searcb parties, in short, provide al1 the senices which make bis
audacious project possible. They are the nameless figures in the background of a film

punchuited with the ph-,

"1 am Victor Frankcnstcin of Geaeva." Sometimes the

phrase is mocked, when, as a new -dent,

he introduces himsclf to Rofessor Krcmpe,

sometimes it is uttered with regret and seükierision, as it is at the beginning of the film,

or the end of his experiences, when he introduces himself to Waiton, but because we in
the audience feel such a strong emotional bond, because we can idente so closely with
him, it is easy to miss the crïticisn of ego implied whenever Victor announces his name.

In a similar fashion, the larger role given the romantic subplot and consequently
the part of Elizabeth, tends to obscure the determinedly patriarchal value system this film

endorses, for while the film does make some major feminist concessions, it still plays
within the boundaries of an essentiaiiy male onented story with Victor as the focus of
interest and attention. Again, changes to the original novel show how the nIm both
resists and a n l m i s thex boundaries. la this regard, the death of Victor's mother in

childbirth has k e n noted by Branagh (1994, p. 3 10) as k i n g an allusion to Shelley,
whose own mother, Mary Wollstonecrafk, died ten days &er giving birth to ber, a
tragedy which haunted Shelley's life and no doubt influenced ber creation of the novel.
As a tribute to Shelley, or perbaps even to aU women, the scene in which Victor's mother

dies giving birth to William acknowledges and underscores the very real perds of

motherhood which Victor's research attempts to ameliorate. In tbe same vein, the
creation of a somewhat more rounded and redistic Elizabeth seerns more Wte Shelley
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herself and less like the Elizabeth of her novel. Whereas Mac Clarke's part in L e 1931
was little more than window âressïng, Helena Bonham-Carter's Elizabeth

can be seen as redressing Hoilywood's tradition of under-representing women in film.
Bonharn-Carter's Elizabeth is given more lines, more voice, and more agency in this nIm
than in previous film versions, or in the novel itseIf, where she fuoctions more as a plot
device than as a M y rralued character- However, when we stop to examine what sbe
actually says and does her words and actions stiil tend to afnrm traditional stereotypes

about the woman's place that were evident in the I9& Century and may d l have some
social currency today.

Though intelligent and willfid, Elizabeth stiIJ functions within the parameters of
the love object and helpmate. We x e her cajoling Victor away fiom his midies, tempting

him with domestic diversions, dancing and fiying kites. When Victor asks her to go with
him to Ingolstadt as his M e , she refuses, not because she does not love him, but because

she wishes to make a home out of the Frankenstein estate in the absence of Victor's
mother. We see her laughing naughtily as she reads the more intimate details of Victor's

letters to herself. And when the letters stop aniving, she actuaiîy goes to Ingolstadt to
search him out. This is a major change fiom the novel, and can be seen as a somewhat
independent, nineties thing to do. Yet it still fails within the parameten of love, romance,
and wornanly wncem-

a point doubly significant when we leam fiom Justine's advice,

"Go to him, 1 would have gone aiready if he were miney"that botb Justine and Elizabeth

are in love with Victor. When Victor refises to corne back home, Elizabeth offers to help
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hun with his work, again, a change fiom the novel which signifies a certain independence
within her role as helpmate. 'Ruoughout the film, shc is giwn more to do, but still, it dl

has to do with Victor. She is still the love object, albeit an updated, nineties version.

Even her reanimation in the climax of the nIm establisbes ber role as mcrely an object of
male desire. With the head of Elizabeth and the body of Justine, sbe is fought over in an
emotional and at times physical tug-of-war ktwtai Frankeastcin and his crcanire. As
Kaye (1996) notes, "The womm are, despite the attempt to retab independence, mmly

ciphers, who can act as replacement parts for each other" (p. 65). Her only option is to
re-kill herself, a less than s a t i m g or liberating act of resisîence. Elizabeth's role in the
film raises interesting questions. Does her portrayd simply afXhn the status quo with
regard to gender roles, or does the change in the ending imply a very deliberate selfcritique of Frankenstein's over-riding male ego? Are we meant to see bîs reconstruction

of Elizabeth as a hopelessly romantic attempt to de@ deatb and to reunite with his tnie

love, or are we to see, as Elizabeth does, that he has reduced her to an amalgarn of body
parts? In essence, is the film aware of its objectification of women and thereby exposing
its own paûiarchal attitudes?

The same question might be asked of this film's treatment of the grand namative of

scientific progress, for whiie the ceneal theme of
tampering in the &airs

involves the dangers of

of God, our society is already so deeply implicated in such

tampering that the very phrase, ''tampering in the flairs of God" d e s u s as an

embarrassing cliche. As Schirmacher (1994) observes, "The lesson of Frankenstein is
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lost on a society using plastic nirgery more and more fiequedy to reshape a body and in
which scientists wodd love to keep a brain aîive without a body" (p. 69). What can

Frankenstein teach us in an era that seems, according to Schirmacher, to be "as hostile to
the natural body as premodern Chnstianity" (p. 68)? Does the film actually question the

limits of science, or does it &are o u . society's xeming hostility to the natural body?
Where we might argue that the original novel set its scientific debatt within the context
of what is natural vs what is unnaturaI, an opposition certainly evident in the 1931 film

when questions over what was naniral or normal had S o n g cdtural relevance, the 1994

Frankensteindoes not smn to fi-amethe issues w i t h these same oppositions. We may
see it instead as an endorsement of the increasingly sophisticated, Me-altering

technologies which are M y reconfiguring the human body in the same way that
Branagh's body has been reconfigured and re-romanticized for his role in this film.

e c r e m e CrBranagh's -v
s'

Fr-

offers two images of the human body

which can be read as signifiers of our culture's obsession with the ideal of beauty and the
myth of perfectibility through science. First is the idealized figue of Victor

Frankenstein, second is the scarred and disfïgured body of his creature, played by Robert
De Niro. ùiitially they may appear to be polar opposites, naaval vs unnamal, beautifid
vs ugly, but perhaps they are fîip sides of the same coin. Like a reversible mat or, better

d l , a reversible skin, the creature's body is the inverse, inside-out version of our
idealized selves, stitches and seams painfully exposed. In apposition, these two images
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'kemind us of consumer culture's obsession with managing and transfonning the body
through exercise, with constructiag bodies as sculpture, as fashion, as clothing" (Wiliis,
1993, pp. 127-128). For many young people today, the body bas b m e our dtimate
signifying practice, our identity literally wom on the &in. Willis's notion of the body as

fashion is evidenced by the renewed popularity of tatoos which have moved beyond the
counter-culture and into the mainstrcam, as wcll as the îmnd in body-piercing. Our
society, parents and children alike, has bought the package-

fitness clubs, cosmetic

surgery, implants, steroid use, ail point away from the "natural" and t o w d a growing
social fieedom to view the body as a constmction to be made and madesver again.

De Niro's creature rnakes visible the scars on the naturai body. Here we see the
violation of the body as an inevitable corollary to the idealized, much coveted hurnan
fom. Young women who stame themselves through anorexia or bulimia show the
ravaged consequences of our culture's obsession with the body beautifûl. h k v i -

aPipher (1 994) relates case studies of adolescent girls traumatized by our late 20b
Century's fixation on the body. In addition to weight issues and h g and alcohol abuse,

Pipher cites self-mutilation as "a fiequent initial cornplaint of teenage girls" (p. 157). As
a response to intemal pain, young women have admitted to "picking at their skm, buming

themselves, or cutting themselves with razon or knives" (p. 157), behaviors that Pipher

did not see in the earlier years of her practice, behaviors that she regards as more than
isolated aberrations: "In my experience, behaviors that arise independently and
spontaneously in large nurnbers of people oAen suggest enonnous cultural processes at
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work" (p. 158). Accordhg to Pipher, "self-mutilation can be seen as a wncrete

interpretation of our culhue's injunction to yomg women to carve thcmselves into
culturally acceptable pieces" (p. 158). It would seem that as our socieîy becornes more
and more image consciou, troubbg questions of identity and self-wod are related

directly to ou.bodies and, therefore, increasingly inscribed on the skin as our mode of

revealing ourselves, our signifyuig practice.
Branagh's

-

invites us to consider the ways in *ch

technology

affects al1 of us in the most intimate and inextricable ways. Not only is his creature a
product of science, but so, too, is Victor. The body of Kenneth Branagh is not, &er dl,
entirely n a d ; if perhaps as much as the body of his creature, is a construction, made
not bom. As if to establisb this kinship between Frankenstein and his creature in the
film, both have been touched by lightening, a symbol for the tranformative power of
technology. Caught in a thunderstom in the mountains early in the film, Victor,

Elizabeth, Justine and William quickly construct a lightening rod which divexts a bolt of

lightening through the ground, sparing their lives but leaving hem oddly electrified. In a
scene reminiscent of

u,
they touch fingers, and we see the a

d sparks fly between

them. The same power that reanimates the dead body of Frankenstein's creature bas

flown through their M e s as well. Lightening, which can create human Me,can dso
destroy, a point foreshadowed in the

film by the felling of a tm diirllig a storm the night

Victor's mother dies. Of course, Frankenstein's monster ultimately kills ail four who
were touched by the lightcning. Beyond foreshadowing the deaths of William, Jusbne,
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Elizabeth, and Victor, however, the lightening rod scene might suggest that we, as much

as the creature of Ffankenstein, have ken fûndsmentally altered by the technologies we

-

have created. The tension in the film, then, is not so much bawcen the natural and the
unnatural as between the use and misuse of the technology which is r a d i d y

transforming our natural bodies.

The figure of the cyborg has been noted as "the central figure of the late Twentieth

Centwy" (p. 2), according to Gray, Mentor and Figueroa-Sarriera (1995). First deiked
and theorized by Haraway (1991), a cyborg is "a cybernetic organisa, a hybnd of

machine and organism, a creature of social reality as well as a creature of fiction" (p.
149). This "melding of the organic and the machinic" (Gray et al, p. 2), would hclude

any fom of artificial life that fuses the natural with the technological in interdependent

and inseparable ways. Frankenstein's creature has been identified as "the nrsi cyborg"
(Gray et al., p.

9,a potent symbol which has been repeatedly refashioned in science

fiction literature and film. "This merging of the evolved and the developed, this

integration of the constructor and the constnicted, these systems of dyiag flesh and
undead circuits, and of living and artificial cells" (Gray a al., p. 2) is not simply a
symbolic or figurative sign of the times, however; the cyborg, quite literally, is us:
"Anyone with an artificial organ, limb or supplement (Mce a pacemaker), anyone

reprogarnrned to resist disease (immunizcd) or dmgged to thinWbehave/feel M e r
@sychophamacology) is technicdly a cyborg" (Gray et al., p. 2). If we accept this rather
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generous definition, few of us wodd nor be cyborgs, for we have al1 bemfiîied in some
way fkom advances in biotechnology. Branagh's

acbiowledges the ways in

which our 2 0 Century
~
has fulnlled the scimtinc prophecy implied in Shelley's novel by

making certain additions to the story. In a discussion with Henry and Dr. Waldman,

Victor is given an impassioned speech about the possibilities of extending human Me:
"Listen., if we can replace one part of a person- a hem or a lmg- Lm soon we will be
able to replace every part. And if we can do thak we cm design a Me,a king that won't
grow 014that won't sicken, a king that will be more intelligent than us, more civilized
than us." Likewise, the doctors in hgolstadt are tirelessly immuniting its citizens against

small-pox, another addition to the novel which highlights the very real benefits we have
received fiom biotechnology. These script additions encourage us to consider Victor's
creation of a human life as somethùig other than the demented dream of a mad scientist.
It is simply the n e a inevitable step as technology crosses "the last fkontier, the n a d

body" (Schirmacher, 1994, p. 69). As Woodward (1994) describes biotechnology, it

entails "the saturation, replication, alteration, and creation of the organic processes of the
body-

if not the very body itself- by techno-science" (p. 53). What distinguishes the

new techno-science fiom earlier conceptions of technology as an %xtension of man" in

McLuhan's words, is that it is now literally under the skin and inside the body, blurring
forever the boundary between human and machine, mating cyborgs of us ail.
The creation sequence in Branagh's film can be seen as a mode1 for this new

techno-science because of its blending of the organic and the mechanid. The scene
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men& a close reading,

for through a cornparison with the creation scene in the 1931 nIm,

we cm see how our ideas about technology have changed in the 60 odd years which
separate these films. Through an exsrnination of the images in this scene, (there is almost
no dialogue) one can note the ways in which film communicates through imagery to

show, in this case, how biotechnology has leameû to repiicate our naniral human
processes as it transfonns them. Like the 1931 version, the -turc

is animated by

electricity, but the manna of its animation is a closer simulation of the natural process of
childbirth. Whereas the Karloff creature is hoisted up througb the roof of the labonitory
to catch the bolts of lightening tbrough conductors in his neck, the De Niro creature is

submerged in a vat of amniotic fluid procured by the bucketfid from women io labourThe electric charges are further mediated by electric eels a W e c t cyborg symbol Wte
the fireflies which fascinated Victor as a little boy. These eels, apparentiy thousands of

them, are suspended fiom the raften in a giant, squirnllng sack, then injected into the
sarcophagus-shaped vat through a long clear tube. It is impossible to miss the semal
irnagery here. Although the 1931 film also indulgeà in phallic symbolisn with an

abundance of towering, blinking machinery, none of it so strikiagly imitated nature as
does the procedure envisioned in the Branagh film. So, tw, with the actuai birth.
Whereas the Karloff creature simply twitches his h s t to si-

Me in his M y clothed,

reanimated body, the naked De Niro creature explodes fiom the tank in a violent rush of

fluid, coughing and spluttering Wte a newbom. He is man rebom as cyborg. He may be
monstrous, but he is undeniably human.
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"The ultimate technological fantasy is creation without the mother" (Huyssen

quoted in Woodward, 1994, p. 63). Like earlia attempts to create d c i d life through
robotics, Karloff s 193 1 mature appears robot-likc, not quite human. It is only through a

closer imitation of nature, or a combination of natiwl processes with technological ones,
that the goal of creation without the mother can be accomplished, a point which

Branagh's fïim certainiy captures in its crcation scene. A conwith Huxley's (1932) b v e New W&

might also be made

which expressed the ultimate technological

fantasy of cloning and test tube babies, but missed the hurnrn contribution that would

eventually make this fantasy possible. in the novel, embryos are brought to full term in a

graduated series of jars on a conveyor belt, marking a clear distinction between birtb and
production, human and machine. But the vision has only been realized through the
combination of human and machine- an embryo may be created or altered through
technological interventions, but the test tube baby is rehimed to the mother in order to
grow to term. This interdependence between human and machine marks the distinction

between robot and cyborg.

r o m Roundanes: C
v
A sunilar interdependence between man and woman is shown in this film,

whereby the woman's naturai role in the reproductive process is appropriated by the
male, technology-driven prerogative. For exemple, when Victor rralws that amniotic

fluid is the essential missing lùik which had prevented his predecessor, Dr. Waldman,
fiom creating artificial life, he pirates it by the bucketfûi fiom women in labour for the
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purpose of his own experiments. Telbgly, he tums down Elizabeth's offer to help him
when she comes to Ingolstadt. He wants to create Me without female assistance. This
same procedure holds tme in the practicc of cumnt reproductive technologies, during
which, as vital as ber role in the process may be, a woman's natural h c t i o n s are

preempted by the maledominated science. As a r e d t , the interventions of science in

human reproduction are often dchmanizing to women. The most g l d g example of this
would be the case of PMV,or post mortem materna1 ventilation, used "to sustain
pregnancies in brain-dead women so that their fetuses may grow to Mability" (Casper,
1995, p. 189).

This procedure was developed out of the recognition that the woman's

body is the ultimate Iife support system. At the same tirne, however, the mother has
obviously been stripped of her humanity, agency, or control. This procedure comes as
close as possible to the male fantasy of creaîion without the mother, or as Casper

describes it in "Fetal Cyborgs and Technomoms," "the crosshg of a hitherto uncrossable
border" @. 190).

In the Branagh film, our creature is encased in a cothn-shaped tank, which raises
another issue of relevance to our cyborg society, the ''hihitrto uncrossable border"
between life and death which is now crossed routinely in a somewhat more sanitized

form than that illustrated in Branagh's film. The 1994 version of

shows us

quite explicitly how this creature is put together. We sec Victor enter the morgue with a

hatchet, bracing himself with the words, "lt's only raw materials." We see the brain of
Dr. Waldman on ice, we see the creatun sewn together, stitch by stitch, and we c m
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almost smell the stench of death and dccay that Elizabeth snells whm she mters the
laboratory. Frankenstein's creature is not iife mated anew, but life born out of deaîh,

like the babies bom of PMV mothcrs. Frankenstcin's durion to trrnsplmt technalogy is
particularly apt, for h m we see how modem science has l i t d y created life out of
death.

Hogle (1995) describes die procedures through which a human bekg is
transformed into an organ donor, noting that the developmcat of the technologies

required to sustain Life in Mctims of traumatic injuyy "coincided with developments in
transplant technology" (p. 206). A new definition of deatb, '%rab death", was aiso
created so as to facilitate m o d y the "harvesting" of a body not quite dead. As Hogle
explains, "This new marker was constructed to make the distinction between Me and
death, human and technology, natural and artificial distinct. Indeeô, dùs medical legal
construction left us with an even more ambiguous entity, the living cedaver" (p. 206).
Once science and language constnicted the notion of the "donoi' £iom this ambiguous
entity, the appropriate social sanctions soon followed. Hogle notes that the idea of organ

donation was "thus construed not only as a social Mrtue, but as an efficient use of
valuable resources" (p. 206). la the film, this process of rationalization is compressed
into the phrase, "It's only raw materials." As Hogle mnadcs, "With the social
sanctioning of the concept of using bodies as sources of 'spare parts'... the donor soon
became a routine cyborg" (p. 206). It would foiiow, then, that any rccipients of donor

organs would dso be cyborgs a new teçhno-medicdy generated lifc form, "literally
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transcend[ing] space and time" (Hogie, p. 209). The creation xquence in Branagh's

Frankenstein serves as a mode1 for all of the current and emergent medical technologks
which challenge our conceptions about the boundaries between men and women, human
and machine, Me and death. It also dlows us to eximine the ethical questions thesc new

technologies raise. Genetic engineering, the Human Genome Roject, cloning, m o g a t e
motherhooâ, other reproductive technologies, fetal tissue nscarch, o

cryogenics, a r t i f i d i n t e l l i g e n e

p trmsplaats,

begs to be read as an allegory for the

myriad ways in which technology is trmsforming our lives and our veiy idea of what it
means to be human.

Hayles (1995) has proposed the idea that 'Yhe age of the human has given way to
the posthuman. Not that humans have died out, but that the human as a concept has k e n

succeeded by its evolutionary heir" (p. 321), the cyborg. Frankenstein's creature gives us

an idea of what this evolutionary heir could be like. As many reviewers have noted, the

De Niro creature is hardly a monster at dl, but a recognizably hurnan, sympathetic being,
though scarred by the birth-marks of bis creation. Throughout the film his scers visibly

heal as he takes on the ability to speak (hïs fint word is "fiend"), to read, to think, to
care deeply about other human beings, and to understand the isolation of his
circumstances. As in die original novel, he only turns to violence in responx to his own
pain, again a recognizably human reaction. If De Niro's creature is a mode1 for cyborg

man, the film suggests that he will not be much different from the way we are now. in
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this sense the film would appear to redeem or at least hum&

the transgmsions of

scientists like Victor Frankenstein. This hmanization of the crcature (we cm scarcely
cal1 it a monster) would also seem to mirror a trend in the public relations marketing
strategies employed to "seil"us on aîi of the new technologies in which we are
increasingly ùnmersed. As Gray and Mentor (1995) have obsmed, ' W e live in a society
of cyborgs, or machines tightly couptcd with 'orgMic9 bodies themselver denatured and

reassembled" (p. 455). As we become routinely and inexûicably linked, wired, and
networked to computers and through computers to each other, it would seem natural that
we might question the extent to which our technologies may be debumanizing us. Yet,

how often in the past decade have we seen magazine and television a& which aim to

hurnanize and domesticate our technologicai innovations? How often aire these new
technologies photographed in o u .homes in c o q , convenient, user-friendly, nonthreatening ways? How ofken are they photographed with dogs? With children? How

often do advertisements for computers or communications systems bring a srnile, a
chuckle, or even a tear? The 1994

does a similar "seli" witb the De Niro

creature, allowing us to sympathize, empathize, and ultimately iden-

witb him througb

the same process which forges our initial identification with Victor. The cyborg is our
fiend. Thus, although the film ostensibly questions the dangers of tampering with

nature through technoiogy, it also natufalkes, humanizes, and romanticizes the results of
such tampering
1s our "'posthuman" era an evolutionary advancement? De Niro's creature may
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suggest that it is, whiîe also embodying our w d i c t i a g motions about wbere our new

technologies will ultimately lead. De Niro's creature bas the brain of a brilliant and
dedicated scientist and the body of the man who killed him out of superstitious mistrust
for the vaccine witb which the scientist was trying to inriocdate him. When the mature
confkonts his maker in the ice cave same, he asks, "What am 1 made of? Did you ever
consider the consequences of your actions? You gave me motions, you didn't tell me
how to use them. Do 1have a sou1 or is that a part you left out?" The questions sum up

the moral of the Frankenstein story while oddly answering themselves. Docs the creature

have a sou]? Resoundingly, yes. In this scene he appears wise, sad, somewhat
philosophical, and morally superior to the man who created him. He is definitely an

evolved being, in some ways more intelligent and civilized than his creator. The problem
is that neither Frankenstein nor the world h o w s quite what to do with hun. In the end,
they chase each other to the fiozen Arctic, where the creature dies with his maker,

perhaps a sign that our own machines cannot live without us.
Stephen Hawking is a cyborg, a scientific genius whose mind is trapped in a body
withered and incapacitated by disease. His wheelchair is his exoskeleton, his body's

b c t i o n s taken over by the elaborate medical technologies that make his life viable and
allow him to comrnunicate his genius to the world. What if the human mind codd be
preserved in this manner indefinitely?

enacts the ultirnate techno-cyôorg

fantasy of downloading human conscioumess into immortai machines (Morse 1994, p.
162). It romanticizes the possibilities inherent in our techno-wizardry by romanticizing
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both the creator and his crcation. In dus nIm, the grand narrative of romance subsumes

narratives of dass, gmder and scientific progress. Bmnetî (1994) draws a distinction
between the romanticism of Shelley's original novel and that cmployed by Branagh in

this film:

... Romanticism aied to mate a new value system and a new socio-political order,
shaking up the old system, sometimes writing aboui, and sometimes breaking, any

number of taboos.... And then there is pulp romanticism.... Branagh, both in his
romantic stoiy line and with his nervous camera, substitutes the pulp for the
politics. (p. 16)

Perhaps it wodd be more accurate to say that Branagh's blend of romantic pulp and
politics makes it easier to reconcile ourselves to the new value system of a posthurnan,
cyborg age.

Chapter 5: Romeos and Juliets: Appropriating Shakespeare

A brief comparison of the nrst few minutes of the Franco ZeffirtIli (1968) and Bar

Luhmann (19%) versions of

shows how much film making has

changed in the intervenuig thirty years. ZefnrrU's version begins witb a somber rcading

of the Prologue by an uncredited Sir Lawence Olivier, accompanied by Nino Rota's
tender love theme in the background. In one continuous sweep, the camera pans the
ancient city of Verona at dawn. The screen is lu& with early moming blues and purples

until the carnera rests on a snoldering r d sun at the line, 'khere civil blood makes civil

hands unclean", foreshadowing the violence that is soon to empt over the seerningly
tranquil city. Then the camera makes its only cut to a quiet streek and as Olivier intones
the h e , "A pair of star-crossed lovers take theb Life," the title, -O

md J u w

appears. The complete reading of the Prologue takes one minute, and then the quiet is

disturbed by the bustle of the moming market.

Luhrmann's film begïns with a television set on a black background fiom which a

black anchonvoman reads the Prologue as though delivering the &y's news. As she
reads, the camera slowly zooms in until it seems to break right through the glas to the
other side and keeps moving until it reaches a large statue of Christ positioned between
two city buildings, one titled Montague, the otber Capulet. The Prologue is read again,

this t h e by a male narrator whose voice is reminiscent of James Earl Jones's voice of
CNN. This time, the teoding is punctuated by lines of tcxt, white on a black background
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interspersed by corresponding images which establish the contemporary setting and
introduce die updated versions of the play's dramatis pmonae. "Fair Verona" is now
Verona Beach, we leam fiom the shot of a police car. At "the fatal loins of these two
foes" we are introduced to Romeo and Juliet's parents, prescnted as wealthy heads of
corporate families, in the style of the Colbys and the Carringtons from the 1980's tv
drama, W .
Likewise, Rince Escalus is now Captain Prioce, Chief of Police, and
Paris, Juliet's unfortunate suitor, is now Dave Paris,the governor's son. AU of these
characters, including Mercutio, are identified for the viewer during this second rending of
the Prologue, which also includes newspaper headlines and magazine covers establishing
the wealth and notoriety of these feuduig families and signifyuig that thei.private lives
are the subject of gossip colurnns and scanda1 sheets. We are defhitely in the 1990's on
the American West Coast, replete with money, drugs, gang wars and guns. As if to
underscore this point the Prologue is flashed on the screen a third tirne, line by line,
amidst a rapid montage of images fiom the film, like gun shots themxlves, and as the

music throbs to a diuying crescendo, the screen explodes into the title, O-

+ J&-

The introduction takes two minutes. Any attempt to keep track of the camera cuts

becomes futile after the count of 50. Luhrmann has set his story in the TV age, the MTV
age, the postmodem age, where ad men wunt jolts per minute, or perhaps even per

second.
What distinguishes these two opmings is obvious and certainly teliing. Perhaps

what is less obvious, however, are the similarities in intent and effect betwem these
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drastically Merent versions of the same play. Both are attmpts to reanimate

Shakespeare and introduce him to a new gcneration, both speak for this new generabon in
their condernnation of the status quo, and finally, both of hem, while adhering to

Shakespeare's original language, demonstrate the stniggle for dominance bctween word
and image that characterizes communication in our late 2 P centwy. These
commonalities only becorne apparent whcn one places the hlms within their p-cular
time and cultural context. Just as postmodernisn can be said to have its birth in the

counter-cultural60's, so too does Baz Luhrmann's postmodem version of this play stand
precariously on the shoulders of ZefEre11i's 60's nùn rendition.
Çritical Receptipn

Contemporary reviews of the Zenirrlli film serve to place it within its cultural
context and underiine the many similarities in the critical receptions of these two films,
for both were praised and panned on identical grounds. "Virtuose in VeronhW

magazine's (1968) review, States Franco Zeffirelli's intention in die making of
J W : "1 wanted to briag the story to the attention of young people ... The story is of
two urchuis crushed by a stupid, banal quarrel with origins even the adults don't know.

In love the young couple found an ideal-

one they could die for-

and youth today is

hungry for ideals" (p. %). ZeffueUi's statement takes on added meanuig whm we

consider its timing. The film's American release, October, 1%8, followed only by short
months the April4&assassination of Martin Luther King Jr., and the June 6*

assassination of Robert Kennedy, both cmbodirnents of 60's idealism. The late 60's were
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also a t h e of mident protest against the war in Vietnam, which might also be described

as a senseless conflict %th

origias even the d u l t s don't know". This cultural sub-text

adds relevance and poignancy to the ageless story of youth tragically sacdiced
Reviewers also noted the youthfulness of the nIm's lead roles, and die risk Z e f k l l i took

in casting Wtual unlcnowns: the 15 year old Oiivia Hussey and the 17 year old Lemard
Whiting. Reviewers wem divided on the success of this risk. The Anonymous reviewer

for

pronounced it a success: "Romeo and Juliet appear &esh as two incredibly

articulate but believably agonized teen-agers whose turfhappas to be Quattrocento
Verona. Too young to buck the Establishment- the ltalian city-state with its machinery

of epic feuds and rituals- they are finally undone by their passions'' (p. 96).

The

characterization of Romeo and Juliet as young flower-children ennobled through their
"'bucking" of the "Establishment" confims Greene's (1999) contention that "every

generation feels the need to recast "Romeo and Juliet" in its own image and likeness" (p.
1). Although ZefZïrelli's version is a more conventional production of the play than the

1956 West Side S t a , it, too, reshapes the play to say something to a contemporary

audience, and was consciously "marketed. .. to the flower-power set as a mod rendering of
etemal teenage tonnent and the 'generation gap"'. (Greene, p. 1). In Kael's (1%8) New

York= review, she decried the selling of Shakespeare on its 'Vouth appeaî": "Some odd
readings... suggest that oùs teen-age tragedy is partly the result of teen-aga' betrayal by
their elders. It 's a bit @y to see Shakespeare used for king with it; movimakers drill
into the 'generation gap' as if it were an oil well" (p. 209). In a similar vch, she found

the portrayals of the leads as somewhat insipid and banal:

In Shakespeare's version, they played togetha at poew and at love; they made
love through poetry, matching each other's conceits. Here the actors seem dear
little children playing at the director's notion of teen-age sex hunger, and, despite
the words, they look and movc iike inarticulate modern ki& in the latest movie

cycle. (p. 209)

Indeed, Hussey and Whiting do look the part of 60's teenagers. When we first see Romeo
with his Beatles-style haircut, he is holding a flower (in contrast to DiCaprio's Romeo

who is fïrst seen holding a cigarette). The picture fits Romeo's portraya1 of the

Petrarchan lover, but also alludes to the flower cbildren of the sixties, whose motto, make
love, not war, seems appropnate to Romeo's entrance after the latest brawl between
Montagues and Capulets. Similady, Juliet wears h a hair in a characteristic 60's style,

long, brown, and parted down the middle. As Dirks (19%) notes, the film caught a
certain spirit of the sixtïes, in large part b e c a w of Hussey and Whiting:

... it appealed to the youthhil, wunter-cultural generation of the late 60's with its

realinn, brief nudity, and its contemporary feel. The film's reinterpreted modem
message, coupled with youthful, idealistic, yet strong-willed and rebellious heroes
heralding dreams of peace, love, and fkeedom, have made the two lead characters

representative, anti-establishment iwns. (p. 2)

The problem with this, according to Kacl, (1%8) is that in ZeflireIli's attempts to

be "with it", he sacrificed the kauty of Shakespeare's language, describing the readings
as ''XI tonelessly mediocre that one hardly hean the words at all" (p. 209). Adla's
(1970) New Y-

review voices the same cornplaint: "In the classic speeches, one

begins to wony about diction and wish the modem wodd recede and let Shakespeare
play through (p. 3795). V
-

review is equalJy damning in this respect: "For dl

Miss Hussey's prettiness and Whiting's shy chami it is clear that they do not understand

one tenth of the meaning of their h e s and it is a drawback fkom which the film cannot

recover" (Bowker, 1983). Although ZeflireIli's version of Bpmeo and was
achowledged for its attempt to bring relevance and immediacy to the traditional love

story, the criticai consensus seemed to be that the heart of Shakespeare's play, its
language, had been lost in the process.

Similar themes are taken up, in magnified form, in reviews of Baz Luhmann's
90's version of

. As Matthews (1997) notes, Tt's a grave understatement

to say that this Bpmeo and is youthsnented" (p. 55). The contemporary 90's

setting with its music, fashions, fast cars and fast cutting speaks directly to the Mï"v

generation. Matthews mggests that Luhrmm's version also interprets the play's tragedy
in light of the "generation gap": "Shakespeare's play about teenage lovers attributed die

tragedy precisely to their 'stars' or fate. Luhnnann, like Zeffirelli More hh, views it as
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the outcome of adult betrayal and indifference" (p. 55). Compted by money, power, and

conspicuous wnsumption, Juliet's parents arc portrayed at tbe masked ball as figurehcads

of fallen dynasties-

she a neurotic Cleopatra, hc a dninken Roman in toga. h y o

(1997) notes that tbe skyscnpcrs bearing the Capulet and Montague names "arc so
rickety, dusty and old that they indicate a cnimbling social structure" (p. 6). The older

generation in this film typifies the worst exccsses of laîe 20* century capitilism, and its
children, in true 90's fashion, are its wayward alôeit moncyed victims.
Like Zeffirelli, Luhrmann chose young le& whose youdiful attractivemu and
innocence play well in con-

to the corruption which su~ounds*cm; but ratha dian

ri& casting unknowns Luhmann chose Claire Danes and Leonardo DiCaprio, both

established names with proven box office appeal for a young audience. Reviewers
generally praised the choice in texms of the appearance of Danes and DeCaprio, but
criticized them on the same grounds that Hussey and Whiting were panned. As Ebert
(1 996) States: "Much of the dialogue is shouted unintelligibly, while the rest is recited

dutifully, as in a high school production. Leonardo DeCaprio and Claire Danes are
tal ented and appealing young acton, but

they're in over their heads here7'@. 2). Greene's

(1996) assesment sums up the codict at the heari of the critical reception of both film's

leads, they are perfect Iooking Romeos and Juliets untii they have to open their mouths to
speak:

When it cornes to hip warârobes, cool lighting, and intriate staging, Luhnnann
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has spared no effort to make his leads look good, but when it cornes to the rich,
dense and lyrical pcntametm of their Lines, he laves tbem to fmd for

themselves- a dangerous tactic even with expcrienced Shakcspearcan actors, and
an al1 but fatal one for iambic novices like DiCaprio and Danes. (p. 1)

Lanpage stands at the hem of the criticism of botb nIm rcnditions of this play.
Almost every review of both movies grants that much of Shakespeare's pocûy bas been
lost, perhaps inevitably through editorial cuts, but also through the inability of the lead

actors to undentand and cornmimicate the poetry they have been given to speak.
Whether the reviews were positive or negative depended on the extent to which reviewers

were bothered by this. For what is lefi of

andthout Shakespeare's

poem? As Matthews (1997) states, "language is the chief thing

an

early play, has going for it" (p. 55). Without "the music of the great lines," Kael (1 968)

cornplains, "the idiocies of the plot shuie through" (p. 209). 'What's missing amid al1
this fiantic activity and eye candy," states Rozen (19%), 'is the poetry" (p. 1). But what
if the poetry has simply been relocated or translated fiom page to meen, fkom word to

image?
oetic D

m

Although Kael's (1%8) review of Zeffirelli's fiim was far fiom flatte~g,she

noted that the poetry has been moved, if not necessady removed: "Zeffirelli has not,

however, lefl a total vacuum; he has rcplaced the poetry with his own 'cinematic' version
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of poehy" (p. 209). Whiting and Hussey "communicate with eyes and mouths and
miiles..., not in words; the lines of Shakespeare that they speak are redundant as well as
meaningless". Finally, Kael described the effect as "nonverbal lyricism" (p. 209). Adler
(1970), while larnmting the loss of Shakespeare's puetry, conceded tbat "the scencs, the

ball, the duels, are so beautîfùiiy thought out and staged that things 1 had not noticed.. .
become extniordinary"(p. 3795). Echoing

(1%8) review tbat Zeffirclli's "
m
e
n

is a Renaissance palette" (p. %), Adler desnibed the look of the film as "so human,

social and denved from hitch and Italian painting schools that it is a joy to watch, if not
quite to listen to"( p. 3795). V a n a review also noted the "splendid use of color in
coshunes and backgrounds" and the "bold effective cuts in the Bard's text" (Bowker,
1983): as thougb the word and image were mutually exclusive codes, as though the trade-

off were somehow inevitable.
When set beside the Luhnnann version, Zefnrelli's Bpnieo a d Julb is still, by
far, the more traditional of the two, yet the translation of poetry fkom word to image had
its beguinings here, and one might say that Luhmiann simply finished the job. One of the
fist questions one might ask of this nIm is, with such a drastically modemized (or

postmodemized) setting, why retain Shakespeare's original language at d l ? Ln an on-line
interview, Luhrmann (1997) responds to this question:

Here is a text that has suMved time and geography for four hundred years. There
is no question that that moves people. So why not use aay device? 1 mean in the
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nineteenth century they would have 35 rninute pageants in the Mddle of it. If that
worked, that worked to reveal that language. The setting was o d y about reveahg
and clanfying the Ianguage, that's the only motive. (p. 6)

Osîensibly, then, Luhnnann's wntmpomy, almost futuristic h g , and the m

g use

of visuais throughout are intendcd to cornplexnent Shakespeare's langwge and to claxiS.
its meaning for a 90's audience. As Matthews (1997) explains, " L h a n n tries to give
the audience a leg up over the semantic difficulties by using intertities and an elaborate
scheme of colour cosrdination. However, this busy visual surface is as much a

hindrance to intelligibility as a help" (p. 55). k o y o (1997) disagrees, seeing the

language as a secondary feature of the film, as mere dialogue rather than poetry:

If most other Shakespeare films nullie the expressive power of mise en scene by

subordinating it, in the service of the language,. .. Luhrmann... elevates

Shakespeare cinematically... The dialogue is perfonned and heard as much in and
through the exhilarathg movement of shiking images, and it is in and through

motion that the film moves its audience emotionally. (p. 6)

Although it might be argued that in ZeflireIli's visually and musically lush BMieP

d J&

the unique possibilities of the cinema are employed to complement

Shakespeare's imagery in t m s of characterization and theme, in Luhrmann 's version,
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the language of filrn tends to wmpete with if replace if and possibly render it altogether

obsolete. As Greene (19%) observes, "the v i d uiventiveness of Luhrmann's staging is

so ravishing that the at times th-eared line readings of his principals s e m i like an
annoying distraction, which is a faily remarkable achievement of sorts, given the fact

that they are reciting some of the most beautiful romantic poetry ever written" (p. 1).

One could interpret the premtion of Shakespeare's dialogue as Luhnaann's
achowledgment that language itself hardly matters anymore. The story will tell itself
through its succession of briliiant and evocative images whether contemporary viewers
understand a word of it or not. While we might x e this more easily in Luhmann's
treatment, the same assessrnent has k e n made of Zeffirelii's:

... [Zeffirelli} produced a version of Shakespeare's script less complicated than the

original by disengaging the lovers' passion fkom the verse that relates it and telling
the story prllnarily by means of confluent images. (Levenson, 1987, p. 82)

Perhaps because Zefbelli's version of the play aims at realism and naturaiism,
this process seems less jarring than it appears in Luhnnann's filrn, which deliberately
breaks the realist conventions Zeffirelii adheres to and in so doing, rips the language fiom
its Shakespearean moorings. A close reading of selected scenes fkom both films,

however, will show how this process of translation fkom word to image occun in both

films, as one executes a neo-relist interpretation of the play, the 0 t h a decidedly

postmodem one.

Franco Z e 5 e K ' s treatment of

is strongly influenced by the

neo-realist school of £dm-mahg which developed in post WWII ltaly as a means of
presenting, as accurately as possible, the lives of red people in real settîngs and
situations. In

M a v i a Gimctti (1996) defines this movemeat in t m s of

its ideological and aesthetic dimensions. The political thnist behind neo-reaiimi was to

bring cinema back to the people, and to say somediing of social value to a country

ravaged by war and its Fascist past. Films in the neo-realist school could be
characterized by "a new democratic spirit, with emphasis on the value of ordinary people
such as laborers, peasants, and factory workers," a "compassionate point of view," a
"blend of Christian and Manrist humanism," and "an emphasis on emotions rather than

abstract ideas" (p. 437). in keeping with this ethical dimension, the style of neo-realist
film could be summed up by its honesty, including "an avoidance of neatly plotted stories
in favor of loose, episodic structures", "a documentary visual style," "the use of actual

locations- usually exteriors- rather than studio sets", %e use of non-professional
actors", "an avoidance of literary dialogue in favor of conversational speech" and "an
avoidance of artifice in the editing camerawork, and lighting" (p. 437). Zeffirelli's
mentors were the prominent neo-realist figures of the t h e , Vittorio De Sica and Roberto
Rosselini, and although

cannot be considered neo-realist according to

Giannettï 's entire list, its influence cm certainly be felt throughout this film, particularly
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in the setting, the choice of unbrown principal actors, and the paring down of

Shakespeare's highly stylizcd language to recreate a more natural sounding dialogue with
an emphasis on honest expressions of human emotion.

The opening fight scene, dien, becomes for Zefnrclli a glorious opporhinity to
recreate Itaiian village life as it might have appeared during the fourteenth century, or at
least as we would imagine it might have appeared. While some sets, including the main
square of Verona, were meticdously rendered studio creations, much of the nIm was shot
on location. According to Levenson (1987), 'Wnder a real Mediterranean s u . on
location, whole towns in Tuscany and Umbria served the public scenes" (p. 107).
Verona's morning marketplace is teeming with onions and peppers, evoking the
verisimilitude of daily life. Likewise, the citizens of Verona, old and young, are rendered

as real people going about their daily business. M e r brief flashes of the surroundings,
the carnera focuses on the legs and then the entire foms of the two Capulet servants,

Samson and Gregory. What becomes immediately apparent are their vivid red and yellow
cosnimes. Costumes are not only authentic, but they are also used to differentiate the
characters and identifL their allegiance to each of the f e u h g families. The Capulets are
characterized as the nouveau riche in their bright ostentatious colours, which Giannetti
(1 996) describes as "appropriately 'hot'" (p. 3 IO), while mernbers of the house of

Montague are dressed in sombre blacks and blues to rcpresent a more modest and
dignified family "in obvious decline" (p. 3 10). Tybalt, Iater referred to by Mercutio as
"The Prince of Cats" (2,4,19), is introduced by the carnera in the same way Samson and
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Gregory are, beginning with his feet, thcn moving upward till we reach his hat, the flaps

of which are even suggestive of the cars of a W. Thus in the f
k
t fcw minutes, we can
see how ZefEreiii both adberes to and departs fiom certain r d s t conventions. Coshimes

are chosen not simply for their rralisxn, but for what t k y might aàù to our understanding

of characters. And where the origioators of neo-dism favored a lack of artifice in ternis
of carnera work, prefeming a more documcntary style with a minimum of editing cuts,

Zeffirelli consciously uses the carnera to direct our cye and m a t e particular effects,
although these effects are employed in the x n i c e of realism. Giannettï (19%) cites an

example of this in the fight sequences:

The essence of Shakespeare's play is f o n d in the impulsive haste of its youthful

protagonists, the dominoiike swifbess of the chah of events, and the violence of
much of the action. Zeffirelli heightened these characteristics by kùieticizing

many of the scenes. The fight sequences are often photographed with a handheld

camera that lurches and swirls with the combatants as they spill ont0 the streets of
Verona. (p. 286)

Through this device, we are presented witb a redistic depiction of the violence of
the third civil brawl, and are in a sense, drawn into the brawl itself as we share the

swirling camera's perspective. Zeffieili also shows us the results of the violence in dis

s e n t a brief shot of an anguished woman ninning with a baby and later the wounded
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participants being carried into theû homes, the sight of which occasions Romeo's, "Oh

me, what h y was here?" (

17

Giannetti (19%) describes this technique as die

substitution of ''verbal exposition" for %suai exposition" in the form of
"nonsynchronous visuals" which "expand- not duplicate- the language'' (p. 286).
Another example of such visual exposition occurs with the introduction of Lady
Montague, who has few a c t d lines in the play, but d o s e gentle humanity is very

simply and naturally expressed. While asking Benvolio about her son, she is s h o w
dressing the wound of one of the injured Montape servants. This action does not
duplicate anythmg in Shakespeare's text, but it does expand our understanding of her
character in a way that is certainly in keeping with her sympathetic nature.
A close look at the opening scene reveals the economy and naturalness Zeffirelli

strives for throughout the fih. Apart fiom presenting authentic locations, costumes, and
action, perhaps the biggest challenge was to render Shakespeare's language into natuml
sounding speech, which entailed pnining the language and abbreviating or removing

longer speeches. According to Levenson (1987)' "only a third of Shakespeare's lines

remained (p. 1 10) in this film treatment, as "verbiage" was cut 30allow room for
visuals'' (p. 108). Levenson also notes the alteration of liaes and the addition of
"inte jections as well as other rnonosyllables" to create the "flavour of colloquid
expression" (p. 1 1 1). Thus, the puns and word-play are reduced in this scene, with

enough dialogue remaining to retain its essential spirit. Levenson cites the openkg lines

as an exarnple of this. The original play begins with a clever, but aimost
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ùicomprehensible series of off-colour puns described by Frye (1986) as "a gabble of
dialogue that doesn't contribute much to the plot, but gets o v a the latecomer problem"
(p. 15). These are totaiiy cut fiom the film which begins instead a line 18 of the play:

Gregory, But the q u ~ eisl between our masters and us their men.

Sampson, Ah, 'tis all one.
Gregov, Here corne the House of die Montagues.

Sampson, Quarrel, 1 will back thee.
Gregory, Righl, fear me not.
As Levenson notes, "The swift thrust-and-pmy represents about twenty Shakespearean

lines..., omitting half a dozen s e d puns" (p. 1I ). The italicized "but ", "Ah " and
"Righ~ are added to create more natural sounding dialogue. And whatever has been lost
"

verbally has been transposed into M d s , part of the translation of Shakespeare which

seems n e c e s w and inevitable according to Bazin (1992), film theorist and advocate of
neo-redism. In "What is Cinema", Bazin describes the challenge of translating drama
into film:

The problem of filmed theater at least where the classics are concemed does not
consist so rnuch in transposing an action fkom the stage to the screen as in

transposing a text written for one dramaturgical system into another while at the

same time retaining its effectiveness. It is not therefore essentially the action of a
play which resists film adaptation,.. . it is the verbal fom which aesthetic

contingencies or cultural prejudices oblige us to respect. @p. 382-383)

Giannetii (1996) discusses this idea with reference to the earlia George Cukor (1936)
production of

which he describes as "a respectfid but often tedious

film" in which " v h d y al1 the dialogue was retained" (p. 386). In contrast, "Zcfhrrili's

movie, though technicdy less faithfiil to the stage scripf is actually more Shakespearean
in spirit than the scnipdously litetal version of Cukoi' (p. 286-287). This contrast
demonstrates B e ' s point that ""filmedtheater is basically destined to fail whenever it
tends in any manner to becorne simply the photographing of scenic representation" (p.
383). Zeffirelli's b e o and

shows how the requirernents of neo-realimi, when

applied to a classic of literature, entail an actuai translation of Shakespeare rather than
sirnply a transition fiom one medium to another. Baz L u h a n n ' s BpDieo + .
l
u
takes
this process of translation one step M e r .

Just as the opening scene of Zeffirelli's film demonstrates certain key elements of

neo-realim, the opening scene of Lubnnann's -O

+ Ju&

exemplifies certain

features common to postmodem nIm. Unlike the tenets of neo-realism, which can be
neatly identified according to their philosophical and stylistic dimensions, postmodemism
tends to evade definition, in part, because it is a movement suspicious of ultimate
definition or consensus. As Cornor (1997) observes, "What is striiâng is precisely the
degree of consensus in postmodemist discourse that there is no longer any possibility of
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consensus, the authoritative announcements of the disappearancc of final authority and
the promotion and recirculation of a total and comprehensive n m t i v e of a cultural

condition in which totaiity is no longer thinkable" (p. 9). Its r e M to amibe to any type

of totality becomes, in itself, a totalking doctrine of sorts, which would appear to be one
of the distuiguishing feahim of postmodem thought. Eagleton (19%) explains:

Posimodemity is a style of thought which is suspicious of classical notions of

tmth, reason, identity and objectivity, of the idea of universal progress or
emancipation, of single h e w o r k s , grand narratives or ultimate grounds of
explmation. Against these Enlightenment norms, it sees the world as contingent,
ungrounded, diverse, unstable, indeterminate, a set of disunined cultures or
interpretations which breed a degree of scepticisrn about the objectivity of tmth,
histoiy and norms, the givenness of natures and the coherence of identities. (p. vii)

Primarily, then, postmodemisrn is an oppositional stance which challenges our traditional

notions of hiaory, politics, iiterature and culture itself Because of its refusal to nmne
itself, except in opposition to anything narnable or definable, Connor notes a "difficulty

of maintaining a position in which postmodernisn is both a set of identifiable stylistic
features and a cultural dominant" (p. 201). He suggests that we isk not what does
postmodernism mean, but rather, what does it do? (P. 9). When we ask this question of
postmodem film, certain âistinguishing stylistic features do emerge.
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One of the first things postmodernimi does is ''blur the boundaries between 'high'
and 'popular7 culture, as weil as between art and everyday experience" (Eagleton, 19%,
p. vii). This "democratic impulse" (Comor, 1997, p. 190) cm be secn as a fonn of

"cultural subversion and deconstruction"(p. 190) according to Connor, which h d s its
expression in a highly dusive pastiche of borrowings fkom high culnual and popular
cultural forms, or "a stitching-tugether of d i f f m t genres and geme exptctations" (p.
200). As a challenge to tradition, then., the postmodem film "evokes, mocks yet lends

quasi-reverence for the icons of the past, while it places hem in the present" (Denzin,
quoted in Connor, p. 201). in addition, the setting of the postmodcm film is often
deliberately ambiguous, as "the film refuses to allow the viewer to identi6 its period with
any security" (Connor, p. 201). McRobbie (1994) describes the look of postmodemism
as containing "the glossy surface of pop, the intertextuai referencing between film and

advert and television programme" and the "cnss-crossing and fast cutting" (p. 4) between
genres that is both dnzyhg and exhilarating. Connor describes this as the "now farniliar
posttnodem aesthetic of montage, repetition, jump-cut, and discon~uity"which has k e n
borrowed fiom the style of MTV (p. 186). Connor also identifies "a setting of the verbal
against the visual" (p. 202), or a disjunction between what we see and what we hear, as a

feature of the postmodemist style in film. Al1 of these characteristics serve to upset our
traditional expectations of the cinematic experience as the rendering of a seamiess, lifelike narrative. Instead, postmodem film seerns to cal1 deliberate attention to itself as

artifice. Connor describes this trend with teference to literature: Y . . the most influentid
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accounts of posbnodernist fiction stress the prevalence of parodic 'meta-fiction', or the

exploration by literary te-

of theu own nature and status as fiction" (p. 129). In a

corollary fashion, the postmdem nIm might be called 'meta-film' as it consciously

explores the nature of its own medium through seLf-imitationor parody, and constantly
reminds the audience that what we arc seeing is defhitely not reality. A final trend of

postmodem film is the ''increased prominence and standing of science fiction" (Connor,
p. 134) as technology and science transfonn what was once only fmtasy into the reality
of our daily lives. Comor describes the 'hew 'scene' of postmodem expcrience" as ''the
interface with the video or the cornputer screen" (p. 136), which has become a common

subject of current popular film. SO,while postrnodem film continuously reminds us that
it is not reality, it is, in a senw, a realistic portraya1 of the ways in which our perceptions
and understanâings are increasingly mediated by our interface with technology. Through
these various trends and devices, the postmodem film presents a perspective on the world

which is "contingent, ungrounded, diverse, unstable [and] indeterminate" (Eagleton,
1996, p. vii). Posîmodem film, as unrcal as it may xem, reflects our postmodem reality.

The fight scene of Luhnnann's

-O

+J

m exemplifies alrnost every feature of

postmodem film identified by Comor. To begin with, Luhrmann's choice of a

Shakespearean play is itself a postmodem statement of sorts, for there is no more
popul arly recognizable representative of high culture than William Shakespeare.
+ Jullet provides rich oppomuiities to blur the distinctions between high and popular

culture, or to throw Shakespeare "in the deep end of the pool and see if he cm swirn", as
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the online reviewer for Film.Com (19%, p. 1) expresses it. By choosing a contmporary
setting for the play, Luhrmann "hocks the acadeMc miffing out of Shakespeare"

(Matthews, 1997, p. 55) and allows for a playful and imverent fusion of genres and pop
cultmd influences, or "a thorough plundering of the supermarket of popular culture"

(Matthews, p. 55). Greene (1996) describes the effect as:

...a gun-crazy, up-to-the-minute cine-collage with art direction that crosses
"Reservoir Dogs" and "Mad Max,"carnerawork and editing blending Hong Kong
action ace John Woo with Jean-Luc Godard, and a graftedsn recasting of
Shakespeare's event structure by way of urban-themed 70's-era TV shows like
"Baretta" and "Starsky and Hutch". (p. 1)

As the reviewer for Film.Com (19%) noted, "You could spend a week nailing down the

visual and pop-culture influences" (p. 1) within this film, which is definitely part of the

fun. The scene begins with an introduction of the Montague %0ys", dressed in loud
Hawaiian shirts, cruising in a neon yelîow convertible, and loolcing for trouble. One of

hem has bright pink hair, another has the name Montague tattooed on the back of his
shaved head. The music, like their behaviot, is loud and raucous. Whm they pull into
the Phoenix gas station, where the sign reads, "Add fuel to your fjre",they taunt a group

of nuns, muttering, "Double, double, toil and trouble," the fïrst of many allusions to other
plays of Shakespeare. These ailusions usually take the f o m of Msual puns-
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"Storefionts on Verona Beach advemw " R o s e n c r a n ~ ' ~or
" "A Pound of Flesh" (19%,
p. 1), the reviewer for Film.Com noticed. The boardwalk also bas its own Globe Theatre.
This recwent homage to Shakespeare excmplifics the quasi-revtreat swipe at high

culture which postmodem film seems to revel in. It also serves as a visual nibstitute for
the quick and almost incomprehensible word play of Shakespeare's original scene, most

of which, as in Zeffûelli's version, has bcen cut from the dialogue. Luhimimi does
however, make good use of the line, "a pretty piece of flesh 1 am", which the pink-haired
Montague shouts at the nuns as they escape into their van. Then a blue car pulls up with

the vanity plate, 'CAP 005", a take-off fiom the EWING license plates on TV's

Pallas

and we see that, for al1 their bravado, the Montague boys are not as tough as they appear.
The Capulets emerge dressed in black and looking like a Latino street gang. Again,

perhaps in homage to Zeffuelli's version, Tybalt is introduced fiom the feet fim with a
slow motion shot of his ebony-heeled boot grinding out a match. Matthews (1997)

describes the ensuing gun battle as a cross betwem "a spaghetti Western and &mdypsc

r\Jow9'(p. 55). In an elaborate, over-the-top shoot out, Tybalt takes off his jacket to
reveal a red vest embroidered wiîh the image of Christ, kneels to the ground, pulls out his

9mm 'Sword' handgun, and kisses the Madonna iascribed on its handle before aiming
and firing. The pink-haired Montague boy, who tries to hide in the car of another
customer, is repeatedly hit in the head with the lady's purse, as tbe aimera cuts back and

forth between him and the gunfire, spilt gasoline, Wghtened onlookers, and finally

Tybalt's dropped cigarette, which causes the gas station to erupt into flames, perfect
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footage for the evenuig news. Heiicopters swir1 through die smoke, 60m which Captain

Prince admonishes Benvolio and Tybalt to "Throw [their] mistempered weapons to the
gound". The opening scene, then, is a posîmodern pastiche of Shakespeare, Zeffirelli's

Shakespeare, weii-worn HoUywood movie conventions, TV cop shows, and MTV music
Mdeo overlay, the end effect of which is a delightful, in-your-face self mockery of the
ways in which we package violence as cntcrtahment.
The unreality of this opening scene is supportcd by the mise en scme or the

general look of Luhrmann's film, which Arroyo (1997) describes as a "constructed
world" (p. 6), a "device presently popular across a variety of cultural forms" (p. 6)

including comic books and science fiction. Filrned in Mexico City and Veracny the
setting of Verona Beach presents a "millennial urban nightmare [which] is a key

component of the film's look" (p. 6). Although recognizably set in the 90's' part of this
look is slightly futurjstic in the manner of

or Mad

This science-fiction

feel to the mise en scene, set against the Shakespearean language, places the fih in some
other impossibly unreal t h e . Because it has been so decontexhialiteci, so forcefully
removed fiom the t h e and place in which it first found utterance, the language becomes
highlighted or hyper-realized, newly k e d against an entirely unexpected visual
matting. Arroyo explains that the purpose of the constructed world is to "allow for

different ways of being and knowing but with enough simïlarities to permit
understanding" (p. 6). Luhrmann is asking us to look at the story again for the nrst h e .
One of the different ways of k i n g and knowing afTorded through the mise en
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scene of Luhrmann's film, is the possibility of intnprrtiag aspects of the sttting for thcir
symbolic significance in a rnmner that a more rcaijstic sctting like Zeflirclli's would not
as readily invite. For example, the center-piece of the city is a "gigointic icon of Christ,

m

s outstretched, ineffectually loom[ing] over its inhabitantsn (Arroyo, 1997, p. 6). This

statue, standing between the corporate o5ces of the Montagues and Capulets, suggests

the resoiution to their ongoing feud dvough a spirit of Christian forgivcness, but as we
see at the end of the fiha, the building beneath this statue is the Capulet tomb where

Romeo and Juliet meet their end. Like the figure of Christ on Tybalt's vest, these
families have adopted a religion of violence instead of love, which will ultimately unite
them in death. Luhnnann's choice of the "+" in the title, -O

+J

w seems

significant in this regard. It is the symbol of the cross, which like the gant statue of
Christ, stands between their two families, separating yet uniting them in violent death.

The city is near a beach where we first meet Romeo, and much of the action which
in Shakespeare's original play takes place on the streets of Verona, is set here dong the

beach and boardwalk, typically bright, gaudy, and somewhat run-down. In contrast to
Zeffirelli's muted tones, the light is almoa too bright, the colours, as Arroyo (1997)
notes, "bright pinks, blues and oranges are rarely to be found in nature" (p. 6). The
amusement park with its merry-go-round and Fems-wheel adds fûrther colour to the
scene, yet seerns oddly abandoned and forlom. This is the world Romeo has chosen over

his father's world of cutihroat competitiveness. His escape into a world of i d e
amusements places hun at the very margins of society dong with the prostitutcs and dmg
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dealers. In this version, he is not simply the lovesick youth of Shakespeare's original, he
i s the heir apparent to a Mafia-style family business who has already rejected his father's

name and legacy. Like Vito Corleone in

G-,

Brian Dcnnehy's Senior

Montague sits in a black limousine which has p d e d up dong the beach, and expresses

his concems to Benvolio about his mant son. Romeo stands on the shore in the distance,
his back to the camera, as f u awsy as hc cm get fiom evcrything his fatha rcprcscnts.
The symbolic associations of Luhnnaan's constructed worlds of the city and the beach
allow for a "Merent way of king and howing" Romeo as a young man who has
rejected his father's dubious c a l h g but has found nothing substantial to tum to instead.
One final feature of this constmcted world is the picturesquely ramshackle
grandstand found directly on the beach, where we first see Romeo fbmed withh its arch.
The stage is a concrete rerninder that what we are about to see is a performance of a

classic of the theatre. Luhrmann may also be suggesting the artificiality of Romeo's
initial love-sickness for Rosaline, for he is morosely setting down many of his lines to

Benvolio frorn Shakespeare's text as a poem to his beloved. But while Romeo is playhg
the part of the love-sick Petrarfhan p e t , he is also an actor playing the part of Romeo
who is playing the part of the love-sick Petrarchan p e t . The stage on the beach is this

film's most pointed admission of its own artifice, again, a recurrent feature of postmodem
film. In addition, the stage and TV screen seem to h c t i o n as visual bookends or
reminders of the ways in which our stories are and have been told.
The opening scenes of Zefnrelli's and Luhnnann's films Imd themselves to close
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inspection in light of the effect of neo-realism and posbnodcm hyper-r4im on the

telling of essentially the same story. In boa cases, language is subordinated to image as
the reading of the story becomes a scmiotic mding of the mise en w n e ratha than an

interpretation of actual spoken dialogue. The use of the television as a running
commentary on the action in Luhrmann's film might be seen as a commentary on both of

these nIm treatrnents of:-

"Our chorus is the mcûia, the media is the

chorus of today," as Luhnaann (1997, p. 6) States. ï h e use of the television screen in this

film as a postmodem statement on o u ,"intdace with technology" oddly validates the
action in the opening sequence and makes it appear more believable or true to life than it
would othenvise. Ultimately, diese cînematic lranslations of the play, one scmpulously
redistic, one detenninedly medistic, seem in o u .postmodern era, more tme to life than

Shakespeare's original text. (As one student remarked while reading the play in my
class, "Wow! This is just like the movie!)

of Ifive: ThevB
-

Sc-

While the opening scenes provide an opportunïty to see how verbal exposition is
replaced by visual exposition, the bali and balcony scenes show how poetxy itself, the
very essence or magic of Bomeo is transposed ont0 the screen. This is

possibly one of Shakespeare's most poetic plays, a point which becoxnes immediately
apparent when the two lovers Wally meet at the Capulet ball. Their language is
transformed into poew as a s i p of the transfomative power of the love they fcel for one
another. Their very first conversation together has ken identificd as a s o ~ e(Stol],
t
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1970, p. 42), the highly stylized love poem which had its gcnesis with the love sonnets of

Petrarch and was popularized in England by Shakespeare. The union between Romeo
and Juliet is thus signified bguistically by the fact that their dialogue togcther is instant

This confluence between love and poetry has its origins in the courtly love
tradition, which, according to Frye (1986), "focussed on a curïous ctiquctte that bccame a
lcind of parody of Christian expenmce" (p. 20). As Frye describes it:

Someone might be going about his business, congratulating himself on not k i n g
caught in the trap of a love affair, when suddenly the God of Love, Eros or
Cupid.. . forces hun to fa11 in love with a woman. The falling in love is involuntq

and instantaneous... From that tirne on, the lover is a slave of the God of Love,
whose will is embodied in his mistress, and he is bound to do whatever she wants.
(P. 20)

Further, part of the convention depended upon the cruelty of the "Courtly Love mistress,"

the fiutration fiom which "drove the lover into poeûy, and the theme of the poeûy was
the cruelty of the mistress and the despair and supplications of the lover" (Frye, p. 20).
As we have seen at the beginning of this play, Romeo is a caricature of the courtly lover

pining over the cruel Rosaline, but whm he meets Jdiet, the religious irnagery of the

courtly love tradition is transformed into genuùie expressions of mutuai devotion. When
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Romeo fint speaks to Juliet, he describes h a hand as a "holy shrine" which his hand is

unworthy to 'cprofane". His lips are

bhshing pilgrims", and so the conceit

continues throughout their impromptu sonnet, t i l J "lips do what han& do", and they kiss.
Later, she is described as his "bright angel", he, 'the god of [her] idolaby", c o d y love
phrases which are elevated to spirinial dimensions by the sincerity of their feelings.
Religious imagery fkom the wurtly love tradition melds wibi images of light in
darkness, which, according to Spurgeon, (1970) are the "dominatïng image[s]" (p. 6 1) of
the play. When Romeo first sees Juliet at the ball, he exclaims "O, she doth teach the

torches to burn bright!/ It seems she hangs upon the cheek of night/ As a nch jcwel in an
Ethiop's ear" (1,5,43-45).

Ia the well-known, "But soft! What light through yonder

window breaks?"soliloquy, she is &'theSun", and her eyes are "two stars7', %ah, a
courtly-love conceit which is eventuaily brought to earth by his very buman wish to be "a
glove upon that han&/ That [he] might touch that cheek" (2,2,24-25). The image of light

is also used to characterize the nature of their love for one another, which Juliet descxibes
as "too rash, too unadvis'd, too sudden; / Too like the lightning, which doth cease to be /

Ere one can say 'It lightens"' (2,2,118- 120). The flash of lightning in the night sky

becomes for Spurgeon the central image of the whole play: "Thm can be no question, 1
thuik, that Shakespeare saw the story, in its nvift and tragic beauty, as an almost blinding

flash of light, suddenly ignited, and as swiftly quenched" @. 62). The fhar's waniing,

according to Spurgeon, "sums up the whole movement of the play7' (p. 63):
These violent delights have violent ends,

And in their îriumph die; like fire and powder

Which as they kiss consume. (2,6,9- 11)
The beauty and dwmed nature of their "star-crossed" love are crystalllcd in this image of

gunpowder, part of an extensive weave of ''running images" (Spurgcon, p. 65) of light
and darkness which fom the "pictonal background" (p. 63) for the action of the play.

cktoN-
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in RomeoShakespeare has provided an emb81f8~smentof riches for the
film director, whose stock in trade is, after dl, the image. But,as Levcnson (1987) points
out in her discussion of Zeffirelli's version, "Many of them, Petrarchan and styliseci, do
not fit any concept of realism. ZeflCirelli had to alter or cut them to suit his notion of the
playy' @p. 87-8). Here, ZeflireIli's goal was to apply "Italian feelings to this masterpiece

of English classical theatre" by redefinuig poetry "as a specifically Italian mode of
expression, essentially non-verbal and extremely passionate" (p. 89). T'us,while c u b g
much of the dialogue, ZeffieIli "emphasised several features of Shakespeare's text by
giving them concrete expression" (p. 90).
We see many examples of uiis concrete expression of imagery fiom word to

screen in the bal1 and balcony scenes. First of all, the revelers' entrance to the bal1 by
torchlight sets the party ablaze with light, highlighting the rich, sumptuous colours of the
decor and costumes. The screen becomes a warm palette of light and darlaiess against
which Romeo in blue and Juliet in vibrant red stand out in relief. "So shows a siowy

dove trooping with crows", Romeo says while watching h a dance. This con-

is
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underlined in the nIm with a shot of Juliet, so bright and vibrant, standing beside a ratber
chaste and pale looking young woman whom one might imagine to k the now-forgotten
RosaJine. Zefnrelli lingers over the fonns and faces of many of the guests to prescnt
various vignettes of love, nom the older couples to the young and back again, a visual
counterpoint to the love theme sung in the background: "A rose will bloom, and then will
fade. So does a youth, so does the fairest maid." hiriog the Moresque, ZeffireU's

camera swirls with the dancers then locks on various faces. As Levenson (1987)
describes the effect, "it juxtaposes faces-

even superimposing one on another-

until

those of the lovers become central making it apparent that the cernera nflects events f?om
their point of view" (p. 120). This technique also establishes their afnnity for one

another, a literal picture of their oneness which is defined in the original t e a by the
sonnet they speak. During these lines, Zefnrelli focuses on the hands of Romeo and
Juliet as they fist clasp. Their bond is given pictorial form through a shot which shows

the two hands as though linked in prayer, amis emerging fiom the bottom of the fiame in
a brief trick of photography which makes it appear that they are the hands of one person.

Levenson describes the touching of hands, dong with the kiss, as "ieitmori/s or symbols"
which run throughout the nIm to "comment on the original text" (p. 120).

In the balcony scene, the lush beauty of an Italian garden becomes a visual

metaphor for the verdant love that has suddenly bloomed between these young people.
Romeo, whose face is h e d by the leaves of one of the orchard trees, sees a light and
exclaims, "But soft! What iight through yonder window breaks?" But instead of the
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familiar conceit, "lt is the east, and Juliet is the sun," Zefnrelli's script skips dirtctly to
"It is my lady, it is m y love". Perhaps the omitted lines have bccome such a cliche that
ZeflireIli chose to cut them d e r than kecp them simply for the sake of sentiment or
tradition. In Leveiwn's (1987) discussion of the sccne, she describes how the poetry of
Romeo's soliloquy is broken up by the sounds of a dog barking, Mercutio calling,
crickets chirping, bells r
i
n
e
g
,and the romantic music forming an accompanimcnt, so
that al1 of these sound effects bewme part of the poetry. Her contention is that "instead
[of Shakespeare], the audience hear disconnected fhgments of Shakespeare's t e a in a
N m i c composition which, shot by shot, represents the director's understanding of the

tragedy" (p. 1 14). The poetry itself has been, in effect, remixed or reconsb'tuted by
Zeffrelli. And what has k e n taken from the poetry again has been given to the visuals,
or as Levenson notes, "The poetxy has become visible" (p. 91). An example of this is the
baicony and the tree which Romeo climbs to be nearer his beloved. As Levenson
explains, "The large high balcony represented the enonnous obstacle which the feud
placed in the way of love; Romeo's awkward struggle up the tree conveyed his

adolescence, uitensity, and frusuntion..." (p. 90). Romeo's struggle up the tree is a
refreshing contrast to more staid and formal theatrical productions of this play which
generally relegate Rorneo to the ground lwking upward at his Jdiet throughout.

ZefErelli's version presents a more authentic expression of his desire, and the physical
closeness of the youog lovers during this scene is by far a more appropriate portrsyd of
young love than the traditional staging. Although many of their iincs have been cut, the
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palpable closeness of Romeo and Juliet, the rich garden setting at night, and die romantic

background music al1 serve to create a M y realized cinematic moment.
These scenes show how, perforce, much of Shakespeare's poctxy is rendered
redundant by the techniques of the cinema. When one recails that the play would have
been originaily staged in daylight on an apron stage, with a minimum of renery or props,
and a young boy playing the part of Juliet, Shakespeare's rich imagcry was a necessity,

for the words themselves had to create the setting and mood in the audience's
imagination. That necessity removed, the irnagery could be put where it beloags, in the
rich naturalistic setting and the realistic actions of the principal players. There is nothing
in Zeflkelli's interpretation of this scene that cannot find its inspiration in the actual text

of the play. One has to look a little closer, perhaps, to find the Shakespearean genesis for
Luhrmann's rendition of the same scenes, for they do not flow quite as nahvally fiom the
p o e w as they appear to in Zeffirelli's film.

In some cases, the transfer fkom text to screen is quite literal in Luhnnann's

version of the Capulet Party, where the costumes are an obvious comment on the
characters' persondity traits. Juliet is dressed as an angel in a simple white d m s with

wings to complement her purity, simplicity, and the sincerity of her affections. In this
case, the inspiration cornes directly fiom Romeo's line, "0,
speak again, bright angel".

He, of course, is dressed as her knight in shining amour, a visual allusion to the courtly
love tradition and an era of chivairy which suppom his e h i o n s of romantic poetry
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when he nrst speaks to her. Their nrst meeting is through a large opulent fish tank, a
device which denotes certain truths about Julia's fi&-bowl existence as the daughter of
the scandalously wealthy and prominent Capda family. Their first giimpse of each other

through the water allows the cinematic play of their reflections on each other's faces
which f o m s a visual rendering of their instant afnnity and sense of oneness, much Wre
the super-imposuig of thcir faces in the Moresque dance stquence of the Zefnrelli

version. One is hard-presxd to find a Shakcspearean antecedent for the image of the fish
tank, however, a fact which lefi one exasperatcd reviewer to describe the nIm as bathed

"in pointless water imagery" (Rozen, 19%, p. 1). Yet, whm Romeo reveals himself to

Juliet in the balcony scene, he declares, "Cal1 me but love and 1'11 be new baptis'â"
(2,2,50),a Iïne which takes on Msual and thematic domuiance in this film.
Just before meeting Juliet, Romeo is high on a dnig given to him by Mercutio in

an inventive recontexhializing of the Queen Mab speech. Under the influence of this
dru& Romeo's perceptions of the wild Capulet party are even wilder, alrnoa fiïghtening,

and one wonders whether Mercutio's transvestite,

inspired musical

number is actually happening or is simply a figment of Romeo's haüucinations. When
he stumbles into the men's room to wash his face and clear his head, he lors his mask, a

syrnbol of his former identity not sirnply as the spurned lover of Rosaline, but as the
disaffected young man who is wasting his iife. nie sight of Romeo's face submerged in
water recalls our introduction to Juliet in this fiim, for we first see her likewise under
water. His meeting witb Juliet is a rebirth of sorts, as we are led to expect that the old
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Romeo has been washed away by die purity of bis affections for Juliet. The bdcony
scene, then, takes place in the Capulet swimmïng pool, as both are baptized into a new
religion of love for each other, a pst-modern play on the Petrarchan c o d y love
conventions, but also an answer to the acrlliiony between their families as represented by
the religious iconography in the opening scene. By leaping into the pool, Romeo has
denied his father and refuscd his name (22'34). Shakespeare cerrainly does appear to
have been thrown into the deep end of the pool here, but given that the setîing is a
millionaire's mansion in Southern CaMomia, it would be unrealisaic not to have a pool,
and there does appear to be a goveming logic in Luhrmann's excessive use of water

imagery. Their fkolic in the pool arouses the suspicions of the security guard who is

monitoring the area by video, and Romeo must stay subrnerged, for as Juliet fears, "If
they do see thee they will murder thee" (2.2,70). h this version, we achially believe h a
warning. Arroyo (1997) notes that many of the scenes where love is expressed between

Romeo and Juliet occur in settings that suggest enclosure and entrapment, their
underwater kiss, for example, and their later love scene filmed under a sheet @. 9). They
are both trapped me the beautifid fish in Capulet's aquarium. This imagery extends to
the scene where Romeo U s Tybait and he f d s dead in a splash of water, the act which
ultimately seals their fate and leads to their own deaths. Water, then, assumes the dual
associations of rebirth and dissolution in this film, a thematic development not seen in
Shakespeare's original text.
Luhrmann does make good cinematic use of Shakespeare's irnagery of light and
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darkness, and, unlike ZeBEirelli's sofiened, romantic tones, this

+ Jul& is ablaze

with bright light, k m the gaudy glitter of Mercutio's dress and Senior Capulet's
sequined toga and giitter make-up, to the bnght neon lights and the fireworks which

announce the party as the social event of the season. In contrast to the naturalisn of
Zeffirelli's torchlight and c a d e s , the light in this scene is "Tm Wre the Lighmiog, which
doth cease to be ere one can say It lightens." Luhnriann's use of encrgy and electricity
highlights the almost fhntic, out-of-control nature of the Capulet bal1 as reflected through

Romeo's distorted and dmg-induced perceptions, against which the love between Romeo
and Juliet emerges like the calm after a stonn. In this conte* the Friar's waming, 'These

violent delights have violent ends, and in their tnumph die like fire and powder which as
they kiss consume," takes on more irnrnediate and literal associations. Shakespeare's

gunpowder metaphor can be considered somewhat fortuitous for Luhnnann, for the
equating of young love with the violence of a piaol shot lends a certain Shakespearean

credence to his use of guns throughout this film, particularly in the final scene when
Juliet shoots herself.
The bal 1 and bal cony scenes in both films demonstrate the directors' appropriation
of Shakespeare's imagery for their own ends. In Z e ~ e l l i ' scase, the stylized diction has
been muted or moddated in keeping with a more natudistic representation of young
love. Zeffirelli has cut the excess in the process and introduced naturaï elements like the

lush Italian garden and the quiet intimacy of the clasped han& to convey the the love
between Romeo and Juliet. True to neo-reaiist conventions, ZefErelli's version of these
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scenes is also in keeping with the 'back to nature" movement of the l%û's and its

correspondhg celebration of the spontaneity of young love. Luhrmann's posbnodem take
on the same scenes seerns to exaggerate the very elements of Shakespeare's irnagery

which are toned down in Ze8Cirelli's version. The joyous excess in the explosive imagery
of light and the extension of Shakespeare's somewhat peripherai use of water imagery

tend to heighten Shakespeare's language and l i t d i z e it. As Arroyo (1997) cornments,

"Though Shakespeare's t e a doem't leave much unsaid, the mise en scene excessively
intensifies that which the characters are saying.. Eveiy emotion is overdetermined" (p.
9). This somewhat 'campy' excess, a feature common to postmodern Nm (Arroyo 9),

may be an extrapolation of a trend noted in Levenson's discussion of the performance
history of Romeo and Jw. She points out that by mid cmtwy,

...a large proportion of the audience for drarna had become accustomed to the

visual media; they depended on naturalistic action and graphic imagery to

communicate a play's meaning. Their demands led inevitably to increased
verisimilitude, transcription of words as pichues, and therefore reconstruction of
the original script. (1987, p. 83)

The idea that even staged productions of Shakespeare were responding to the demands of

a more visually oriented audience suggests that the more immersed in visual media our
society becomes, the more graphic and literal these productions must become in response.
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Perhaps Zeffielli's and Luhrmam's film treatments lie dong the same continuum.

Levenson quotes John Fuegi, who credits Zetfinlli for helping "...to ease a too literal
modem audience into an appropriate relationship with Shakespeare" (Fuegi, quoted in
Levenson, p. 123). If'a modem audience of the 60's was wnsidered too literal, what
rnight we cal1 the postmoâem audience of the 9û's?

Seiler's "'Romeo & Juliet' w w s and wllis young audiences" quotes sample
responses to the Luhnnann film fiom its teen audience membm, and the reaction of
Mark Bailey, 17, seems representative:

1 redly understood what was happening in the movie.... Some of the language 1

didn't get, but 1 understood it better with the context in which they were saying it,
and their faces and their body language... 1 still don't want to pick up a

Shakespearean book. There's too much work trying to translate it. (1997, p. 2)

Bailey's cornments illustrate how literal-minded a young 90s audience has become, and

how foreign Shakespeare's lanpage has become as a result. This young student
understood the play solely through its visuals, "their faces and their body language". He

a h understands that the work of reading Shakespeare is in fact an act of "translation",
which he would prefer a movie treatment to do for him. "Maybe that's the idea,"

Matthews (1997) reluctantly admits, '%O package Shakespeare as a big, tempting box of

candy for those who won't swallow their medicine any other way" (p. 55). Bailey's
response to this film encapdates the English teacha's dilemma when introducing

Shakespeare to her -dents.

The very basic struBgle with Shakespeare's antiquated

language presents almost formidable obstacles to appreciation or understanding. In h a
introduction to the section on teaching -O
-e

and in the Folger Library's

S a Free, Biondo-Hench (1993) aclcnowlcdges that the me= mention of

Shakespeare's name "is likely to make a class of fieshmen panic" precisely because
language "cm be a bamer for students" (p. 117). n i e sample lessons which follow are
"designed to bring a distant relationship between students and blocks of intimidating lines
into a rneaningful dialogue" (p. 1 17). The very tide of this volume indicates that

Shakespeare's words themselves must somehow be liberated in order for this meaningful
dialogue to occur. Levenson's final comments on Zeffûelli suggest that film might be the
way to accomplish this:

...cinema allowed him to fice the drama almost completely from its belletristic
sources. His conversion of the poetry in this medium relieved Shakespeare's
tragedy of its literary backdrop, end he could easily set the newly enfranchised
words into a more up-to-date context. In the film, those words engage rarely with

one another, more ofien glossing the composite images which now tell the story.
(1987, pp. 122-123)
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The enhnchising of lenguage begun by Zefnrclli is certainly completed by L u h n n ~ n ,

who according to the anonymous reviewer for the on-line Film.com, has not trashed
Shakespeare but has done him a scrvice by setting him fiee: 'What Luhnnann has trashed
is the tight corsets that have literally and symbolidly stifled Shakespeare's passion and

fue" (p. 1). Baker (1999) describes Luhrmann's film as "Shakespeare as it was meant to
be watched" (p. l), and the operative word, "watchcd", niggests îhaî if Shakespeare is to
be "set fiee" for a young audience of Mark Baileys, his words must h t be translated into

images.
The recent proliferation of on-screen Shakespearean productions has signaled a
"return of the Bard," which, according to Tolson (1999), began in 1989 with Kenneth

Branagh's &np V (p, 49). Since then, Hollywood has recognized that %ere might be
an audience for movies based on the plays of William Shakespeare" and as profits go up,

we're now "getiing a plethora of iambic pentarneter" (Corliss, 19%, p. 57).

Paradoxically, while the academic cornrnunity debates whether Shakespeare is "tw dead,
too

white, and too male to be read at dl" (Tolson, p. 48), there has emerged a growing

interest in seeing his works on nIm. Tolwn quotes Harold Blwm, whox recent book,
e: The I

n

v

v (1998), has become a best seller: 'I
n the mida

of a nllned high culture, there cornes out a deep public love of Shakespeare" (Blmm,
quoted in Tolson, p. 49). Bloom's comment shows how contested a temtory Shakespeare

has become in the high culture / popular culture debate. In his book, Bloom claims
Shakespeare's works as "the universal canon" which will sunive the bcanti-elitistswaxnp
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of Cultural Studies9'@. 17) simply because they are so enduring and pervasive a part of
our popular culture. The trutb is, Shakespeare appears resilient mough to withstand
appropriation by any camp, and throughout both his performance and academic histories,

has been suôjected to aiJ manner of treatments, or, in some cases, mistreatments, fkom his

Bowdlerization in the 1 9 Century to his postmodernization today. Film c ~ t i c Wte
s Ebm
(1 996) who declare that they '%ove ncver seen anythùig remotdy approachuig the mess"
(p. 1) that Baz L u h r m a ~has made of Bpmeo and Julietght do well to remember

Hamlet's explanation of "the purpose of playing," which '%as

and is, to hold as 'twere

the mirror up to nature" ( 3 , î , î 1-23). Shakespeare's plays have always been a changing

mirror reflecting each successive society's values and expectations. In our postmodem
era, the screen has become our mirror, be it the TV screen, the movie screen, or the

computer screen. "Our chorus is the media; the media is the chorus of today."
Despite Connor's injunction that "we ask, not, what does posîmodemism mean?,

but, what does it do?" (1997, p. 9), it is dificult not to ask what the postmodeniization of
Shakespeare means for English teachers and their midents. Does it simply mirror the
vacuousness of our own times? Peter and Will Brooker (1996) argue, "If some examples
of postmodem art are at once scandalous and vacant, or 'merely' playfûi, others are
innovative and deeply problematising" (p. 143). Their comments on Quentin Tarantino's
. .
ic-

might as easily be made of Luhnnann's O-

+ h&:

'The deconstructive

effect of an intertextual postmodemism is precisely to challenge distinctions between the
onginal and authentic and true, the unifie& hi@ and centred on the one hand and the
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copy, the false, the low, die supplementary and marginal on the othei' (p. 143). While
Luhrrnann questions the culturaJ value of Shakespeare, and answers with a popular

retelling of one of his best-loved plays, he aiso deeply problematises Shakespeare's
language. By placing it in the here and now, he asks us what we make of it, and more

importantly, what we are aslàng ou.midents to make of it.

of thei s &at

The thesis of Bloom's -e:

"Shakespeare will go on explaining us, in part because he invented us" (1998, p. xviii),
by creating characters who could reflect on their experiences and refahion themselves.

He created characters not only rounded., but interiorized, and thus helped to create our
own interior selves.

In this sense, "Ail the world's a stage," and Shakespeare created it

by creating us. Within this conte* he States that

''Rome0 &

$
is unmatched, in

Shakespeare and the world's iiterature, as a vision of an uncompromising mutual love
that perishes of its own idealism and intensity" (p. 89). 1t is, quite simply, the world's

guidebook on young love. in general, Bloom's awe of Shakespeare rests not so much on
the language of his plays as on his creation of character. If this is where our endless

fascination with Shakespeare resides, if this is the reason English teachers still teach

Shakespeare, then perhaps there is d
l a meeting place between English teachen and the

Mark Baileys we teach. Ifwe apply Peter and Will Brwker's comrnents on the
deconstructive effect of an intertextual postmodemism to a young audience's experience
of seeing the newest W e o + J

u and take Mark Bailey's responx as representative

of that expenence, it is the characters, their feelings, actions and tragic consequences
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which emerge as the tnie or authentic part of the story,the language not simply

anachronistic, but foreign, false, untrue. While Luhrmann problemaîizes Shakespeare's
language in this manner, his film provides evidence of Bloom's c l a h that we stiU need
Shakespeare. Further, accordhg to Tolson, Bloom believes "diat we inhabitants of an
increasingly vimial world find Shakespeare 'the pcrfect antidote' to the impefsonality of
the digitized existence" (1 999, p. 49). Pcrhaps it is also truc tfiat our v i d world can

help to humanize Shakespeare, especially among those living on the other side of the

generation gap from their English teachers.
When the soundtrack to

+as released on CD Rom, an excited

student came by to tell me al1 about it. "lt's so cool," she explained. "If you play it on
your stereo, you can hear al1 the music fiom the movie, but you can also put it in your
cornputer, and then you get the whole screenplay, plus the music, plus pictures fkom the

movie. It's interactive. Just click whichever part you want." At that tirne, 1 had never
heard of an interactive CD Rom, but the idea that students could interact with
Shakespeare's words and L u h a n n ' s images suggested to me a kind of "meaningfbl

dialogue" that might truly set Shakespeare fkee.

Chapter 6: On The Edge: Critical Literacy and Popular Culture

After sixteen yean as an ELA tacher, 1 am finally coming to undmtaod the
necessity of t e a c b g nIm in the English Language Arts classoom. It's not that I've
never shown films before, but 1 have always used nIms as adjuncts to works of literanire
we have already midied in class, or, 1'11 admit, as a treat for myself and my bard-working
students. It wasn't untilI achially took a film course that 1 came to appreciate the value
of film as Eilm, not only as an art f o m in its own right with its own unique language,

aesthetic qualities and emotiond power, but also as a valuable tool for examining the
social conditions that produced it and the redting cultural mores it transmits.
These seemuigly competing goals of aesthetic appreciation and critical
interrogation are two of the most important goals of media studies, and 1 must admit to
faltering over one or the other any time 1 have launched a media studies unit in my

classroom. It is not enough simply to alert students to the dangers of ""themedia", a
complex of cultural messages they nvim in alrnost eEortlessly and unconsciously.
Students are apt to bride at the suggestion that we know theu language better than they
do. Therefore, a cautionary approach to teaching the media (sometimes referred to as the

inoculation model) tends to alienate students and close off Cniiaul areas of discussion.
On the other hand, a purely aesthetic approach to film may capture the interest of a few

students but c m tend to coopt film into the sphae of the object d'an. yet another fossil to
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analyze, thus severhg its connection with students' daily lives and experiences. Only
when these two goals are pursued in tandem, it would seem, can either one be realized.
So this year 1tried again.

1 began by acknowledging that my studmts were probably more media sawy than
1 was, had probably seen more films, and could most likely readmovies without evcn

real izing they were interpreting a unique laaguage with specific symbols, techniques and
effects. To test their media know-how, 1 presented my classes with a series of overhead

movie stills culled fiom film studies texts and movie ads. As predicted, they were quite
adept at recognizing the effect of various camera angles, lighting techniques and spacial
relationships among characters and between the characters and the carnera. Together
with a brief glossary of film tenns, we worked through the basic elements of mise en
scene, the director's placement of people and objects in relation to the camera within

each particuiar fiame or still picture.

Once students came to accept the fact that there

was a specific intention behind each various effect, it soon followed that there must be a

correspondhg meaning or message behind the image. 1 then introduced them to the
basic concepts of semiotics.
If film c m be said to have a unique language, semiotics may be the key to

understanding how that language operates. In "Semiotics and Television", Seiter (1987)

defines semiotics as the "study of everythmg that can be used for communication" (p. 17)
or the study of signs. "Semiotics begins with this miallest unit and builds to d e s for the
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what it wants us to Xe. The Ontario Ministry of Education (1989) makes thïs point in its

resource guide, Media:

Ail of us have a ' 4 w n ~ ~ tthe
" ,picture we have built up in our heads since birui,
of what the world is and how it works. It is a mode1 based on the sense we have

made of al1 our observations and expaicnces. When, howevcr, a major part of
those observations and expenences corne to us pre-constmcted by the media, with
attitudes, interpretations, and conclusions already budt in, then the media, rather

than we ourselves, are constructing our reality. (p. 8)

Without, for the moment, asking students to consider al1 the implications behind the

understanding that al1 media are constructions of reality, 1 was hoping to encourage them
to consider images as combinations of signifiers to be read and interpreted. Students

dernonstrated their understanding of these basic concepts by choosing an image frorn a
newspaper or magazine (many chose ads for current movies), and deconstnicting the
image for themselves. 1posted their images and deconstructions as a visual glossary for

future reference, anxious to see how well their new awareness would translate to the next
stage, moving pictures.

aoo-

CCultyte

1 remember my sincere but rather misguided attempts to teach IlPo-

to a class

of Senior 4 Literature students a few years ago. They failed to sce the chann and subtlety
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that had so engaged m y interest, and 1 doubt that it prompted any of thern to seek out the
poetry of Pablo Neruda Oh well maybe it worked for a few of them. The rest were
annoyed that 1 hadn't allowed them to watch

instead. My pwpose then, purely

aesthetic appreciation, seemed to cal1 for a film that was more arty- by making a
somewhat arbitrary distinction between "Wand "moviesn, 1 was permitting only
certain types of movies into the c l a s m m for serious discussion. My purpose now,
however, was to discover, dong with my students, the art and artisûy in the popular
culture that surrounds hem, so this year 1 was determined to find a movie that was more

accessible, something a group of students might well chwse to watch on their own for
pure entertainment. Considering that 1 had a group of predorninantly male students in my

Senior 4 class, 1 chose the movie n e E&

(1997), a well-told adventure stoiy of

sunival in the Alaskan wildemess starring Anthony Hopkins and Alec Baldwin, and
featuring a Kodiak bear named Bart. 1 hoped students wodd realize that even a movie

whose sole purpose is to keep the audience on "the edge" of suspense, is a carefùlly
constructed story which can be appreciated for its craft, but which also conveys cultural
values that are subject to discussion and critique.
Briefly, the movie focuses on two men, Charles Morse (Hopkins), a wealthy
business man married to Mickey, a young beautifid supermodel played by Elle

MacPhersen, (coincidentally a young beautifid supermodel). He dccides to joui her on a
photo shoot in Alaska dong with her photographer Robert Green (Baldwin) and various
assistants. What becomes immediately evident to the audience and to Charles Morse, is
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that his wife is having an affair with Robert Green. When Green decides to fly out in
search of an authentic Native hunter to add realism to his shoot, Morse joins him and his
assistant, Steve. The mal1 plane crashes, leaving Charles, Robert, and Steve to find their
way back to the main lodge. The search becomes a desperate stniggle for survival as they

are hunted by a bear and finally by each other.

Afier viewing the first forty minutes of the movie, we stopped to consider how the

film set up the rivalry between Charles and Robert and established their characters.
Although students cringed as 1 pressed the pause button, a break in the illusion of reality
created by the film, their perceptive comments showed that they were actively and
criticaily engaged. When Mickey fist steps out of the plane owned by her millionaire
husband, 1 paused to ask them what they observed. Surrounded by people dressed in &ab

colors, she is the only character wearing a bright green jacket, signifying her role as the
prized possession of Charles Morse. This idea is confinned by the comment of another
pilot obsening to Morse, "What 1 wouldn't give to get rny hands on her." It tums out he
is r e f e h g to Charles's plane, but Charles's rather suspicious reaction sets up his role as
the jealous husband. 1 asked students to watch for the ways in which the characters were
tested +throughoutthe film, and the first few tests o f Charles Morse provided important
dues to his character as weil as foreshadowing fbture events in the story. The lodge
owner, impressed by Charles's academic knowledge of the wildemess, holds up a Cree
paddle with a picture of a panther on one side, and rsks hun what is on the other. Charles
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correctly answers, a rabbit smoking a pipe. "And why is he smoking a pipe?" someone

asks. "Because he knows he's smarter than the panther," replies Charles. Studcnts

interpreted the panther and rabbit as symbols for the two rivals, Robert and Charles.
Although Robert is younger, stronger and clearly the preâator, Charles is the miarter of
the two. The birthday surprise they play on Charles later that evening reuiforces the

nature of this rivalry. As Charles is in the kitchen p'eparing a midnight snack for his
wife, he becomes nervous about the threat of bear attacks. But the only m c k is from

Robert draped in a bear hide. The mock attack foreshadows a Iater aîtack by a [ive bear,
but also hints at Green's funue attack on Morse. After the first forty minutes of the film,

students observed that Charles passed al1 of his tests with intelligence and good humor,
while Green showed the pettiness in his nature and the hostüity lurking just below the

surface. By the time their plane crashes into the lake, both Charles Morse and the
audience know that Green wants to kill him. The only question is how.

Takino Note of ChAs the movie proceeded, 1 asked students to keep track of the tests each major
character had to face. These notes would form the basis of a later character sketch.
Charles, predictably, passes every test, whereas Robert fails repeatedly. For example,
when their plane crashes in the water, Robert stniggles to save himself and is

out of

the water. Charles, however, stops to fiee Steve and even shows the foresight to bring his
bag of flares and other supplies. When Steve injures himself, Charles takes care of him

and asks Robert to bury the blood soaked rags. hstead, Robert hangs them on a tree,
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luring the bear who attacks and kiîls the helpless Steve.

In addition to noting the actions of the characters, 1 asked midents to notice the
mise en scene in various shots. Students noted how ofim Charles was filrned standing

while the other two were shot sitting or lying down, ernphasizing his alertness and natural
leadership in a crisis. Afkr Charles and Robert haily kill the bear, students were stnick

by the shot of the two men looking me v a t white huntcrs ftom
clothed in bear hide, canying spears, and sporting their trophy bear teeth around their
necks, dl signifjmg their triumph over the wildemess. Once the two characters are close
to

safety at an abandoned hunter's cabin, Robert takes the gun he fïnds there and decides

to kill Charles. But like the bear he is, he munbles into a deadfall and is irnpaled on a

sharp stick. Instead of letting him die, however, Charles mes valiantly to save his life,
and when Robert asks him why, he replies that he iikes a challenge. Despite his efforts,
Robert Green dies, but he dies repentant just as the search and rescue helicopter circles

overhead. The music swirls to an emotional climax dong with the swirling helicopter,
and Charles is rehirned to his somewhat chastened wife. Students were clearly moved by
the ending. They loved the character of Charles and al1 determined to write about him for

their character sketch as proof that character is destiny.

b d Now For The &d PL
Teachuig nie h a taught me many things. 1 coddn't help but observe
midents' enthusiasm for the film and their thoughtiùi engagement with the characters.

Through the medium of film, students were able to discuss elements of narrative,

foreshadowing, character development and dl manner of symbolisn with an
independence of thought which, fbnkly, I had not seen in their discussion of literary
texts. In addition, they were able to discuss feaîures unique to visual media in t m n s of
mise en scene with a sophistication that was truiy gra-g.

In short, a success. TOthis

point, we had discussed the aesthetics of film, and students snmed quite content to write

their character sketches and leave it at that. But we stiU tüidn't addressed the d u e s this
film assumes and tranmiits-

the thorny issue of ideology.

One of the goals of media literacy according to Manitoba's -or
s: w

b
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enior is for

students to "recognize, analyze, and respond to ways in which media texts reconstmct

reality and influence their perceptions of themselves and others" (1996, p. 6).

me &

provides an excellent example of how texts of popular culture meàiate our reality and
perceptions, our taken-for-granted understandings of how the world works, and without
denying the popular appeal of this movie, 1 hoped to provide my students with a means of

critiquing its representations of gender, race, and class.

Here again, it was necessuy to remind students that al1 media are constructions of
reality, not simply mirrors held up to nature as unmediated reflections. The point semis

al1 the more important and difficult to make when we become absorbed by the strength of
the narrative and the verisimiiitude of film. In "Narration and Nmtivity In Film",

Scholes (1985) discusses the power of story to ovexwhelm an audience's critical faculties:
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A feature of namativity is our desire to abandon certain dimensions of existence...

and place ourseIves under the illusionary guidance of a maker of namtives, upon

whom we rely because we respect his powers. There is somahing very
undemocratic about al1 this, and uncritical as well. Criticism begins when
narrativity ceases. (p. 397)

Although we put ourselves in this uncritical position whenever we read a story, the
fact that we are actually attending to words in a text reinforces the artificiality or
"fictionality" of the story we are reading. When the story is prexnted visually, however,
"the achieved fiction is there with a specificity which the printed text alone can never
hope to match" (Scholes, 1985, p. 392). This narrows or restricts die potential for critical

interpretation because the material has ken, in a sense, read for us. The point is
somewhat paradoxical-

when the story is presented visually, it has been subject to

M e r interpretation by the director, and the audience receives a pre-packaged version of
the story instead of the story we may constnict for ourselves in o u . engagement with that
same story in print. Yet, "film, because it excels dl other narrative media in its rendition

of material objects and the actions of creahirrs, is the closest to actuaiity, to
undifferentiated thoughtiess experience" (Scholes, p. 403). This paradox captures the

pleasure and the danger of rngaging uncritically in the visuai media-

we can become so

engaged in a story that on some level, we forget it is a story. 1 certainly saw this

phenornenon in my -dents'

experience of watching

n.But where is the danger

in that?

c
In Media Cul-,

Kellner (1995) claims that "media spectacles hide the

ideological content whereby fast editing, dazziing high-tech images, and narrative
excitement overwhelm the viewer's cntical faculties, thus subliminally conveying the
ideologies through images and spectacle" (p. 69). What ideologies had my students
uncntically accepted through their viewing of n e E-?

I began by asking how the

female characters were portrayed in this movie. Students were uUtially reluctant to
address this question, arguing that this was a guy movie, an action movie, not a girl
movie. I asked students to question that assumption. Why wasn't Mickey along as part
of the trek through the wildemess? In a class of predominantly male students, 1 was
gratefid for the reactions of the few female students who echoed my question and

answered it by saying that women are rarely along for the exciting parts. "But that's not
the h d of movie it is," the guys insisted. Movies also speak through their silences and

omissions, a point to which feminist film critics have alerted us, and this movie is
certainl y absent of any redistic representation of female characters.

How, then, is Mickey portrayed? Our fim sight of her in the green jacket coupled
with Charles's confusion when the other pilot says, "What 1 wouldn't give to get my

hands on her," shows that Mickey is as much a possession of the millionaire Charles
Morse as is his airplane. Students noted how seldom her name is mentioned in the film.
Instead, she is referred to in discussions as "my wife" or "your wife". In Charles's
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declarabon of love to Mickey, he tells ber, "You're the only fhing I've ever wented," in
other words, a rich man's indulgence. The fact that B e is a beautifid f a o n mode1
underscores her portrayal as an object of desire, an object radier dian a M y redized
character. 1 asked students if any of them had noticed this as they initially watched the
film. The young women in rny class defhitely did. The young men, however, were

feeling somewhat defeasive. "Are you saying diis is a bad movie?" one studmt &cd.

1

codd only answer no, not a bad movie, but perhaps a typicd one in terms of its
representation of women. Students came to the agreement that if every movie portrayed
women the way this one ha& we would be receiving a fdse and d a i r depiction of

women.
1 was curious to see what students fiom diverse ethnic and racial backgrounds had

noticed about the representation of race in the portrayal of Steve, the young black

assistant played by Harold Perrineau. The character of Steve in no way presents a
blatantly negative racial stereotype. He is an attractive character with wit and charm.
Yet, 1 asked my students, how often is he portrayed as childlike, helpless or incompetent?
Students found numerous examples. He is trapped in the plane and needs to be rescued.

He is tired and develops a stitch in his side, for which Charles provides an old native
cure: go fmd a smooth stone and spit under it. Both Charles and Robert realize the cure
works because it allows Steve to slow down, siretch and catch his breath, implying a

certain condescension toward the child-like Steve who is simply happy that the

mystenous cure has done the trick. And so it continues. To keep Steve's mind occupied
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after tbey have escaped the bear and become hopelessly 10% Charles gives him his knife,

a symbol of self-reliance in this rnovie, and tells him to make a spear, during which
operation Steve ineptly cuts himself in the leg. Conxqumtly, he dies the Mctim of Bart
the Bear. A final example noted by one of my students-

in a film where Robert Green

is invariably at tbe head of the group and the first to run fiom danger, he dlows Steve to
precede him across the tree which they have pushed over a ravine in ordcr to escape the

bear. One student wondered whether Steve had to go f h t to make sure the tree held.
Some students resisted this portraya1 of Steve as a racial stereotype by offering the
possibility that any actor, black or white, could have played his pari. Did the role
especially cal1 for a black actor? 1 suspect it did, as did some students in my class, but
the question wasn't entirely resolved because I didn't know. A student fiom South
America stayed after class to teU me about the racial stereotyping of Spanish speaking
people he had noticed on television since moving to Canada. At least our airing of the
issues of representation of gender and race invited students to question the ways in which
our redity is mediated for us through film and to make a personal connection to their own
experiences and observations.
The final ideological assumption this film makes relates to the tremendous appeal

of Charles Morse. Our hero is both clever and compassionate, and ou.sympathies are
with him throughout. If a rich person wanted you to see a film that represented nch

people in a positive way, 1 niggested, woddn't this be the one to see? We are never told
how Charles makes his millions, but we are left to assume that he deserves them.
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Although Robert often comments on Charles's weaitb and privilege, Robert's character is
ço

lacking in credibility that the effect on the audience is one of total sympathy and

respect for Charles. In fact, both Steve and Robert are won over by his kindness and

accede to his innate superiority. "You Imow, Charles, you're alright," the wotmded Steve
says just before he is eaten by the bar. And Robert Green admits that Charles's wifc had
nothing to do with his plan to kit1 Charles, as if retuming the prize to its rightfiil owner.
T'hroughout this movie, Charles's superior statu is legitunized by the tests of his
character which he passes with hurnility and grace, particularly in his words to reporters
on his d e return to civilization. "And what about your fknds?" one reporter asks.

"How did they die?' "They died swing my life," he responds, and in a sense this is mie,
for their deaths have vaiidated his life of wealth and privilege. Again, if a rich p m o n
wanted people to see a positive portrayal of the rich, wouldn't this be the movie to see?

One student suggested that 1 was making Charles out to be the bad guy. The point, of

course, is that he's the good guy, and while 1 was trying to make uiis point, another
student jumped in: "It's son of like Nike-

they want us to have a good image of them

so we'll buy their SM
but
, meanwhile they're exploiting workers in developing countries
u> that they can

make their millions." Oniy we never find out how Charles Morse made

his millions, another example of how movies speak through their silences.
Kellner (1995) defines ideology es "part of a system of domination which serves
to M e r oppression by legitimating forces and institutions that repress and oppress
people" (p. 6 1). The disanning chmcter of Charles Morse "justifies the domination of
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one gender, race, and c l w over others by v h e of ms] aUeged superiority, or the
natural order of things" (p. 6 1). Undemeatb the suspense of the story, the interest of the

characters, and the almost total ernotional absorption the experience of viewing this
rnovie provides, we are givm portrayals of gender, race and class that could easily pass
unnoticed but that students felt uncornfortable with once they had paused to consider
thern. As a teacher, I must at some point play the role of spoilcr, press the pause bution,

and, without denigrating the students' initially positive response to this movie, ask the

questions that would otherwise go unasked.
edia Litemcv 1s C
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Throughout my teaching of m e E a , 1 was mindfid of the waniing to teachers in
the Ontario Ministry of Education's guide to media literacy: "It is imponant to stress the
positive feahires of the m a s media rather than to dwell at leagth on the negative" (1989,
p. 12). The role of the teacher is not to pass judgement on popular culture but to

"ernpower students to discover meaning on their own, thus giving them cntical
autonomy" (p. 12). So, has the experience of studying nie Edeearpened my students'

skills of critical literacy? 1had my answer one Monday moming fiom a student who'd

gone to the movies over the weekend. "Thanks a lot," he saiâ, with more than a hint of
sarcasm. "Cm 1 ever watch a movie for fun anymore? No, now I'm always noticing

things."
Mission accomplished.

Pgstmodem Conclusions

... it is fiom this point properly, that the story of my LSe and my Opinions sets
out; with al1 my hurry and precipitation, 1 have but been clearing the ground to

raise the building-

and such a building do 1 foresee it will turn out, as ncver was

planned, and as never was executed since A h . In lcss thm fivc minutes 1 shdl

have thrown my pen into the fire, and the Little &op of thick ink which is lefi
remaining at the bottom of my in.-honi, after it-

1 have but half a score t h g s to

do in the tirne... (Sterne, 1767,p. 332)

Mission accomplished? Hardy. Like poor Tristam Shandy, 1 feel 1 have thus far
but been clearing the ground to raise the building. If my chapter on teaching

suggests some terminus, a point at which my teaching has finally caught up with the
ephemera of my midents' lives and made sense of the ways in which popular culture
mediates their experience, then 1 have fallen prey to one of the worst dangers possible
when conducting narrative inquiry accordhg to Connelly and Clanàinin (199 l), the

Hollywood plot, "where everything works out well in the end" (p. 142). Not only could 1
be accused of succumbing to the temptations of the Hollywood plot, but also of the

recuperative Hollywood ending, which, as in the case of the 1931

m.
snooths

over whatever wounds have been opened while denying that the patient has bled to death.
Connelly and Clandinin cal1 this "narrative smoothùig", "a process that goes on al1 the
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time in nanative both during data collection and writing" (p. 142). T k y suggcrt that the
way to deal with this problem is to balance what has been snoothed with "what is

obscured in the snoothing for narrative purposes" (p. 142). "To acknowledge namative
snoothing," they maintain, "is to open another door for the readef' (p. 142) which
inevitably exposes uncornfortable narrative secrets that could lead to alternative or even
contraclictory readings.

k
What has been smoothed here is not so much the narrative flow of rny classroom
experience, which I have presented as faithfiilly as possible, but ratha the suggestion that
I have successfidly straddled the horse of cultural studies and can now ride bappily hto
the sunset. It seems instead that the home has ridden off without me, leaving me here
with my videos which stand almost indistinguishably alongside the other books on my

shelf. They are texts as surely as any other texts 1 have ever read and interpreted.
Everythuig and anythuig, it seems, can be tumed into texts for interpretation in the
classroom, CO-optedinto the procedures that have for so long defined the study of

literature. In - & ,

Steven Connor (1997) attributes the institutional

stability of the paradigm of literary studies to its "extreme adaptability", n o h g that while
it has "been threatened to a certain degree by such loosening definitions of what
'literature', the cohering object of [its] activity, really is," it maintains an "extraordinary
capacity to assimilate such intellechial challenges and mobilize them in its own interests"
(p. 133). Noting that the discipline of English has been able to ''suvive and even to
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thnve on such apparently lethal doses of radical theory," Connor argues that now literary
studies is actively "looking for ways to diversi@ into the areas which had previously
provided [it] with so much theoretical capital, Wre philosophy and cultural studies" (p.
133). The ability of the paradigm of literary studies to change in thjs way could be xen

as an asset, suggeshng an intemal mechanimi which allows for growth and

metamorphosis within its general fiamework in the same way thai Manitoba's new

curriculum documents account for viewing and representing as valid and necessary
practices within the language arts classroom. But one gets the feeling that Connor is
pointing to a slightly different trend, namely that literary midies functions as a
recuperative agent for absorbing the challenges to its institutional authority and tuming
them into further Mst for the interpretive mill. Narrative smoothing indeed.
Robert Morgan (1996) addresses this issue as it relates to the teachhg of media in

"PanTextualism, Everyday Life and Media Education". Morgan's clairn that "textual
decoding is the reigning pedagogical genre of secondary Media Education" (p. 1 5) is

difficult to dispute; in fact, one might wonder what else could be. This "will to
interpretation" (p. 16), the henneneutic tum of rnind which characterizes much of my

work in this thesis and in my classroom practice, is, however, the very process he
problernatizes in his article. As Morgan asserts, whenever we pull a media 'text' out of
its "larger discursive matrix" (p. 17), that is, the flow within which it is nomally
experienced by our midents, we turn it into something else, the object of interpretive

analysis, a thing to study in the classroom. As if to answer Connor's point about the
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adaptability of the paradigm of litemy studies, Morgan asks,"Why ... has English been
so hospitable to Media Education if it is not precisely because it has turned everything
into teas?" (p. 18). Instead of seeing television, for instance, as "a machine chuming out

endless texts", Morgan maintains that "it is a social resource viewers draw upon to make
meanings, not just fiom its texts per se, but h m its intersection with their daily lives" (p.
21). It is this "quotidian" nature of media expience that seerns to elude us in our

approaches to media education. Are we doomed to ded only with the "afterlife of media
expenence" (p. 22) which then become texts for classroom study, or as Morgan puts ic
"static props in a disciplinary theatre of interpretattion" (p. 29)?

Antony Easthope (1991) addresses this question in part by making an appeal for
using the contemporary as the starhg point for cultural studies:

... cultural studies must take the contemporary as its point of departure-

this

morning's issue of the Sun newspaper, this month's television programme, this
year's Hollywood blockbuster-

in studying an object which is always changùig.

It thus necessarily confiants the history of popda. culture as always in process as

construction, innovation, reconstruction. (p. 168)

Even so, Easthope makes the point that "al1 texts are historical texts even if they were
only produced yesterday" (p. 157), thus allowing that the process of considering the

contemporary in the classroom Etil1 entails removing texts nom their immediate media
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context and submitting them to a process that difien fiom the way they would otherwise

be experienced by shidents. For Easthope, the object of cultural studies '"consists in part
of texts ... lived within the everyday but then submitted to reconstruction in academic
analysis" (p. 172). It seems difficult to conceive of anyplace outside the text from which
to approach our study of culture.
Morgan proposes that while te-

"are the 'nouns' of discursive activity", we need

to "shift our attention to the verbing of culture" (p. 22) by adopting a "performative
approach to media" (p. 26), which "sees both texts and the practices which situate them
as far more ambiguous and indetenninate than ideology critique does" (p. 26). Instead of

starting fiom the tex?, then, Morgan suggests beginning somewhere other than the text"bringing things home" for students by exploring the role the media plays in their
evewday lives. Instead of the '"key concepts" or s w e y of media genres approach like
that advocated by Ontario's Media Shidies curriculum, a '"reinvented media pedagogy"

wodd involve "local and community dynarnics" (p. 28), and a Mler understanding of the
embeddedness of media in the daily lives of out students.

h "Television, Space, Education: rethinking relations between schools and
media," Morgan (1995) elaborates on the difference between students' real experience of
television and the experience of media offered by teachers in the classroom: "Students
relate to [media] not simpiy as messages to be cognitively precessed in tenns of rational

claims and or emotional appeals (a fiequent media literacy strategy), but as habitats to
temporarily live within" (p. 44). The notion of temporarily living within a televisual
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world is supported by the phenomenon whereby television makes "specific locations
'more real' by virhie of their t e l e v i d presence or analogue" (p. 43), the "as-seen-on-

TV' stamp of approval which legitimizes reality through its reflection on the tube. Soon,
"stock dichotomies of the representational p a r a d i e authentic over amficial, original
vs copy, 'live' opposed to the 'vicarious'- become rnuddied, if not actively inverted" (p.
43). This is a phenomenon I noted in my chapter on

where sâudents

felt the 1996 postmodem fih version was somehow more "real" than the 19Ws version,
possibly because it qtilized so many of the conventions of contemporary film and
television that they had been accustomed to inhabiting. If television has become for my
students more real than reality itself, and Luhrmann's film mirrors who they are within
the television world they inhabit, then the artificial has become the authentic version of

their expenence.

By cornparison, the real world must seem somewhat banal to my students,
especially when so much of it is lived within the four walls of the classroom. When one

considers that "media realign adolescent identities around other cultural fonns and
priorities than those promoted by schooling" (Morgan, 1995, p. 5 1), the classoom begins
to look like a rather impovenshed place:

Once rich in stimuli, the classroom becomes relatively bamn, a sub-category of

students' perceptual options, centred as it is on antediluvian technologies; the
human voice, ch& papa and slate. The dynamic flows of information and
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irnagery students mcounter in their substantial other lives make it no match for the

no place / every-place of TV. (p. 5 1)

Po-

Once we have acbiowledged thex truths about the p e m i v m e s s of television and
other visual media in the daily lives of our students, how are we to proceed, we who work

every day in the "barren" classrwm Morgan describes? No amount of "narrative

srnoothing", it would seem, takes us out of this place or helps to mest these questions to
the ground. Morgan (1995) concludes his article by recommending that we theorize these
questions m e r , narnely "the local, material and geographic structures affecthg
students' lives; their more fluid engagements with the identities and discursive
topographies on offer in media; and finally, the a&liational discourses and bodily
inscriptions staged by school discipline and curricula" (p. 54). The postmodem
classroom itself must be reconceptualized as a more fluid and dynamic environment
which provides students not only with opportunities to view and interpret the texts of our

culture, but to create them as well. Although Morgan (1996) concedes that "textual
analysis...bas] its place and power... it often seems to be the only game in town" (p. 29).
The game he advocates, that of puttuig "culture into motion" (p. 29) suggests something

beyond the critique of representation that 1 have moved toward in the process of
researching this thesis. But what exactly would this look like in the classroom, this
verbing of culture which Morgan recommends?
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In "English in Its Postmodern Circumstances", Gary Griest (1992) imagines what

the postmodem language arts classroom rnight look like given the confluence of a variety
of trends which converge on our discipline. Firstly, he maintains the "need to dismantle
the apartheid that exists between the academic study of literature and popular enjoyment

of the media, between canon-blessed works of imaginative kiteratwe and narratives that
blast allegories and blur genres in the truc postrnodem curriculum of popular culture" (p.
15). As long as we "go on perfomiing as good citizens of the sovereign word" (p. 15),

we miss the potentials that exciting new technologies present for nfiguring ou.notions of
text. At a tune when "it has becorne common practice to join blocks of text with
electronic links and add sound, images, video, and other foms of data-

an age in which

it is getting hcreasingly difficult to separate textual literacy fiom visual, cornputer, or

media literacy" @. IS), our current notions of text simply cannot hold. Grien foresees a
metamorphosis from the 19&century museum piece that is the typical language arts

classroom to something 'more like a studio, perhaps a discourse studio, or even a place in
which literature is seen as an earlier form of vimial reality" (p. 16). instead of basing our
authority as language arts teachers on a literary tradition, we must vest our authonty in
our ability to mediate "conditions that are interiexnial, contexnial, and hypertexhial" (p.
16). The postmodem Engiish classroom would combine "malring meaning fkom texts

with mahng texts, critical viewùig, and the hands-on production of multimedia

presentations" (p. 17). 1 imagine the endlessly suggestive tenn, the "verbing of culture",
to comprise of many of the features Grien envisions, ïntegrating word and image, page
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and screen, high and popular culture, in ways that we have yet to redize in our
antediluvian classooms. "Such a building do 1 forexe it will tum out, as never was
planned, and as never was executed since Adam."
Meanwhile, back in the "swamplands of practice" (p. 15)' as Griest refers to the
language-arts classroom most of us still inhabit, while 1 contemplate what a classrwm
without text might look like, some of my wlleagues d l argue ovcr whether film can

actually be considered as text. Does it really have a place in the literature classroom? 1
say this not out of disrespect for my teaching colleagues, who struggie daily with the

competuig orthodoxies of word and image, but perhaps to remind myself of how far 1
have corne in my own accommodations between the two as equally valid foms of

signifjmg practice. I believe my own reconceptuaiization as a language arts teacher may
have aimost caught up to Manitoba's new curriculum. The final Senior 4 documents have

yet to be completed, and we await the reconfiguration of the Senior 4 electives. It has
been proposed that the literature elective, considered to be the last holdout of traditional

literary midies in the xcondary language arts classroom, be renamed "Contemporary
Literature and Society," a title that implies m e r movement toward the pmdigm of
cultural midies as concephialized by Easthope and others. The framing of the word

"literature" by the words "contemporary" and "society" strikes a pleasing symmetry and
signifies a role for literaiure in a reconstituted cultural studies paradigm diat breathes a
whole new life into our practice, "giving literature wings M e a d of weights, lettïng it go

back into the world (West, 1992, p. 15).
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